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Subsequent to publication, the following errors were discovered in the 
documented pressure tap locations: 
1) In table IV, the wing station corresponding to n = 0.673 was 
erroneously stated as Yo = 300 instead of Yo = 315. 
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PUBLICATION CHANGE (Concluded) 
I11S-DR-2169 
2) In table IV and all plotted and tabulated left wing pressure 
data, tap locations given as n = 0.673, x/c > 0.775 should be 
n = 0.641 at the same chordwise locations. 
3) In table VI, spanwise tap locations given as nv = 0.153, 0.316, 
0.600, 0.840, should be 0.158, 0.317, 0.602, 0.839, respectively. 
4) In table VIII, the stated values of SRB axial coordinates Xs and 
Xg/~s are erroneous for tap numbers 909-932; tap numbers 870, 
882, and 901- 908 were deleted from the test but erroneously in- ' 
eluded in the table. 
This publication change presents tables IV, VI, and VIII as revised from 
the subject publication. Users of the tabulated or plotted pressure data for 
the left wing should refer to the revised table IV for the correct pressure 
tap locations. 
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TABLE VI. OROITER VERTICAL TAIL PRESSURE TAP 
NUMOERS (LEFT SIDE ONLY) 




1.0 FULL ' ZOHODEL 1'tv No. 
~CALE ____ SCALE 0 . 025 
-1..05 ,IS .. 30 ,52 ~5 ,775 ____ 90 TAPS TAPS 
550 16.5 .158 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 8 8 
600 18,0 .317 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 9 17 
690 20,7 ,602 447 448 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 9 26 
0'1 765 22 , 95 .839 456 457 458 459 46 0 461 462 463 464 9 35 
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Positive directions of force coeffjcien~s, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows 
For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
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This publication change presents corrected test data in the form of plotted 
data figures, tabulated listings and text information as presented in the 
data report. Additionally, CAB and CAC coefficients have been added for 
all balances. This publication change replaces all the force test data 
contained in Volumes 1 and 2. 
Equations used to correct the CAB, CAF and CYNF coefficients are as follows: 
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CABnew = CABo1d * 236.46/201.07 
CAFnew = CA - CAC - CABnew 
CYNFnew = CYNFold - (CAF new - CAFo1d) * 250.5/1297.0 
A complete list of data and page replacements follows. 
All Volumes: 
Page 26 AbSRB was listed as 201.07, should be 236.46. 
Page 55 Max cross-sectional area listed as 201.07 full scale 
and 0.1809 model scale, should be 236.46 and 0.2128, 
respectively 
Volume 1: 
Data Figures 4-51, pages 1-843 replaced. 
Volume 2: 
Force data tabulation completely replaced, pages 1-113. 
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DATA REDUCTION (Concluded) 
AbSRB = . 236.46 ft2 
ib ::I 14.75° 0 
Xbf = 1329.7 ; n. 
Xb = 1263.0 in. 0 
Zb = 336.5 in. 0 
Base pressure coefficients represented the average pressure on the 
respective bases. Body flap pressure coefficients were as given by figure 
20. 
Right SRB forces and moments were calculated as a mirror1image of 
left SRB forces and moments about a = 0: 
~coefficient 0) Right SRB at +a ( Coefficient on) = Left SRB at -a 
Forces and moment on each component (Orbiter, ET, left SRB, and . 
right SRB) were interpolated versus the respective angle of attack and 
angle of sideslip of each component to nominal angles. These data were 
then added to provide total integrated vehicle forces and moments. 
26 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
. . 
MODE~ COMPONENT: BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET MOTOR - 521 
. .. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _______________ _ 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030. 
DRAWIN.G NUMBER: VL72-000143D, V.L77-000066 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Includes nozzle), In. 1789.4·0 53.682 
Tank Diameter, In. 146.00 4.38 
Aft shroud dia., In. 192.00 5.76 
Fineness Ratio 9.3198 9.3198 
Area - Ft2 




WP of BSRM centerline (IT) 400.0 1.200 
FS of BSRM nose (XT) 743.0 22.29 
BP of BSRM centerline (VT) 250.5 7.515 
55 
:£ABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODE l COMPONE NT: __ EX~TER ...... Na.lA.w.L .... T~A~NKw...;-~TI2i!ee~ ___ + ______ _ 
t 
GENERAL DESCRI PTI ON: 
NqrEj (Pilnep,sipDs are t,P t,ank :structlJral OW,> TBB Dot 1 Deluded) 




MOl( Wbbh Dia., In. 
Mox Depth 
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RESULTS OF A PRESSURE LOADS INVESTIGATION ON A
0.030--SCALE MODEL (47-OTS) OF THE
INTEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 5
IN THE NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER 11 x 11 FOOT LEG OF
THE UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL (IA81A)
by
E. Chee, Rockwell International Space Division
ABSTRACT
Results of wind tunnel test IA81A are presented. The model was a
0.030-scale representation of the integrated Space Shuttle Vehicle Con-
figuration 5. Testing was conducted in the NASA Ames Research Center 	 i
11 x 11 foot leg of the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel to investigate pressure
distributions for aeroloads analyses at Mach numbers from 0.9 through
1.4. Angles of attack and sideslip were varied from -6 to +6 degrees.
This report consists of 7 volumes of force and pressure data. They
are arranged in the following manner:
Volume
No.	 Contents
1	 IA81A Plotted Force Data
1
2	 IA81A Tabulated Force Data
IA81A Plotted Pressure Data
3	 IA81A.Tabulated Pressure Data
(a) orbiter fuselage	 pages	 1-447





`i	 4 IA81A Tabulated Pressure Data
'(a) left lower wing surface pages 616-1254
^
5 IA81A Tabulated Pressure Data 1
(a) left upper wing surface pages 1255-1940
6 IA81A Tabulated Pressure Data
(a) right. upper wing surface pages 1941-2179
(b) right lower wing surface pages 2180-2347	 j
(c) SRM booster pages 2348-2628
7 IA81A Tabulated Pressure Data
(a) external tank pages 2629-3076
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Axis Systems
a. Forces and Moments
b. Model Attitude Definition
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c. (T28 ) External Tank Protuberances
d. Orbiter Upper Wing and Vertical Tail Pressure
Tap Locations
e. Orbiter Wind Pressure Tap Locations
f. Orbiter Forward Fuselage Pressure "'ap Locations
g. Orbiter Aft Fuselage Pressure Tap Locations
h. Orbiter Base Pressure Tap Locations
i. External Tank Forward Pressure Tap Locations
j. External Tank Mid Pressure Tap Locations
k. External Tank Aft Pressure Tap Locations
1. SRB Pressure Tap Locations
m. Model Installation Side View
n. Model Installation Top View
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4 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI ?, 1-20
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/4
5 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 21-40
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/0
6 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 41-68
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/4
7 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 69-96
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/6
w	 8 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 97-124
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 0/0
9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 125-152
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 10/4
10 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 153-180
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/4
11 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 181-208
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/6
12 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH A 209-212
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 0/0
_
13 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 213-232
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 1U/4
14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 233-260
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 8/4
iINDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) -.__--
- PLOTTED
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
15 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH A 261-264
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 0/0
16 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 265-276	
-VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 10/4
17 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 277-304
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M­ 1.4 DEV = 8/0
18 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 305-332
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/-4
19 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH A 333-336
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 0/0
20 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 337-366	 -
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/4
21 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR-. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 367--396
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/0
22 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 397-431
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/4
23 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI 3 432-466
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/6
24 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 467--501
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 0/0
25 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 502-536
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 10/4
j,
F^




NUMBER TITLE VARYING' SCHEDULE PAGES
26 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 537-571
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M =	 1.1 DEV = 8/4
27 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 572-606
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/6
28 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH B 607-611
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 0/0
29 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 612--636
VEHIC[.E COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV 10/4
30 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 637-671
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 8/4
31 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH B 672-676
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = I.25 DEV = 0/0
32 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 677-691
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 10/4
33 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL-CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 692-726
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/0
34 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 727-761
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/-4
35* LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH B 762-766
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV 0/0
_
36 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, M = 0.6 BETAO, ELV-OB C 767-771
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued
PLOTTED
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
37 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BETAO, ELV-OB, C 772-778
M = 0.9 ELV-IB
38 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BETAO, ELV-OB, C 779--785
M = 1.1 ELV-IB
39 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BETAO, ELV-IB C 786-792
M = 1.25
40 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BETAO, ELV-OB C 793-799
M = 1.4
41 ORBITER BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT MACH, BETAO, D 800-806
ELV-IB, ELV-OB
42	 EXTERNAL TANK BASE AXIAL FORCE	 MACH, BETAT,
COEFFICIENT	 ELV-IB, ELV-OB
43	 LEFT SRB BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT	 MACH, BETAL,
ELV-IB, ELV-OB
44	 RIGHT SRB BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 	 MACH, BETAR,
ELV-IB, ELV-OB
45	 SUMMARY, FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE	 ELV-IB, ELV-OB
COEFFICIENT AT ALPHA = BETA = 0.0




47	 SUMMARY, NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT
	
ELV-IB, ELV-OB













INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued
PLOTTED
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
48 SUMMARY, DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER ELV-IB, ELV-OB K 831
LOCATION
49 SUMMARY, SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT SLOPE ELV--IB,	 ELV--OB L 832
AT ALPHA = 0.0
50 SUMMARY, ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS ELV-IB, ELV-OB, M 833-840
ALPHAO
51 SUMMARY, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, ELV-IB, ELV 09 N 841-843
ALPHA = 0.0,	 BETA = 0.0
VOLUME 2
52 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI 0 844-861
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 BETAO, ALPHAO
53 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI 0 862-879
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 BETAO, ALPHAO
54 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI 0 880-897
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 BETAO, ALPHAO
55 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PW 0 898-915
I/O = 8/4, SFudRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 BETAO, ALPHAO
56 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI 0 916-933
I/O = 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 BETAO, ALPHAO
57 £XT TANK LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI P 934-r951
1/0 = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 BETAT, ALPHAT
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)_
PLOTTED
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
58 EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI P 952-969
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 BETAT, ALPHAT
59 EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI P 970-987
I/O =-8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 BETAT, ALPHAT
60 EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI P 988-1005
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 BETAT, ALPHAT
61 EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI P 1006-1023
I/O = 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 BETAT, ALPHAT
62 SRB LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI Q 1024-1041
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 BETAL, ALPHAL
6J SRB LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI Q 1042-1059
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 BETAL, ALPHAL
64 SRB LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI Q 1060-1077
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 BETAL ALPHAL
65 SRB LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI Q 1078-1095
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 BETAL, ALPHAL
66 SRB LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI Q 1096-1113
I/O = 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 BETAL, ALPHAL
67 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV R 1114-1122
ELEVON I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 BETAO, ALPHAO
68 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV R 1123-1131
ELEVON I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 BETAO, ALPHAO
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
- PLOTTED
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
fi g VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV R 1132-1140
ELEVON I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 BETAO, ALPHAO
70 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV R 1141-1149
ELEVON I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 BETAO, ALPHAO
71 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV R 1150-1158
ELEVON I/O = 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 BETAO, ALPHAO
72 WING CHORDWISE PRESS.
	 DIST., ELEVON Y/BW S 1159-1185
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 BETAO, ALPHAO
73 WING C`IORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW 5 1186--1212
1/0 = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 BETAO, ALPHAO
74 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW S 1213-1239
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH =	 1.1 BETAO, ALPHAO
75 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW S 1240-1266
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH =	 1.25 BETAO, ALPHAO
76 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW S 1267-1293
I/O = 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 BETAO, ALPHAO
77 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV, ALPHAO R 1294-1300
ELEVON I/O = 0/0, SPDBRK = 55, MACH = 0.6
78 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST ELEVON Z/BV, ALPHAO R 1301-1307
1/0 = 0/0, SPDBRK = 55, MACH 0.9
79 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST ELEVON Z/BV, ALPHAO R 1308-1314
I/O = 0/0, SPDBRK = 55, MACH = 1.1
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
PLOTTED
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
.80 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. ELEVON Z/BV, ALPHAO R 1315-1322
I/O = 0/0, SPDBRK = 55, MACH = 1.25
81 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON ELV-OB, S 1323-1349
EFFECT, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 ALPHAO, Y/BW
82 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON ELV-IB, ELV-OB, S 1350-1376
EFFECT, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 ALPHAO, Y/BW
83 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON ELV-IB, ELV-08, S 1377-1403	 ------
EFFECT, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 ALPHAO, Y/BW
84 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON ELV--IB, ELV-OB, S 1404-1430
EFFECT, 5PD8R.K = 0, MACH = 1.25 ALPHAO, Y/BW
35 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON ELV-IB, ELV-OB, S 1431--1457----
EFFECT, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 ALPHAO, Y/BW
^^	 o










CHEO, CHEI versus MACH














A)	 CAF, CNF, CLMF versus ALPHAI
CNF versus CLMF
B}	 CY, CYNF, CBL versus BETAI
CY versus CYNF
CY versus CBL
























































speed of sound; to/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (pl - p,)/q
Mach number; F/a
pressure; N/m2 , psf
dynamic pressure; 1/2AV2 , N/m2 : psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
angle of attack, degrees
angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C:G. Definitions
base area; m2, ft2
wing span or reference span; m, ft
center of gravity
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis











CN CN normal-force coefficient; normal force
cis
CA CA rixial-force coefficient;	 axial force
qS
CY CY side-Force coefficient;	 side force
CIS




 ( Pb - p.)/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA 
- CAb
Cm CLIP pitching-moment coefficient;	 itchin	 moment
Cn CYN yawing-moment coefficient;	 Yawing moment
qSb





CL CL lift coefficient;	 lift
-
qS








CDf CDC' forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
r4 C Y CY side -force coefficient; side force
90
qS
Cm CLM pitchingPitching-moment coefficient; 	 moment
WREFW
9 Cn CLN yawing-moment coefficient; 	 yawinggsboment
C1 CSL rolling-moment coefficient; 	
rolli5b moment
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/CD
13
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)







external tank base area, ft2
Abf	 body flap upper surface area, ft2




OMS pod base area, ft2
A SRB base area, ft2
bSRB.
CA CABET	 external tank base axial force coeffir-lent
bET
C. CABO	 Orbiter base axial force coefficient
Abo
CA	CABSRB




external tank total axial force coefficient
CA
	external tank forebody axial force coefficient
fET
CA
	Orbiter forebody axial force coefficient
fo
cA	 SRB forebody axial force coefficient
fSRB




Symbol - Symbol Definition
P
OMS pod average base pressure coefficient
boms
C P SRB average base pressure coefficient
bSRB





i b Oribter base incidence angle t6 a line of constant0 X05 deg.
P. b Orbiter fuselage length, in.
MRP moment reference point
OMS orbital manuvering system
RN/FT RN/L unit Reynolds number, million per foot
Se elevon surface area, ft2
SRB solid rocket booster
xbf longitudinal distance from MRP to bodyflap area
centroid, in.
x longitudinal distance from MRP to Orbiter base areab
0 centroid, in.
X/C X/CW chordwise location on wing
X/Cv X/CV chordwise location on vertical tail
x0 Orbiter longitudinal station, in.
x/L X/LT location on Orbiter, fraction of Orbiter body length0	 0





SRB total axial force coefficient
SRB
C 
	 elevon mean aerodynamic chord, in
Ch
	CHEI	 inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
eI
C6	CHEO	 outboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
..e0
Cm
	CMB>' bodyflap upper surface pitching moment coefficient
bf
Cm	CMBO Orbiter base pitching moment coefficient
bo
Cm Orbiter forebody pitching moment coefficient
fa
Cm Orbiter total pitching moment coefficient
0
Ch upper surface normal force coefficientnb f
CN Orbiter base normal force coefficient
bo




Orbiter total normal force coefficient
CP external tank average base pressure coefficient
j	 bET
I










.	 € CP Orbiter average base Pressure coefficient
bo
XS XS SRB longitudinal station, in.
XS 12,S X/LS location on SRB, fraction of SRB body length aft
of SRB nose
XT XT external tank longitudinal station, in.
XT /9'T X/LT
r




Orbiter lateral station, in.





external tank lateral station, in.
Zb vertical distance from MRP to Orbiter base area
o centroid,	 in.	 i
3
zo z0 Orbiter vertical station, in.
zs zS SRB vertical station, in
ZT ZT external tank vertical station, in.
ao ALPHAO Orbiter angle of attack, degrees




ALPHAR right SRB angle of attack, degrees
aT ALPHAT external tank angle of attack, degrees






Symbol S mboI Definition
BBL BETAL left SRB angle of sideslip, degrees
BETAR right SRB angle of sideslip, degrees
SR
BT BETAT external tank angle of sideslip, degrees
4	 ae. ELV-IB inboard elevon deflection angle, degrees
!yy
E
de ELV-OB outboard elevon deflection angle, degrees
0
^R RUDDER rudder deflection angle, degrees
-	 N	 &SB SPDBRK speedbrake deflection angle, degrees
n 2Y/b spanwise station, 2Y/b







Cnf CYNF forebody yawing moment coefficient, body
axis system
Cmf CLMF forebody pitching moment coefficient
CNf CNF forebody normal force coefficient
CAfo
CAFAFO forebody axial force coefficient at zero alpha
GNP CNALFA derivative of normal-force coefficient with
respect to alpha, per degree
fi
XcpA XACAV vertical tail chordwise center of pressure
- location
YcpA YAC/LV vertical tail spanwise center of pressure location
	
3
CY0 CYBBTA derivative of side-force coefficient with
respect to beta, per degree
AGAf OCAF incremental forebody axial force coefficient
' ACN DCNF incremental forebody normal force coefficient
	 r
f
ACmf DCLMF incremental rorebody pitching moment coefficient
CHMl CHMI contributions of the forward bridge to the
. inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
CHM2 CHM2 contributions of the aft bridge to the
inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
CHM3 CHM3 contributions of the forward bridge to the
T outboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
CHM4 CHM4 contributions of the aft bridge to the















L Left Wing lower surface
U Left Wing upper surface,
W Right Wing lower surface
R Right Wing upper surface


















The model was a 0.030--scale representation of the Rockwell Inter-
national Space Shuttle Integrated Vehicle. The Orbiter was per VL70-
000140A/B lines. The external tank represented VL78-000063 lines. The
solid rocket motors were per VL72-000066 lines. Figures 2a, b, and c
present sketches of the model configuration. Model simulation included
attach structure protuberances, fairings, fuel feed lines, vent lines,
etc. (basic model construction was of ARMCO 17-4 steel).
Model forces and moments were measured by 3 Task Corporation six
component balances. A 2.5 in. MK XXA was mounted in the Orbiter. A 2.0
in. MK IIIC was mounted in the external tank. A 1.5 in. MK IIC was
mounted in the LH SRB. The balances are attached to stings entering each
component through the base areas. Figures 2m and 2n show the balance
locations in the model. The RH wing inboard and outboard elevon panels
are instrumented with hinge moment gages as shown in figure lc.
Surface and base pressures were measured on the Orbiter, external
tank and solid rocket motors. The Orbiter was instrumented with a total
of 480 pressure-orifices, of which 6 were base and cavity pressures. The
external tank was instrumented with a total of 314 pressure orifices. The
LH SRM was instruiiented with a total of 149 pressure orifices. Orifice
locations are presented in tables IV through VIII and figures 2d through
2 1.
The following model shorthand configuration notation was used:





AT28 thru 32 = Attach hardware structure
FL1O	 = LH2 feedline
FL11	 = L02 feedline
FRIO
	= Umbilical door fairing•
N$6 Nozzles for solid rocket boosters
01	 - B26 C9 E44 F9 M16 N28 R5 V8 w116
PT12	 = Lightning rod on nose of T28
PT22 thru 27	 = External protuberance
S21	 = Solid rocket boosters
T28 =	 External tank
There model dimensions are as described in table III. The LVA' con-
figuration was tested with speed brake gap both sealed and open and with
elevon gap both sealed and open. The (instrumented) right elevon gap
was sealed by a permanent sponge rubber seal. The left elevon gap was




The Ames Research Center Unitary Plan 11 by 11 root Transonic Wind
Tunnel is a closed--circuit, air-medium, variable-density facility cdpabl e
of attaining Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.4 at Reynolds numbers from 1.7 x
106/ft to 9.4 x 10 6/ft. The test section is 22 feel; long, and models are
installed on internal strain-gauge balances mounted to sting--type support
systems.
Shadowgraph and Schlieren photographic equipment is available, and
pressure transducer instrumentation is provided,
Tunnel operating temperature is 580 0 R. Extended high Reynolds num-
ber runs are restricted by power availability.
All balances data were reduced . to coefficients about a moment re-









The following reference dimensions were used:
S	 2690.0 ft2
Lb	1297.0 in.
Hinge moment data were reduced about their respective hinge lines












































fibC	 = -	 °	 C Nb 
+ b^° 	 Cr
m 









CNo- CN b - CNbf
;t
a 4
Cmo- Cmb - CmbfCmfo
a







CAf CASRB	 CAbSRB SRB
Ab	= 597.55 ft2
ET
Abf	 = 2142.6 ft
















Xbf = 1329.7 in.
xb	 = 1263.0 in.
D
z  = 336.5 in.
D
Base pressure coefficients represented the average pressure on the
respective bases. Body flap pressure coefficients were as given by figure
20.
Right SRB forces and moments were calculated as a mirror image of left
SRB forces and moments about 0 = 0:
Coefficient onCoefficient on
Right SRB_	 Left SRB
at +0	 (at -5
Forces and moment on each component (Orbiter, BT, left SRB, and
right SRB) were interpolated versus tie respective angle of attack and
angle of sideslip of each component to nominal angles. These data were













0.60 2.25 x 10 6 275 120
0.90 2.25 x 10 6 370 120
1.10 2.25 x 10 6 422 120
1.25 2.25 x 10 6 448 120
1.40 2.25 x 10 6 461 120
1.1 3.00 x 10 6 562 120
0.6 3.20 x 10 6 .393 120
0.9 3.50 x 10 6 589 120
i
'i
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TEST : _ it t A	 I 1--ot9 - 1 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATiDS^! SUMMARY 	 DATE
DATA SET
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION
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TYPE OF DATA	 COEFFICIENT SCHEDULES	 IDVAR (1)	 iCvAR 121	 NOV









COMPONENT IDENTIFIER INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FORCE COEFFICIENT SCHEDULE
Orbiter RETOXX BETAO ALPHAO CNF CLMr, CA CY CYNF CBL	 *CABT	 CAF
External
Tank RETTXX BETAT ALPHAT CNF CLMF CA CY CYNF CBL	 CABT	 CAF
Left
SRB RETLXX BETAL ALPHAL OF CLMF CA CY CYNF CBL	 CABT	 GAF
Hinge
Moment RErHXX BETAO ALPHnO CHEF CHEO CHMI CHM2 CHM3 CHNM4






-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
-6 - x x x x x - -6
-4 x x - x - x x -4
-2 x - x - x - x 0
0 x x - x - x x 4
2 x - x - x - x 6
4 x x - x - x x
6 - x x x x x -
Schedule G
-4 0 4	 6
x
x x x




a or 0 Schedules
Schedule B
4	 0	 4	 8
x
x	 x	 x















= 0, a = -6 1, -4, -2, 0, 2, 4 1 6
Schedule I
0, a = -6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
1217.00 39.51
— 96.50	 (LH) -- 2.895
96.50	 (RH) 2.895
_	 267 50 8.025
2058.00 _ 61. wo
-
125.68	 (	 ) _	 3.770
- 125.68_ ( RH) _	 • 70
_ 515.5 15-465
13.7.00 _ 3951--






















TABLE T11. -- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
WDEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT28
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: rr.ear orbiter to FT a#.tach structure (LH and RH). 2 Members.
MODEL SCALE: 0.030










T	 TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA " Continued.
'F
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT2q
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ri h1-hand umbilical fairing to FT cross member attach
structure (1 member).,
MODEL SCALE:	 0 .030	 MODEL DRAWING NO.:
DRAWING NO.:	 V1,73-00006213, ifart In Marietta P2600207000
DIHENSI01Z : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE








ET attach point: XT 205.g.00 61.740
YT
- 12.00 - 0.360
ZT 568.25 _ 17.048
Xo 1317.00 39.510
Yo
- 12.00 - 0.36
Zo 60^75_ 1.823
Attach structure dia.,
	 in. 4.5 0.135
E
i
TABLE Ill. MODEL DIVIE- NSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL GOMI 'ONENT:	 ATTACH 3TRUCTURE •- AT30
GENERAL DESf'? IPTI*]N:	 Forward SRR to LT attach structure (LH and RH) .
MODE, SCALE: 0.030
j
DRAWING NO.: U-78- 000065, Martin Marietta 82600204300
OI.	 NK0"1a: FULL SCALE	 140DEL SCALE
Attach point XT 985.675 29.570





_ ZIS 0 '0 0 .0
Xo 244..675 7.340
Yo -- 184. 5 (LH)-5-535












TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL D. ;TA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT;	 ATTACH aeiUCTUUL - AT31
GENERAL DESCRIPTION-	 Rear FT to 3R9 attach structure ( LH & RH), 3 members.
MODEL SCALE:
	 0.0:30 MODEL DRAWING:
DRAWING NO.:	 UL7P--= cQQ63t , 
-0000629, -000066





YT - 171 	 L	 5.1,5
171. ^O	 RH)	 a.1Lj_
ZT 457.00 13.710





#2 XT -_ 2058.00 61._74
YT = 162.58 _^_k_216?
ZT _	 1i	 • q _	 13.49-4
X 5 151.1.00 45.33
Y; 76.56  2.297
Zs 15,23 4,422
#3 XT 205 8. 00 61.71
YT - 161.72 - 4.852
ZT 343.00 10.22
XS 1511.00 45.33
Ys 5 .24 1.597
Zs
-	 57.00 1.710





TABLE' III .- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT32
GEMRAL DESCRIPTION. Forward orbiter /FT attach structure (2 member structure)
bY)DEL SCALE:	 0.030
DRAWING NO.:	 VL78-000062B, Martin Marietta 8260020914
DIMENSIONS:
	
ME'Mm FULL SCALE MODEL SCf,LE
iA Xo J88.15 11.6445
Yo 0.0 0.0
(Attach pt on nrb ZZ - 614) Zo VAIR ML 11IR M1,
XT  0
YT L6.50 1.345




Yo 0 0 0.0
Zo LWR MIL LWF ML
XT 1. 124,.L____ 24.05
IT -- 46.50
ZT 562.58 16. 877
Diameter,. In.
	 #1 6.0 0.18o	 r
#2 6.0 0.180
,.	 i
TABLE III.- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued..
MODEL COMPONENT : ROTIY - Tl
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : ro^^ f3,t^racian 1_LQA /R orbi,tew ftksee.age
A;OT7-: 324_ is, identical to 921, accept underside of fuselage has been
`	 refaired to ancpyt W1_ 1-4'
'.'•{rJiEL S^A=- : 0,030 	 MODEL DRAWING N	 ss—AnQ147, Re





Length ()7!T : rwd Sta. Xe=235 ), Tn. 1293.3	 3P.799
Length (In: Fwd Sta. Xo=238), In. 1290.3
Ma,, Width	 Xo = 1528.3), Tn.	 264, Q	 _ 7._920
Max Depth	 Xp = 1464), Tn.	 250.00	 7.503
Fineness Ratio	 0.261e	 0, 26w
Area	 — Ft 2
Max. Cross—Sectional	





TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT : —CANOPY - c
GENERAL DESCRIPTION - Confi ure.tion 3A. Canopy used with fusels a B26.
MODEL SCALE: 0. 030	
-MODEL DWG NO,-, SS-A00147
DRAWING NUMBER. 	 V'L 70-000143A
DIMENSIONS :	 FULL SCALE	 MODEL SCALE
Length (Y,,o °434. 643 to 578), In.	 143.357	 4.301
Max Width ( Xo = 513. 127), In.	 152. 412	 4.572











'TABLE LT. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA --Continued.
. 
MODEL COMPONENT:	 FLEVOY E
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 5.4 In.F.3.!__,a Rs
 machined into F
.
,^^_elevon. F1an^pr
doors, r.enterhody pieces, and tipsPal , are not simulated. (Data are for
one of two sides).
MODEL SCAU ., 0. 03Q
DRAWING NUMBER:	 Not available
DIMENSIONS:	 FULL-SCALE
Area --- Et2	 210.0
Span (equivalent), In.
	 34.9.2
Inb'd equivalent chord	 Tn.	 118.0
Outb'd equivalent chord, In.	 55.19
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 	 0.2
At Outb'd equiv. chord	 0.2096
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees







( Product of area & 
'area Moment (^	 ),Ft^	 1587.25	 ol.29
	














TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODE! COMPONENT	 RODI FLAP PQ
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 Configuration 140 A III
MODEL SCALE: 0.030
DRAWING NUMBER: YIM-00011,013 --0002QQ
DIMENSIONS
Length ( Chord) , . In.
Max Width , Tn.
Max Depth , In.
Fineness Ratio













TABLE III. - MODEL DV TNSTONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMYOWT: FERDDINE -- FL10
MNERAL DESCRIDTION: LH2
 feedline on upper left-hand side of T28.
MODEL SCALD`: 0.030
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000OA3, -000062A
DIMENSIONS; .
:wading ed gre at:
Trailing edge at:
Diameter of line (17.0 I.D.)
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
XT 2071.5 62.145
YT - 70.0 - 2.100
ZT 573-934 17.218
XT 2081.80 62.454








TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT:	 FEE DLI?VE FL I 1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION'_ LO S fee'dline on upper right-horrid of T2.8.
MODEL SCALE: 0.030
DRAWING NO.: VL78-00F0063, VL78-000062B
DIMENSIONS:
FULL SCALE MODES SCALE
Leading edg-, at:
Trailing edge at.
Line diameter	 (17, 0 1. D.




ZT 150.5 19 .	 4.'516
XT 2071.5 62.145
YT 70. 0 .0 2. 100
ZT 03. 93 4 17. 218
(0. D.	 .. -
	
1.8.16_ 0.545
TABLE III. -MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMM, T: FAI? MI, - FRIO
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Umbilical door fairing between aft FTIorbiter
attach structure.
MODEL S(:ALF,: 0.030
DRAWING NO.: VI,7p-OnOnA3, -000%29, Nart in I'arietta P2600207000
DIMENSIONS:












I	 I	 I	 !	 _
TABLE III. -- YODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA -- Continued.
MODEL. COMPONENT, OMS POD _ ill
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 1l QC orbiter OMS _pC?d. - Ghort..	 ySAf^ _
MODEL SCALE:	 0.()3Q.__
DRAWING NUMBER V1,70--002-h-01, ^81,,10
DIMENSION:. FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (QY3 Fwd Sta. Y6=1310.5), In. 258-50 7.755
Max Width (0 Xo = 1511), In. 136.3 4.104
Max Depth (Q	 o = 1511),	 In. 74.70 2.241
Fineness Ratio 2,484 2.48
Area	 - F't2












TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIOW.L DATP - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT:	 ORS unZZU'S -- A►






,oA ( T.nrat 1 nn) 5-A00106, Rel. 5 ( Contour)	 --
DIML'YSIONS; FULL SC.-LE MODEL SCALE
;MACH NO.
Length - In.
Gimbel Point to Exit Plane








Gimbal Point (Station) 	 In.
haft	 Lipp= Nozzle
X 0 1518.00 _ 45.54




X 0 IL8.00- 45.54
y o 88.0 2.64
Z o -- 12, 00 -141- 6	 --
Null Position - Deb;.
Left	 bbpw Nozzle





^_	 I	 L_ J__ I __1
TABLE III. - MODEL DIN?RNSIONAL DATA -	 'ontinued.
MODEL 00NUP7NENT:
	 BSRM NOZZLE — N86 r)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION- Booster solid rocket motor nozzles.
MODE	 >>ALE:	 0.030
DRAWING NO.: 	 VL70-000066
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODE L SCALE
Diameter, De. - In. (I.D.) 144. 29 4. 3287
Diameter $ Dex - In. (O. D.) 146.79 4.4037
Efiameter, DT w IN.
Diameter, Din - In.
Area - Ft2











Left nozzle gimbal + 8 + 8
Right nozzle gimbal
i
+ 8 + S
TABLE III. -- MODEL DIMEN31ONAL DATA -
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUY EPANCE -» PT7 2












TABLE III. -- MODET, PT n^JT-OLTAT DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: fLECTRRAT T,I*,' - PTpp
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Left.--!rand elentrical conduit




DRAWING NUMBER VL78-00.0063, -0000628
DIMENSION: . FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at-,	 XT 10814-333 32. 20R
YT - 22: 91 - 2.98F3
ZT
-139,620 -	 4.189
Trailing ed 7e at :XT 2n5 sx _ nnn
YT -	 99.591 -	 2.98€
- 139. 62.0 -	 4.189
ZT —
Conduit  Size: -2: O x 6.0 ^ 0-0F u 0.38
Centerline of line located 3radia.3ly at r^  = 35.5 de—g- -.
48
f'FABLE Iii. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPON 1NT: 	 T,02 R.ECTROInATION LINE - pT23
GFNE-UL DESCRIPTION: L02 recirculation line on right-hand upper side
side of x'28•
MODEL SCALE:	 0.030
DPAVI'ING N0.:	 VL78-000063, -000062B, Martin. Marietta 82600207000
DII.
 NSION3: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at: XT 1010.667 31.220
YT 94.169 2.825
ZT 540.934 16.225
Trailing edge at: XT 2062.920 61.888
YT 70.000 2.300
ZT 573,934 17.218
Diameter of line 4.0 0.120
Centerline of line	 located radially at 0 330451
(Right of	 TDC looking forward)
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONTENT: LH2 RECIRCULATION LINE -
 PT 24
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LH 2
 recirculation line on T28.
MODEL SCALE: 0.030
DRAI;ING NO.: VL78-000063, -000062D, Martin Marietta 82600207000
DIN-MSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at: KT 1040.667 31.220
YT - 94.169 -	 2.825
ZT 540.934 16.228





Diameter of line 4.00 0.120
Centerline of Line located radially at 0 - 330451
(Left of TDC looking forward)
50
is
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT:	 ELECTIUCAL LINE - P T?;
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Right-hand aft electrical conduit line on T 28 with
LH pressure sensor line and LOX vent valve actuator_ line. __
MODEL SCALE:
DRAWING NO.:










2. 0 x 6, 0 0. 06 x 0, 1 8
Leading edge at:	 XT
YT
ZT




Centerline of line located radially at 0 = 35.54
1
i
I	 !	 I	 I	 I
TABLE ITT. -- MODDT; DINE+ISIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL CONYONENT, L02 PR^33TJRF. LINE - PT 26
GENERAL DWRIPTICN: LO2 pressure: line on T28.
MODEL SCATS: 0.030
7RAWING MO.: V178-000063, --000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at:
	 XT 360.733 10.822
YT 15.14.5 0.454
ZT 107. 715 12.232
Trailing edge at:	 XT 2083.5 62.505
YT
'
63.25 1. Sg 5
ZT 609.00 18.27
Centerline o£ line located radially at d = 270






TABLE III. - MODEL DINIRNSIONAL DATA -- Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE -- PT27










Traili:z; edge at:	 XT	 876.273
YT	 226.114
ZT	 646.774















	1^ tLh^, 	 --000095
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE
Area - Ft 2 100.1,5
Span	 (equivalent), In. 201.0
Inb'd.equivalent chord,	 In. 91.m
Outb'd equivalent chord, Tn. ,	 50.833
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34, 93
Trailing Edge 2^ 2	 .
Ningel i ne	 _ 34.,_
( pro+ict of area Pr r)
Area Moment {i t^raY^ er	 re),1^t, 3 A10.92




















 rudder (Identical to






V TABLE 111. -- NTO^!?? r^T an,;°T'.;TOA^AI. `)A'1'^► -Continued.
MODEL. COMPONENT: 9005'T EP 50LID ROCKFT MOTOR -» 52a
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
YfORL SCALE: 0.030
DRAWING NUMBER	 v..72-nnn343n, VJ.7 7_000%3 ,
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length Unclud ps r,-zzl. p ), Tn. 1789.40 53.h82
??WApVff&h Tank n iarrnt.Pr, T•,. IV1.00 4.38
*%wv4k	 i Af+ shroud T)ia. , Tn. 192.00 5.76
Fineness Ratio 9.5198 9.3198
Area	 - F+2










TABLE III. - MOI)T?L DIMENSIONAL DATA ~ Can,tiuued.
MODEL COMPONENT: FXTERNAL TANK - Too
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
NOTE: (Djaep- ion - sarF	 OTAL 5 TPA r,n+, gc^lj' pd )y
MODEL SCAIF .
 0 030 .
a	
DRAWING NUMBER	 Vl,.22-90010D, VL28-000063
DIMENSION: .	 FULL SCALE	 MODEL SCALE
1	 Length , In.
	 1 X2,75.5 i^R
1



















	 MODEL DIMENSIONAL 32ATA	 Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT.	 VERTICAL - V 8
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Configuration 140C orbit6r yert.inal tpil (idea.Ucal
to configu ar .ion 14,00P varfiral ,all)
MODEL SCALE:	 ().030
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 ! yi °'0-OQ4^ OC r --C)0(7 i ^sR -
DIMOISIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DJkTj,
Area (Theo) . -  3+ t2
Planform 43-3 25 3 0.372
Span (Theo) - In. 315,72 9_472	 ..
Aspect Ratio
.b75 1,675
Rate of Taper '0,507 0.527.
Taper Ratio O. LO4 01 DOLL
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees.
Leading Edge 45.0-00 --L5,000 
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
0.25 Element Line 41,13 41,13
Chords: p;
Root (Theo) Wp 268.50
_	 8.05
Tip ( Theo) ail' 108. 47 3.254
MAC 199.61 5,99 2__
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1163.35. _ l^3^
W.P. of .25 MAC 635.52 7^ 0,	 f;6
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.00 0,00
- Airfoil Section
z
Leading Wedge tngle - Deg. 10.00 10.00
` Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg. - .22
--
l 2
Leadin4; Edge Radius 2.00 Q.060








'	 -	 TABLE	 III. -	 v )PFT. PT^,TN = TONAT DATA - Concluded.
MODEL OMPONEMT. 	 WING_»W
= '.ERA: OESCR: oT ?O?ti: 	 "on°iPuratior 11
Td •?rttinal_ +_n'l^ Ts 	 extent airfril thickr(ss,
	 ni-i-dral ari:ie ifn^ a7n










Span ,T', .Qo	 In. 93n.FlP 2Q.10
Aspect Ratio 2 2S^ 2.2r,C .
Rate of Taper 7. 7 ^7
Taper Ratio 0,^200 0.2on^
Dihedral Angle, degrees 3.50 3. ,;02
Inc"dence Angle, degrees 0,5nn L),tinn
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 3,QnO 3 .^rn
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge X15. 000 : .onn
Trailing Edge t0.05ti .- 10.osti




Tin, (Theo) B.P. 137. E5 h.116
MAC 1.474,  Rl. 'i t , 
Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC -313 _.R?'i 31,.105
05
W.P. of .25 MAC 290.5P 8.717






Ft 1751.50	 _ 1.^175
Span, (Theo)	 In. BPlOS 720.Sa
Aspect Ratio 2.059 21.059
620
Taper Ratio 0.215 0.245
Chords
Root BP108 5n2.09 16. PA3
Tip 1,00 6 137.P^ 11.13{,
MAC	 2 392.P3 11.785
Fus. Sta, of .25 MAC 1195.98 5. 79
W.P. of .25 MAC 2911.30 -P. ^^o
B. L. of .25 MAC 251.'x7 _ ry °^
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod MA)
XXXX- 64
Root b	 - 0.11.3 C. 1. 1 
2
Tip b 0.120 0.120
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff
PTanfc"m Area	 ct2 '3: n.72
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta 500.0	 _ 15.0?









ORBITER WING PRESSURE TAP NUMBERS
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TABLE VI. ORBITER VERTICAL TAIL PRESSURE TAP
NUMBERS (LEFT SIDE ONLY)
X/r.y
_ ^^
Zo FULL Zo MODEL rt V No.
SCALE SCALE  0^ .025 X05 -
_
- .-15 -- .30 .52	 .685 ..775_90 TAPS TAPS
550 16.5 .153 430 431 432 433 434 435	 436 437 8 8
600 . 18.0 .316 438 439 440 441 442 443	 444 445 446 9 17
690 20.7 .600 447 448 449 450 451 452	 453 454 455 ^> 26
765 22.95 .840 456 457 458 459 460 461	 462 463 464 9 35
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a. Forces and Moments
Figure 1. - Axis Systems.
Notes:-
Positive directions of fore coefficients,
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability



































ELEV'ON HINGE MOMENT WIRING DIAGRAM
TYPICAL FOR IN-BOARD AND OUTBOARD ELEVONS
c. Elevon Electrical Hookup and Sign Conventions







a. Mated Vehicle_ 
x  2173.025










Ib. LVA Integrated Vehicle Three View




c. (T 28) External Tank Protuberances
Figure 2. - Continued.
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VIEW LOOKING FC)RW ri"-D
F:
d. Orbiter Upper Wing and Vertical Tail pre ssure
Tap Locations



















PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATION OF LEFT WING PANEL
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e. Orbiter Wing Pressure Tap Locations
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f. Orbiter Forward Fuselage Pressure Tap locations
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g. Orbiter Aft Fuselage Pressure Tap Locations
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h. Orbiter Base Pressure Tap Locations
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850	 950	 1050	 I150
j. E , `ernai Wank Mid Pressure Tap Locations
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k. External Tanis Aft Pressure Tap Locations
Figure 2. - Continued.
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1. SRB Pressure Tap Locations
Figure 2. - Continued,





2.0-10. NX III C








m. Model Installation Side View
Figure 2. -- Continued.
b
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n. Model Installation Top View
Figure 2. -	 ntinueC.
Mach number, Mx


















o. Orbiter Body Flap Pressure Coefficients
















Tabulations of plotted data are available on request from
Data Management Services
f
'RFCI DING VAGBAHS.L	 NOT FILNM 85
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81 A
 - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1255
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP	 = 976.0000 IN. XT MACH	 =
LREF	 = 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP	 = .0000	 IN. YT ELV-18 =
SREF	 = 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRr'	 = 400.0000 1N. ZT RUDDER -
SCALE = .0300 SCALE
8ETAO 1 1)	 =	 1005	 ALPHAOL	 1) _	 -6.286
SECTION 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y /8W ,2350 ,2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw
.000 -.3141 -.2251 -.0653 .3351 .4739 .3573 2907 .2979 -.1132
.010 -.23'77 -.024C .4201 .5388 .5242 5213 .4894
.020 -.2520 .0129 .3858 .47,-6 .4596 .4695 .4624 -.1122
.040 .0415 .3228
.014 1 -.3287




































ARCH-019 IASI LVAP(SBHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP (RETU01)	 ! 02 OCT 74 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
1.100	 RN/FT =	 3.000
	
-000	 ELV-08 -	 .000
	






DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IAS1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC H -019 IASI LVAP(SSHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
SETAO l I)	 .005	 ALPHAO( 11	 -6.286
SECTION i I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

















































































	 -.2525	 -.3505	 -.4138
BETAO ( 1) a	 -.006	 ALPHAOt 21 =	 -4.145
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .'12'70	 .5340	 .673E	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2848 -.2;80 -.0266	 .3887	 .5306	 .4164	 .7610	 .3134 -.1173
	
.010	 -.2417	 .0054	 .4243	 .5032	 .4907	 .4691	 .4106
	


























DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1257
ARCIt-015 IA81 LVAP(SBHL UNSEAl.D1 LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU011
BETAO ( 1)	
-.006	 ALPHAC( 2) =	 --4.148
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

























.390	 - . 4"i s






























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(SBHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
BETAO i 1) _	 -.006	 ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.148
SECTION i 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270














	 -.2354	 -.3512	 -.35BI
SETAO 1 l) _	 -.021	 ALPHAOI 3) =	 -•2.025
SECTION T 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	




	.000 	 -.2840 -.2413 -.0404	 .4046	 .5632	 .4778	 .4777	 .5083 -.0216
	
.010	 -.2718 -.0174	 .3901	 .4345	 .4464	 .4444	 .3459
	






































































PDATE 20 OCT 75	 iASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1259
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(SSHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RE:TUOI)
SETAO ( I1 x	 -.021
	
ALPHAO( 31 -	 -c.025
SECTION 1 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CF
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730






























































































BETAG f 11	 -.030	 ALPHAO( 41 =	 .092
	
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOE'	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .5730

























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPISBHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TO
SETAO 11) _	 -.030	 ALPHAO( 4) _	 .09?
SECTION ( I)LEFT WIAG TOP





	 .5 13	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
,050	 -.2306




































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPISBHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
BETAO t 11	 .030	 ALPHA01 41 -	 . 092
SECTION 1 IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y113W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7B00	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	

























1.000	 -.teeo	 -.3815	 -.3125
BETAO t 11 z	 -.026	 ALPHAOI 5) =	 2.226
SECTION t IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.1757 -.2076 -.1318	 .4098	 .6293	 .6007	 .5874	 .5441 -.0784
	
.013	 -.2534 -.1008	 .3055	 .2706	 .3225	 .2669	 .0789
	













































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(58HL UN5EAL0) LEFT PIING TOP



























































































1.000	 -.2841	 -.3621	 -.3962
X/cw
.000 -.1439 -.2192 -.2358 .3597 .6181 .6008 .5789 .4990 -.2254
.010 -.2818 --.1854 .2208 .1602 .2122 .1269 -.0861
.020 -.2883 -.1155 .0915 .0675 .052B -.0126 -.1599 -.4983
.040 -.0678 -.0183
.041 -.2621






















































	 IA81A -.PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII =019 IABI LVAPISBHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
BETA0 (-:1)
	 -.018
	 ALPHAOI 6) .=	 4.337
SECT. "' ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2900	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730
	 .7800
































1.000	 w.2376	 -.3362'	 -.4613
BETAO ( 1) =	 -.ODI
	 ALPHAO( 7) =	 6.460
SECTION ( I)LEPT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990 .3640	 .4270	 .5340 .6730
	
.7800
	 .6670	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 .l3B3 -.2423 -.4313	 .2845	 .5899	 .5774	 .5474	 .4427 --.3673
.0.10
	 -.3077 -.3193	 .1224	 .0337	 .0823 -.0121 -.2414



























DATE 20 DOT 75	 IABIA PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1265
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU01)
BETAO ( 1) _	 -:001	 ALPHAO( 7) -	 6.460
SECTION ( D LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 ,2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .13870	 .9720 1.0000
XICW
	



























i	 550	 -.5496 -.789E3
	












































. ..900	 -.0730	 °.1226	 -.6832
	
905	 -.1290
r^J! 9 -.1711	 --
	








I 'M	 -.1737	 -.3056	 -.6077
DATE_ 20 OCT . 95	 1AB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC M -019 IA81 LVAP(SSHL. UN5EAL0) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU01)
BETAO ( 1) _
	 .009	 ALPHAO( 8) d	 8.583
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP







.7600	 .8870	 .97220 1.0000
X/CW









	 .027E -.0556	 .0015 --.1252 -.3718
.020












































































SECTION i 11LEET WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







































1.000	 -.1466	 -.3116	 -.6182
FsJ,^
O
DATE 20 OCT 75 )A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION. PACE 1269
ARCI1-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUO2)
	
102 OCT 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 m " 2690.0000 54:FT. XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT MACH	 -	 .600	 RN/FT	 s	 3.?JJU
LREF	 m 1297.1000 INCHES YMRP =	 .0000	 IN. YT ELV-I8 .	 .000	 ELV-00 u	 .000
BREF 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP m	 400.0000	 IN. ZT RUDDER .	 .000	 SPD9RK -	 55.003
SCALE _ .0300 SCALE
8£TAO f 1) =	 -.046
	 ALPHAO( 1)	 -6.155
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730 .7600 .8870 :9720 1..0000
X/CW
.-000 -.1670 -.0061 .0280 .1645	 .1872 -.0301 -.1634 -.1575 -.6514
.010 GOBS 0776 .3229	 .4534 .4222 .4052 .3660
.420 .0403 .1115 .3062	 .3947 .3707 .3758 .3425 -.3164
.040 .1272 .2481
.041 -.0912



























































































1.000	 -.0196	 .2391	 .0532
8ETA0 1 1) a	-.020	 ALPHAO( 2) =
	 -4.065
	
SECTION 1 H LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/.CW
	
.000	 -.1547 --.0020	 .0670 .24B1
	
.3195	 .IB15	 .0922	 .0916 -.5562
	
.010
	 -.0002	 .1003. .3286	 .4095	 .4094	 .3966	 .3231
	






















DATE. 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1270
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(SBNL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RE;TUO23
BETAO (1)	 -.020	 ALPHAO( 2) A	 -4.065
SECTION t I?LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350: .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .9870
	 .9720 .1.0000
XICI,E



































































.900	 -.0280	 .0404	 .0827
905	 .O1t5
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1271
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETUD2)
BETAO ( 1)
	 -,020	 ALPHAO(.2) W	
-4.065
SECrION t 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT.VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350	 .2990	 :3640
	 .4270




















BETAO ( I) _	 -.028
	 ALPHAO( 3) _	 -1.995
SECTION { 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








	 -.1633 -.0147	 .0708	 .2952	 .4177	 .3311
	 .2824	 .2064 -.2811
	
010	 -.0226	 .0953





















































































t	 DATE 20 OCT '75 DATA TABULATION PAGE' 1272IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE
ARC11-019 . IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUO2)
BETAO	 (	 1)'_ -.028	 ALPHAO( 3) _	 -1.995
SECTION I ME1-T WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ylaw ..2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 :6730
	



































-	 .900 -..0271 .0401 .0834
.805 .0099
.919 -.0082




1.000 -.0018 10385 ,0775
BETAO (1) -.031 ALPHAO( 4) _ .07B
SECTION (.1.)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
't	 Y/8W :.2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CF[
.000 -.1838 -.0489. .0564 .3158 .4763 .4202.	 .3997 .3814 -.1420
.010 -.0621 .0684 .2525 .2119 .2360	 .1993 .0405





iDATE 20 OCT 75 :
.
IAB1A -PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1273
ARCIt-019 IAB1 E_VAP(SRHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETUO21
BETAO 1 1) =	 -.031	 ALPHAO( 4)	 .078
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	
.6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
:050	 --.0507	



























































RATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(5BHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP





SECTION I IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.CP
Y/BW



































1.000	 .0159	 .0424	 .0799
BETAO ( 1)	 .032
	
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.167
SECTION i 1lLEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.1843. -.0817	 .0076	 .3010	 .4936	 .4507 ...4345	 :3841 -.1470
	
.010	 .1098	 .0233	 .1737	 .0754	 .0752	 .DOBO -.2100
	
















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1275
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPtSSHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 1RETUO2)
BETAO ( 1) w	 -.032	 ALPHAO( 5) w	 2.167
SECTION 1 IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE GP
Y/BW	 .2350	 :2990	 .3640	 .4270
















































900	 --.0174	 .0494	 .OB33
905	 .0216
919	 .0087




000	 .0270	 . 0473	 .0617
DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IA8(A - PRESSUPE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1276
ARCI1-019 IABI LVAP(SDHL SEALED) LIFT WING TOP 	 (RETUO2)
B£TAO t 11 =	 -.026	 ALPHAO( 63 _	 4.242.
SECTION t 1lLEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SW	 2350	 .2990	 :3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 BB70	 .9720 1.0000
xlCW
.000	 -.2037 -.1'214 -.0559	 .2637	 .4810	 .4311	 .395	 .2783 --.3034
.010.	 -.1581 -.0304	 0818 -.09135 --.1170 -.2441 -.5370



























.400	 -.3768 -.4560	 -:5317
:402 , 	-.3681
.41 g	 .7229
i	 .429 	 ..050H
497 . '.	 - .3558
..503.'	 -.5202















1 775	 .0118	 ..0452
r
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1277
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SSHL . SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (8ETUO21
BETAO	 11	 -.026
	 ALPHAOI 61	 4,242
SECTION I HEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 12350
	



















































BETAO i I) _	 -:007	 ALPHA0( 7)	 6.338
SECTION C I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270







	 .3468	 .2683	 .0722 -.6095
	
.010	 .2270 -.1214 -.0597 -.3215 -.3919 -.5950 -.9795
	
.020





































DATE 20 OCT 75 IAelA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION Pr,:-Z	 T278 .
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP(SSHL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUM)
j.
8£TAO.t	 1) _	 -.007 ALPHAO( 71 _	 6.338...
SECTION :( 13LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/814 .2350 2990 .3640. .4270	 .5340 6730	 i7800 .8870 .9780	 1.0000
X/CW



































:850: .0521 .0505	 .0518
.. 857 0237.





9D0 --.0028 .0612 .0550
.905 :.0242
.919., .0218
.950 . AM .1028	 .1069'
953 .0512'
.955. .. ...0342 -
.965 .. .0337
1.00D : .0467 .0356 .0301
I
IDATE 20 OCT '75 IA81A
	
-
PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1.179
ARC11-019 JABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP IRETUD31	 I 02 OCT 74	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA	 .
SREF	 -. 2690,0000 SQ . FT. XMRP
	 = 976.0000 IN. XT MACH	 - .!M RN/rT =	 3.500
LREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES - YMRP
	 = .0000
	 IN. YT ELV-IB - .000 ELY-0B -	 .000
SREF
	 =; 1297.0000 INCHES., ZMRP	 = 400.0000. IN. ZT RUWER - .€300 SPDBRK -	 55.000
SCALE -' . .0300 SCALE i
13E.TAO T 1) _	 .027	 ALPHAO(	 11 =	 -6.277
t
?-""`^
SECTION 1)LEFT-WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP I
Y/BW .2350 .2990" .3640 .4270	 .5340: .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
..000 -.4967 ..0302 .0878 .2660
	
.3422 .1952 .1186 . .1313 --:.4Lt4P.
.01D .0426 .1306 .3837	 .4902 .4.618 .4472 ;3745
.020. .0350 .1.632 3571	 .4271 .3975 :.	 .393"8 .3427 -.3472
.040 .1759 .2942
:04 [ ...._:2937 i	 .
050 .0586 .2481 .2333 .2341 .1831


















:400. -.1856 -.2951 -.5525
.402. :: -:1717















DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABEA PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1280
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAPISOHL .S2ALED) LEFT WING. TOP	 (RETUO3)















































































BETAb ( 1) A:	 .004	 ALPHAO( 2i =	 -4,157
SECTION ( 1)LEF'T WING' TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP .
V/.BW':	
.2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270. .534.0










010	 .0238	 .1366	 :3726
	 .4382 . . . 4330	 .4099	 .3166
	
.tl20









. . , (341.	 -.4842
	 -
	

















DATE 20 OCT 75
	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 128I
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(58HL SEALED) LEFT AM TOP
	 (RETUO31
BETAO . a 1)	 .004	 A.LPHAOf 2.) =
	
-4.157












































































































SETAO 1 1) .004	 ALPHAOC 21 7	 -4.157
SECTION C 11LEFT 141 NO TOP DEPENMNT VARIABLE CP











BETAO:[	 1) _	 --020	 ALP.HAO( 31 z	 -2.045
SECTION .( 1)LEFT 14ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW .2350 .2990, .3540' .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720
	 1.0000
XICW
.000 -.4706 .0040 ..1072 .35922 .4871 .4027 .3625 .3573 -.2549
.oIO.	 :. -.0060 ..1306 3531 .3553 .3821 .3465 .2117 -




















-.4525 -,5484 -.6078 .--.6344
















BETAO t 1) =	 -.020	 -	 ALPHAOI 3) _	 -2.045
SECT ION.I I)LEFT.:WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP .
































Ci , .879 _.0351
.900' -:1019. ..0020 .4725
.905 -.0271
:919 -.0407





1.000 =.0653 -.0846 -.0479
8ETAO 1	 1) -:030	 ALPHAO( 4) .074
SECTION ( I1E T'WING.'TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350. .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 17800 .BB70 .9720	 1.0000
X{"C41
.400 - 4585... -.0383 .0784 ,3868 :5287 .4702 .4428 .4106 -.2053
.010 -.0553. - .0979 .3002 :2578 .20704 .2252. .0446:
.020 -.0939: .1231 , .1877 11591 1107 .0720 -.0308 -.4025
.040 7.l3 5 7.0 9B
.041. -.5045
DATE 20 OCT '75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH 019 I AS I LVAP ( SBHL SEALED)	 LEFT 11I NG TOP
BETAO [ ti -.030 ALPHA0(.4) 1070
SECTION	 ( ,, 1 . 3LEFT WING TOP: DEPENDENT :VARIA6LE CP
Y16N .2350 12920 3640. .4270.. ,5340 6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x /CL1















































DATE.20 OCT 75 IABIA PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC1
.
1- 019.IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED)
	 LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUO3i
E3ETA0
	
t	 1) --.030	 . ALPHAO (' 1+1 = . 070
SECTION i)LEFT WING.TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP














4950 .0274 .084'I .0758
.953 . .0001
955 ` -.0227 
965 -.0131
1.000 -,0580 =:0755. -.1036
GETAO f	 I) 4	 -.035	 ALPHAOt 51 2.209
:SECTION 'f HLEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW 12350 .2950 .3540 .4270. .5340 .6730 .7900 .8970 .9720
	 1.0000
X/CW
x000- . -..4358 ,--.0973 .0313. .3567 .5437 .4961 .4879 .3991 -.2934
0l0 -.1IBp .0519 .2390 .1546 .1659 .0786 -.1550






























rDATE, 20, OCT 75	 IA8lA PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1286
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(5BHL SEALED) LEFT WIND TOP	 METUO3)
BETAO t 1) R	 -.035	 ALP14AOC 5)	 2.209
SECTION i mEFT'141NO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .S72.0 1:0000
XLCw
	









































































1950	 .0475	 .1031	 1060
	
,953	 .0124
DATE 20 OCT 75 . 	IA81A'- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1287
ARCH-019 IA81 LYAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT FLING TOP
	 iRETUO31
SETAO i 11	 -.028	 ALPHAOi 61	 4.323
f	 SECTION i 11LEFT WING TOP"	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







	 1427 -.0270	 .3338	 .5442
	
.4990	 .4543. .3453 -.4461
























.256.	 -.7548 -.9426 -.9257 -.927B
.274	 -.6533
.345.	 -.9796






































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULATION
ARCII-019 )AEI LVAPf58HL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
SETAO t !f	 --.028
	 ALPHAOt 6)	 4.323
SECTION ( 11LEFT WtNG.TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIB14 235fl	 .:2990	 .3640	 4270	 5340
	

























1.000	 -.4203	 .0054	 -.1110
BETAO ( 11 =	 .065	 ALPHAOt 71	 6.247
SECTION 1 l)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.-CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .6870	 .9720 1.0000
XICW




.4555	 .3955	 .2574 -.6285
:010	 --12561 -.0719	 .0587 --.0606 -.0763 -.2423 -.5329
020	 -.2129 -.0141 -.0763 -.I801 -.2640 -.4006 -.6370 - :8846
040	 .01143 -.1994
.041	 -.4453







.I5fl	 -.7585 -,9255 -:3545 -.9112











DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - P',ESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH -019 IAB1 LVAP(SB14L SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
BETAO { 0 . : -	 .065	 ALPHAO( 71	 6.247
SECTION (.1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW'	 .2350	 .299 .0	 .3640
	













































































	 -.0300	 -.0658	 -.3598
PAGE Ia89
IRETUO3)
DATE 21 'OCT 75 PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PACE 1290IASIA -
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SHHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP (RETUD41	 ( 02 OCT 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP	 = 976.0000 IN. XT MACH 1.100 RN/FT
	
-	 3.000
LREF	 = 1297.0000 INCHES YMRF	 = .0000	 IN. YT ELV-I8 .000 ELV-08' =	.000
SREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES . ZMRP	 = 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER .000 SP09RK -	 55.000
SCALE _ .0300 SCALE
BETAO ( 1)	 _	 .066	 ALPHAO(	 11 -4.854
SECTION (	 I)LEFT WING TOP iEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3540 .4270	 .5340 .6730 .78OG .8570 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000
-.2901 -.2155 -.0339 .37.04	 .5005 .3844 .3272 .3400 -.1011
.010 -.2340 0013 .4279	 .5202 .5027 .4899 .4574
.080 -.2549 .0364 .3747	 14462 .4133 .4157 .42E3 -.0715
040 .0591 .3066
.041



















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAM A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED.) LEFT WING TOP
BETAO ( 11
	
.066:	 ALPHAO( () R	 --4.854
SECTION ( . 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
























.900	 -.0529	 -,0983	 .1091
.905 -.0789
.919	 .1040




1.000	 2541	 ,3433	 -.3892
BETAO ( 1) _
	 .066	 ALPHAOC 21	 -3.8Y3
SECTION ( IXEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2390	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 BB70	 .9720 1.0000
X/CY1
,.000	 -.2879 = . 2192 -.0267	 .3880	 .5241	 .4130	 .3575
	 .3692 -. . 1263





-.2666	 .035E	 .3554	 .4217: .3859	 .3790	 .3718 -.1.025













DATE 20, OCT'75 IAB1A - PRESSURE : 50URCE DATA TABULATION . PAGE 1292
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT DING TOP. (RETU04)
U	 TAO	 f:t1..a .066	 ALPHAOl 21 _	 -3,B49
SECTION f IILEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW .:2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730:	 _7B00 .8870 ..9720 1.0000
X/CW.





2 4 6 ,031 1
.247 -.1356 t



































.839 .0145 r	 -.
.850 -:0327 -.1650.	 .0383
.857 . -^ . 0222
.B62 .0443
, '.865 -.0531. _
879 -X399 
`.900 -.0546 -.0952: .:1340
.9735 -.0768.
DATE 20 OCT 75- 1A81A.- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION. PAGE 1293
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED). LEFT WING TOP
	
CRETU041
BETAO:-I	 IY _ .065	 ALPHAO( 21 " -3.849
SECTIONA 13LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT .VARIABLE':CP








1.000 -.2523 -.3557 -.3571
13ETAO	 (	 11:= ,067'	 ALPHAOI 3) =	 -1.842
SECTION i IILEFT.WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW' .2350 .2890 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730
	
.7900 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/cat =
.000 .-.2839 -.2319 -:0296 .4233	 .5694 .4830	 .4439 .4972 -.0271
010 .2617 -.0048 .4066	 .4421 .4533	 .4290 .3485
.020 =.2832 ..0279 .3168	 .3473 .3261	 .3168 .2955 --.I001
1040 19 .2303
.041 -.2934






.113 	 . -.2567..























19ATE 20 . OCT = 75	 AABIA - . PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1294
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU04)
SETAO C .1)	 .057
	 ALPHAO( 3) _	 -1.84G
SECTION ( H LUT: . WING TOP
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

































































1.000	 -.2502	 -.3714	 -.3453 j
SETAO { 11	 .057	 ALPHAO( 41 =	 I64
SECTION ( 11 LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350
	
.2990. .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870. .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	.000	 .P187	 .2407 -.0550	 .4320	 .6117	 .5575	 .5446	 .5471 -.0122
	
.010	 -.2594 -.0387	 .3705	 .3727	 .4032	 .3717 ..22137
	






CIA I C CU . U4. 1 !7	 - L AM I A - 1'M=UPSG bUUMr. UA I A	 I AtIULA I J UN -	 1'Alik	 lc=	 -
ARC1I-019 IAB1 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) . .LEFT WING TOP [RETU04)
BETAO [ l) x .057	 ALPHAO( 4) a .164
SECTION [
k.
I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SW .2350 .2990 .3540 .4270 5340 .5730	 :7800 .8870 .972.0 1.0000
xrc:t





















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-019 IA81 LVAP(SSHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
BETAO 1 1) _	 . 067	 ALPHAO( 41	 .164
SECTION f 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.CP
Y/9W
	
.2350	 .29s0	 .3640. .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 SB70	 .9720 1,0000
X/.CW















1.000	 -.2879	 -.3728	 .3218
BETAO ( 1) =
	
.067	 ALPHAO( 5) =	 2.192
SECTION f 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBYt .
	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .E730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.1763 -.2082 -.1287	 .4087 .6247	 .5967	 .5864	 .5419 -.0838
010	 -.25226	 .3031	 .2680	 ..3219.	 .2674	 .0746
.020.2639 -.0421	 .1778	 .1702	 .1636	 .1213	 .0054 -.3092
.040	 .0008	 .0667
-	 .041	 -:2725

























DATE 20 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION. PAGE 1267
ARCH-01.9 IASI 1.VAP(SBHL SEALED)	 LEFT $4ING TOP	 (RETU04)
BETAO C. 'i i . 057.	 ALPHAO,f 5) 2.192'
f	 SECTION f OLEFT 14ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/w .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .5730	 .7800 .8970 .9720 1.0000
XICN





































.953 -. t LE6
.955 -.0942
.965 x..0562





AQQ _.1514 . -.2155 .-.231'' .3646 .6151 .5967 .5765 * 5003 -.2242
.010 7.2780 ..-.1785 .2272 .1570 .2151 .1292 -.0853


















































.700;' -. 1 !68 -.3221
.17550








BETAO ( 1) .R 	.065	 ALPHAO( 6) s	 4:200
SECTION t i1LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
































1;OOO	 -.2357	 .3378	 -.4553
BETAO t 1) _	 . 066	 ALFHAOt 7)	 5.218
^:.	 SECTION ( 11.LEFT 14ING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 2350	 .2990 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730.	 7800	 SB70	 .9720 I.0000
i	 X/CY1
	:.000
	 ..I430 -.2227 -,3138 	 .3322	 .6007	 F164	 .5621	 .4686 -.3022
t--t	 .010
	
-.29()6	 .2332	 .1754	 .0929	 .1562	 .0542 -.1622
	





































: .. ...246	 -.1893
X247 -42522
i!
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABI'A - PRESSURE SOURCE .DATA 'TABULATION 	 PAGE 1390	 -rr-
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(58HL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU04)
SETAO t 11	 .085	 ALPHAO( 7) _	 5.218
SECTION f O. LEFT WING.TOP,	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270.	 .5340	 .6730	 .7900	 .8870	 .9720 .1.0000
X/CW
	












































































.919	 .. 1 .7 2
	










1.0411	 -. i99t]	 -.3154	 -.5500
MATE 20 ZCT 75	 IABIA - .PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1301
ARC H =019 IABI LVAPISBHL.SEALE01 LEFT WING TOP 	 IRETU051	 102 OCT 74 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF := 2890.0000 SQ.FT .	 XMRP = 976.0000.1N. XT	 MACH -	 1.250	 RNIFT -	 2.250
	
LREF := 1297,0000 INCHES 	 YMRP	 .0000 IN. YT	 ELV-I8 =	 .000	 ELV-08 -	 .000
	
$REF = 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP	 40.0.0000 IN. ZT	 RUDDER x	 .000 5PDBRK -	 55.000
SCALE W	 .0300 SCALE
BETAO I'I1	 .069	 ALPHAO( 1) _	 -5.882





.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .5720 1.0000
XlCW
.000	 -.3039 -.1303 -.2044	 .1835	 .4523	 .3917	 .3448	 .3555 -.3116
.010	 -.1551 - . 167:3	 .3002	 .5352	 .5324	 .5160	 .4757
.020	 -.1786 -.1445	 .2805	 .4740 .4579	 4563	 .4509 -.2025
.040	 -.1336	 .23391
.041	 -.2446












































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP($BHL SEALED) LEFT W!NG TOP
BE.TAO (1)	 .059	 ALPHAOI 11	 -5.882
SECTION I HEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 ..P35O	 .2990	 .'3640
	 .4270 .5340	 .6730














































































8ETAO ( 1) A	 .070
	 A1..P?-fAO f 2)	 3.880
SECTION C 1)LEFT FLING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W	 .?350	 2900	 .3640	 .4270.	 .5340	 .6730




	 -42822 -.1347	 .1920	 .2243	 .5176	 .4578
	 .4130'	 .4199 --.2937
	




	 -.1922 -.1308	 .2545	 .4309	 .4177






























( RETU05)	 w= `"-
(RETU05)
DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
SETAO f 1)	 .070	 ALPHAO( 2)	 -3.880
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350
	

























































DATE 2G OCT 75 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-OI9 1A81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT RING TOP
BETAO	 (	 1) .070	 ALPHAO( 21 =	 -3.880
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TJP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP













BETAO	 (	 11 .070	 ALPHAO( 3) r
	-1.873
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CF
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .5730 .7800 .8670 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
000 -.2974 -.1345 -.1.760 .28!C .5872 .5156 .4776 .4803
-.0935
.010 -.1701 -.1437 .3144 .4724 .4828 .4688 .3640
.020

















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
8ETAO ( 11 -	 .070	 ALPHAO( 3) _	 -1.873
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340















































































BETAO ( 1) _	 .070	 ALPHAO( 4) _	 .113
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730
	 -7800	 .8870	 .9722 1.0000
vcw
	
.009	 .3194 -.1447 -.1747	 .3526	 .6149	 .5741









	 .2226	 .3119	 .3131








DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCC DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1305
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(SBHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
	 (RETU05)
9ETA0 11) =	 .070	 ALPHAO.t 4) _	 .113
SECTION ( MEFT WING .TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/,!4	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
XLCW
	





























































































1.000	 -.3243	 -.4473	 -.4360
BETAO ( 1) _
	
.070	 ALPHAO( 51 T	 2.177
SECTION [.[)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew
	





-.3257 -.1714 -.1372	 .3456	 .6344	 .6050	 .5820	 .5857	 .0134
	
.010	 •-_2124 -.1317	 .2735	 .3046	 .3733	 .3351	 .2089
	












































JDATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE RATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1308	 ^-=
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAPISBHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETUD5)
BETAO ( 1)	 .070	 ALPHAO( 51	 2..177
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 	 ,.


















































































	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 19720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.3324 :-.1770 -.2266	 .3285	 .6319	 .6225	 .5134	 .5752 -.0970
.010	 -.2239 -.1979	 11936	 .2018	 .2655	 .2441	 .0802
.020	 -,2176 -.1641	 .0837	 .1174	 .1368	 .1111	 .0061 -.3186
.040	 -	 -.1372 -.0111
041	 -.3327
.050	 -.1801

































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA -- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION




	 ALPHAO( 61	 4.185
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350













































I.000	 -.2677	 -.3896	 -.5611
.BETAO ( 1) a	 .059	 ALPHAO( 7)	 5.212




.3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600	 .88717	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2879 -.1762 -.3247 	 .2378	 .5955	 .6125	 .6009	 .5345 -.2198
	
.010	 -.2391 -.3137	 .0552	 .0709	 .1784	 .1263 -.0591
	






































DATE 20 M 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED] LEFT WING TOP
SETAO ( 11	 .069	 ALPHAO( 71 -	 6.212
SECTION I MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/sw	 e350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .BB70	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	













































































	 .069	 ALPHAOI 81 -	 7.214
SECTION f I)LEF7 WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 -.2737 -.1705 °.3504





-:2451 --.3437 -.0047	 .0220
	 .1360	 .0706 -.1231
	
on




































































































UL I AU 1 1 1	 ut3%1	 ALf HAV L U l *	 f. d 14
SECTION [ 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Sw
	














































RATE 20 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1314
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP IRETU061
	 102 OCT 74	 1	 `"^`
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP 976.0000	 IN, XT MACH .600 RN/FT	 = 2.250
LREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP R	 .0000	 IN. YT ELV-113 - 8.000 ELV-08 - 4.000
BREF	 a 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 400.0000
	 IN. ZT RUDDER - .000 SPDBRK w .000
SCALE''= .0300 SCALE
ALPHAOt. 11 _	 -6.048 6ETAO c 11	 -.0.07
SECTION f	 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW. .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270
	 .5340 .5730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.1563 -.0161 .0223. .1571	 .2006 .0253 -.0849 -.0579 -.6369
.010 .0026 ,0638 .3038
	
.4181 .4029 .3872 .3404
.020 -.0078 .0942 ,2811
	 .3502 .3396 .3366 .3082 -.2748
.040 .1097 .2084
.041 -.0937











































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
`	 ARC II -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
i	 ALPHAO( 1) _	 -6.046	 BETAO t 1) _	 -.007
SECTION t I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	
.5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8670	 .9720. 1.0000
X/CW






















.900	 -.1773	 -.0495	 .0396
905	 -.0858
.919	 1 Otte







ALPHAOI 2) x	 -4.013	 BETAO t 1) =	
-4.061
SECTION.( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W
	 ,2350	 .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800	 .BB70	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.11(30	 .0153 .0761	 .2849	 .4089
	 .3336	 .2693	 .2963 -.3199
.010-	 .0252	 .1107	 .3426	 .3646.416?	 .3984	 ^179
.020	 .0148	 .1320	 .2657,
	 .2747	 .2779	 .2683	
-.1546

















PAGE t316DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 1ABl LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 21	 -4.013	 aETAO t 17 a	 -4.061
SECTION t i HEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/sw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8070	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW




















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1317
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU06)
ALPHAO( 2) K	 -4.013	 BETAO ( 11	 -4.061
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

























ALPHAO( 2) =	 -3.984	 BETAO ( 2) W	 .011
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W





D00	 -.1693 -.0210	 .0445




.010	 -.Oi58	 .0752	 .2951	 .3600	 .3763	 .3584	 .2713
	
.020	 -.0236	 .0991







































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-013 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WIND TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 -3.984	 BETAO ( 21	 .011
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW













































































































ALPHAO( 2)	 -3.968	 BETAO ( 31 -	 4.081
SECTION [ I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y113W	 .2350	 .2990 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 18870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	.000	 -12160 -.0490	 .0271	 .1917	 .2562
	 .1371	 .0684	 .0802 -.4239
	


















AL.PHAO( 2) _	 -3.95B	 BETA  1 31 =	 4.081
SECTION t 1lLEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .BB70	 .9720 1.0000
X/C14

































































{GATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION!i




ALPHAO( 2) _	 -3.968	 BETAO ( 31	 4.081
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	

































1.000	 -.0484	 .0271	 .0525
ALPHAO( 31	 .074	 BETAO 1 1) _	 -6.097
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640





	.000	 -.0988	 .0253	 ,0984	 .3698	 .5530	 .5355	 .5165	 .4865 -.0614
	
.010	 ;073	 .0952	 .25L --'	 11301	 .1582	 .0893 -.1267









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 iABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WINO TOP
ALP'HAOI 31 R	 .074	 BETAO { 1! w	
-6.097







































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 31	 .072	 9ETAO ( 23	 -4.067
SECTION ( IlLEFT 14ING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YtBI4	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 SB70	 .9720 1.0000
XIC14
	.000	 -.1335 -.0047	 .0739	 .3461	 .5195	 .4962	 .4804	 .44e8 -.0990
	
.1310	 -.0311	 .0797	 e459	 .1453	 .1761	 .1014 -.1070
	




O tt 1	 -.0999
	





































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOi.3) ..	 .072	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -4.067
'SECTION ( IILEPT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP














.650	 -.8762 -.0342 -.0237
	
.8517
























1.01)0	 .4352	 .0552	 .0492
ALPHAO( 31	 1076	 EETAO ( 31 =	 -.005
SECTION ( 1)LEF7 WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.000	 -.1s5a -.057I	 .0308	 .2881	 .4484	 .4196	 .3954	 .3803 -.1456
	
.010	 -.0778	 .0457	 .2145	 .1544	 .1850	 .1237 -.0538
	
.020	 -.0819	 .0605 ..0885


































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURC•= DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
}	 ALPHAD( 3) _	 .076
	 SETAO C 3) s	-.005
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340
	





















































































3DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1325
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 tRETU067
ALPHAO( 31 '!	 .087	 9ETAO ( 4)	 4.063
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
i
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
	 {
x/CW
.000	 -.2392 -.1099 -.0157	 .2351	 .3873	 .3505	 .3313	 .3129 -.1843
.010	 -.1130	 .0063	 .1726	 .1341	 .1503	 .1033 -.0677
.020	 -.105'7	 .0333	 .0725	 .0210 -.0099 -.0565 -.1358 -.3387
.040	 .0391 -.0361
.041	 -.1878







.150	 -.4624 -.5273 -.6144 -.532.1
.157	 -.4324
.163	 -.0194









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UN5£ALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 3)	 .087
	 BETAO f 4) .	 4.063



























































	 BETAO f 5) z	 5.100











	 --.2743 -.1412 -.0280	 .1843



































































SETAO ( 5) -	 6.100
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
t/sw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1328
ARCI1-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL UN5EALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU06)
ALPHAO( '+)	 4.240	 BETAO ( 1)	 -4.061
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y /8'Is	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800	 .8670	 .9720 1.0000
K/CW
.000





-.1194 -.0263	 .0482 -.2103 -.245D -.4223 -.7962
.020
	









































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1329
ARC
-11-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4)
	
4.240	 BETAO ( 1) _	 -41061
SECTION { 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








































1.000	 .0279	 .0488	 -.0021
ALPHAO( 41 4	 4.239
	
BETAO ( 2) -	 -.008
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990•	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 17800
	
.8870	 .9720 1.0000 .
X/CW
	
400	 -.2147 -,1373 -.037	 .2289
	
14337	 .3951
	 .3511	 .2200 -.4238
	













































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 TAM A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1330
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELNL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU06)
ALPHAO( 41 +	 4.239
	 PETAO ( 2)
	
-.008
SECTION ( ()LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 c?990	 .3640
	












































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII -419 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4) Y	 4.236	 BETAC ( 3) -	 4,070
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 8870 .Mc	 1.0000
x/Cw
.000 -.2825 -.2086 -.1399 .1662 .3769 .3425 .3014 .1683 -.4924
.010 -.2132 -.0937 .0078 -.1505 -.1771 -.3358 -.6404
.020 -.1805 -.0559 -.1159 -.2702 -.3636 -.4962 -.6991 -.7746
.040 -.0463 -.2311
.041 -.2231



























!^,V • 418 -110433























EDATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA$lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1332
APCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU06)
ALPHAO 4)	 41236
	 BETAO f 3) a	4.0-70
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP




	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600
















































ALPHAO( 51	 8.382	 SETAO f 11	 -.008
SECTION f I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIAE!.E CP
Y{BW	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .78 p0	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2406 -.2612 -.2767	 .0640	 .2964	 .1822	 0212 -.2960 -1.2391
	
.010	 -.3124 -.2397 -.2289 -.5897 -.7417 -1.0927 -1.6602
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE lOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UN5EAL.D) LEFT WING TOP
ALPWAO( 5)	 8.382	 BETAO ( 1)	 -.009
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 12990
	













































































































1.000	 .0000	 .0385	 -.0644
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE OATA TABULATION
	 PANE 1334
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETV06)
ALPHA01 61	 10.453
	 SETAO 1 11 =	 .004
SECTION 1 11LEFT WIN3 TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.2447 -.3246 --.3726
	 .0024	 1935	 .0529 -.1682 -.5883 -1.7825
.010	
-.3892 -.3270 -.3300 -.7790 -1.0408 -1.5058 -2.1877
•020	






























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 6)	 10.453
	
BETAO I l) s	.004
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	
.5340













































rDATE 20 OCT 75 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1336
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP (RETU07)	 ( 02 OCT 74	 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF
	
- 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP -	 976.0000 IN. XT MACH .900 RN/Er	 - 2.25p
LREF	 = 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000
	
IN. YT ELV--1B n 8.000 ELV-C8 ° 4,00p
SREF	 = 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP m	 400.0000	 IN. ZT RUDDER r .000 SPDBRK a 000
SCALE = .0300 SCALE
ALPHAO( 1)	 =	 -11.207	 BETAD	 f l}	 _	 -4.037
SECTION [	 IILEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730 .7800 .6670 .9720 1.0000
X/CW - --
.000 -.4343 .0299 .0870 .3104	 .4243 .3164 .2586 .2705 -.5070
.010 .0529 .1.400 .4287	 .5164 .5128 .4939 .4001
.020 .0435 .1797 .3866	 .4337 .4181 .4125 .3600 -.2761
.040 .1946 .2980
.041 -.3488


































i;TE 20 OCT 75
	
1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 1) R -11.207	 BETAO.( 1) A	 -4.037
SECTION 1 1)LEFT WING TOP











































































1.000	 -.0056	 .0675	 .0685
ALPHAO( l) R	 -8.594	 8ETAO ( 21	 -2.016
SECTION t I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 ,2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8970	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.00.0	 -.4621	 .0199	 .0748	 .2779	 .3734	 .2535	 .1942	 .2045 -,4901
	
.010	 .0359	 .1252	 .3984	 .4978	 .4856	 .4674	 .3801
	

























DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA -
.
PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 1)	 -8.684	 BETAD ( 2)	 -2.018
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING.TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340
	






































































iDATE 20 OCT 75
	
IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1339
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL UN5EALD1 LEFT WING TOP
	
(RETU07)
ALPHAO( 1) K	 -8.684	 BETAO f 21 .	 -2.01B
SECTION t IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270














1.000	 -.0377	 .0552	 .0641
ALPHAO1 11	 -61128.	 BETAO i 31	 034
SECTION f 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 18870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	
.000	 --.4835	 .0138	 .0714	 .2548	 .3298	 .1916	 .1272	 .1347 -.4562
	








































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA83A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1340
ARCII-0 .19 IASI LVRP(ELHL UN5£ALD) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUO71
ALPHAO( 11	 5..125	 SETAO ( 3) d	 .034
SECTION ( I)LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270














































































ALPHAOC 1) _	 -6.115
	
BETAD ( 41 .	 2.098
SECTION C 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIArrt.E CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800 .8870	 ,9720 1.,0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.5153 -.0004	 .0711	 12392







.4487	 .4138	 .393!	 .3231
	






DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI L'AP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALP1.IAO ( 1)	 -6.115	 BETAO ( 41	 2.098
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP' 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YMW	 .2350








































































1DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PACE 134?
ARC11-019 IASI-LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU07)
A_PHAO( 11	 -5.115	 SETAD ( 41	 2.098








































ALPHAO( 11 n	 -6.107	 SETAO ( 5)
	
4.143
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VAR'..BLE CP
YIBW
	 ,2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.5234 -,0270 .0683




.3257	 .4332	 .3868	 .3607	 .2962
	






















































EDATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 1)	 -6.107
	 BETAO ( 51 a	 4.143




































































































1.000	 -.1373	 -.0700	 .0880
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1344
ARCII-019 [ASi LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 21	 -4.084	 BETAO ( 1) =	 --6.127
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270





	 .1402	 .4040	 .5 .190
	 .4714	 .4348
	 ,4293 -.3039
.010	 .0534	 .1744	 .4425	 .4662	 .4092	 .4595	 .3300


































































PAGE 1345DATE )O OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP'
ALPHAO( 21 -	 -4.084	 BETAO ( 1) a	 -6.127
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .534 I1	 .6730
	
.7800








































1.000	 .0265	 .0880	 .0837
ALPHAO( 21	 -4.075	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -4.085
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350






	 .1205	 .3729	 .5062	 .4201	 .3764	 .3758 -.3446
	








































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSUM SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
'AC•E 13'16
ARCli-019 iA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU071
ALPHAO( 2) n	-4.075
	
BETAQ 121 -	 -4.085
SECTION S 13LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y:3W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	





























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 !ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1347
ARCII-019 TAB1 LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RCTU07)
ALPHAO( 2) _	 -4.057	 SETAO (3) _	 .023








.0907	 .3123	 .4070	 .2971
	 .2439	 .2447 -.4315
.010	 .0089	 .1203	 .3677	 .4219	 .4225	 .4002	 13002




















































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PACE °.9
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU07)
`	 ALPHAO( 2) -
	 -4.057	 8ETAO ( 3) _	 .0231
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CIS
Y/9W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270 '.5340
	 .6730

























































	 -4.036	 BETAO ( 4)	 4.117
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA8[A PRESSURE" SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1349
ARCII-019 [AS] LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 2) -	 -4.038
	 SETAO ( 41	 4.117
SECTION ( 1)LE;FT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - FRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB! LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
A.LPHA0( 2) -4.037	 BETAO (5) =	 6.159
SECTION	 111LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 ..80D 8870 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000 -.4727 -.1015 .0616 .2284 .3431 .1838 .1019 .0901 -.4589
.010 -.0832 .0782 .2706 .3724 .3452 .3144 .2263
.020 -.0755 .0971 a4C4 .3004 .2653 .2490 .1910 -.4204
.040 .101+6 .1828
.041 -.2757













































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.037	 SETAC ( 5)	 61159
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


















































ALPHAO( 3) a	 -2.013	 SETAO ( 1) =	 -6.133
SECTION ( 1)LEFT W1NC TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 !ASIA - PRESSURr' SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 ;.U£ 1352
".RC11-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO[ 31 w	 -2.013
	
BETAO ( 1)	 -6.133
SECTION (1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8070	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW














































.965	 - . 1247
I.000	 .0274	 .0930	 .0786
DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 3)	 -2.004	 BETAO ( 2) R	 -21060
SECTION ( 1%LC T WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



























. 0'+ 1	 -.909B
	
.050	 .0249














.1 1.3	 - . 07:19
	
.150	




















































































CITE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 31 -	 -2.004	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -2.060
SECTION 1 1)LEFT WING TOP	 OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	












































1.000	 -.0397	 .0486	 .0578
ALPHAO( 31 a	 -1.969	 BETAO ( 3) =	 2.058
SECTION 1 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
	
.000	 -.4946 -.0445' .0755 	 .3261	 .4429	 .3556	 .3130	 .3074 -.2851
	










































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1355
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 3)	 -1.969	 BETAO 13)	 2.058
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP	 _
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	





























































































1.000	 -.1289	 -.0303	 .0391
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1355
ARC II -019 IA$1 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT 14ING TOP 	 (RETU07)
ALPHAL( 3)	 -1.958	 BETAO ( 4)	 6.150
SECTIOV ( 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/914	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .427(1	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	.000	 -.5204 -.1510	 .0404	 .2526	 .4042	 .2892	 .2361	 .2154 -.3650
	
.010	
-.1231	 .0624	 .2380	 .3044	 .2980	 .2657	 .1467
	






















































































.775	 - , 8639 •-.8241
ALPNAO( 3) -	 -1.95B	 9ETAO 1 4) -	 6.150






















































ALPWAO( 4)	 .059	 BETAO ( 1) _	 -6.145


































































CATE 20 OC- r,,
	1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PACE 1358
(RETU07)ARC II -019 IAS1 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) LEFT WING TOP
AC.PHAO( 4)	 ,059	 BETAO ( 1) _
	
-6.145
SECTION 1 IILEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 2990	 .3640	 .4270
	
.5340	 .6730









































































































fDATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WIN-,' 71P
ALPHAOf 41 -
	 .063	 BETAO f 21 _	 -4.101
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270





	 .1206	 .4267	 .5967	 .5552	 .5303	 .4779 -.1479
.010	 -.0197	 .1324	 .3424	 .2720	 .2877	 .2207	 .0069







































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE C'A ,rA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 41	 .063
	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -4.101
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




















































	 .0123	 .0723	 -.0546
ALPHAO( 4) _	 .066	 BETAO i 31	 -.005
SECTION i !)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARlk8LE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 6730	 .7800	 .8870	 19720 110000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.4617 -.0464	 .0662	 .3648	 .5143	 .4646	 .4355	 .4009 -.2202
	
.010	 -.0643	 .0874	 .3015	 .2531	 2717	 .2165	 .0261
	










































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A83A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEAL©) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 4)	 .066	 UETAO ( 31 =	 -.005
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW


















































































































1.000	 -.0919	 .011)4	 .0275
OAIE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCIL-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOC 41	 .078
	 BETAO 1 41 =
	 4.488
SECTION i IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
PAGE 1362
1RETU071





	 .6670	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000	 -.4998 -.1282




.2239	 .2240	 .2305	 .1820
	
.0047








































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1353
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELlJ-- UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 41	 .078	 8ETAO t 41 -	 4.088
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bid	 .2350















































1.000	 -11595	 -.0552	 .0443
ALPHAOE 4)	 .082	 SETAO ( 5) =	 6.135
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









.0011	 .2132	 ,4325	 .3564	 .3205	 .2849 -.3085
	














































OAYE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PACE 1-64
fRCll-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UN5EAL0) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU07)	 =-
ALPHAO( 4) 0	 .082	 BETAO ( 51 =
	 6.135
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





















































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 (ARIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1365
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.177	 BETAO ( 11
	 -6.133
SECTION ( 11LEF'T WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350





.000	 -.3245	 .0005	 .1051






































































L':`E 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.177	 BETAO 111 a	
-6.133
i
SECTION f 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP














































ALPHAO( 5) p	 2.184	 BETAO ( 2) =	 -2.056
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.000	 -.4015 -.0603	 .0503	 .3944	 .5712	 .5281
	 .5012	 .4181 -.2729
	










































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1357
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 51
	
2.184	 BETAO ( 21	 -2.056
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	





































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1368
ARC H -019 IAB1 LVAPIELHL UNSEALOI LEFT WIND TOP 	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 5) n 	 e.185
	
SETAO ( 3) =	 2.047





	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000	 -.4676 -.1366 -.0190
	 .3130	 .4960	 .4499	 .4264	 .3599 -.3365




	 .0512	 _0882	 .0221 -.0256 -.0869 -.2313 -.5868
.040	 .0649 -.0219
.041	 -.5265














.250	 -.6167 -.7297 -.8058 -.6759



























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 51	 2.185	 SETAO ( 31 -	 2.047
SECTION [ 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	






































1.000	 -.1419	 -.0069	 --.0896
4LPHAO( 51	 2.186 - BETAO ( 41 =	 6.135
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600	 .8670	 .9720 1.0000
xfCW
	
.000	 -.5231 -.2360 -.0447	 .1738	 .4485	 .3B70	 .3602	 .2893 -.4005
	
.010	 - 1962	 .0034	 .0980	 .1181	 .1112	 G437 -.1729
	







.050	 -.0910	 -.1969 -.2764 -.3291 -.4341
	

































L4 7E 20 OCT 75
	 ]ASIA _ PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA9ULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELML UNSEALA) LEFT WING 70P
ALPHAO( 5) R	 2.186	 BETAO ( 41 -	 6.135
SECTION 1 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 _2990	 .3640
	
















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE I371
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAPiELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
	 ( RETU07)
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.257	 SETAO ( 1) a	 -6.123
SECTION i 11LEFT WING TOP	 QEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW
	
.2350	 .2990'	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730





	 .4309	 U87	 .5939




	 .2273	 .0530	 .0644 -.0696 -.3625
.020








































































DArZ 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PACE 1372
ARCI1-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UN5EALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 6) a	 4.257	 BETAO c 1) W	 -6.123
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOW	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350











































1.000	 .0286	 -.0366	 -.4176
ALPHA01 61	 4.260	 BETAO ( 2)	 -4.081
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.0402	 .4047	 .6026	 .5596	 .5154	 .3927 -.3847
	
.010	 -.1200	 .0455	 .2240	 .0589	 OE77 -.0710 -.3656
	

































iPATE 20 OCT 75	 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1373





BETAU ( 2)	 -4.081
SECTION ( !)LEFT WING rOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/914	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .531-0 	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	










































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 TA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 pAfaE 1374
ARCII-019 IA8{ LVAP[ELHL UNSEALD} LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU07)
ALPHAOI 61 =	 4.257	 BCTAO { 3}	
- ,003
SECTION { 11LEFT WING TOP




	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw
.000
	 -.4261 -.1435 -.0366
	
.3299	 .5457	 .4914	 .4502	 .3371 -,4514
010	 -.1790 -.0069	 .1767	 ,0652
	 .0571 -.0726 -.3494


































	 -.8040 -.9350	 -.7647



































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1375
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL UN5EALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 IRETU071
ALPHAOI 61	 4.257	 BETAO 131 =
	 -.003
SECTION I IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	













































ALPHAOI 61 =	 14.257
	
9ETAO i 41 =	 4.093
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	




.000	 -.4807 -.2182 -.1104	 .2418	 .4695	 .4236	 .3859	 .2678 -.5388
	
.010	 -.1996 -.0365	 .1075	 .0203
	 .0180 -.0949 -.3700
	






























OAIE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1376
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALQ) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU071
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.257
	
SETAO ( 41 -	 4.093
SECTION ( l)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .42'10	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	






























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGL 1377
ARCII-019 tAel LVAP(ELHL UN5EAL0) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.251	 BETAO ( 5) =	 6.145





.5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.4999 -.2611 --.0906	 .1370	 .4487	 .3953	 .3506	 .2414 -.5704
.010	 -.2156 -.0309	 .0358	 .0221	 .0133 -.0996 -.3718
.020	 -.1743 -.0050 -.0398 -.0632 -.1566 -.2570 -.4584 -.7955
.040	 .0033 --.1133
.041	 -.4844










































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8(A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1378




BETAO ( 51 -	 6-145
SECTION f I ) LEFT PIING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340











































ALPHAO( 7) =	 6.353	 BETAD ( 1) _	 -4.069
SECTION ( 1)LEFT LANG TOP	 OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BL1	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7B00	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3205 -.1211 -.0327	 .3720
	 .5753
	 .5314	 .4759	 .3237 -.5286
	
.010	 -.1873 -.0230	 .1494 -.0440 -.0672 -.2824 -.5234
	
.020	 -.1748

































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.353	 BETAO ( 11 a	 -4.069
SECTION ( ! ) LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730




































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WIND TOP
ALPHAOI 71	 6.352	 BETAO (21 M	 -2.035
SECTION { IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.3831 -.1543 -.0670
	 .3360	 .5493	 .4969	 .4372	 .2922 -.5885
.010	 -.2205 -.0462
	 .1297 -.0541 -.0683 -.2280 -.5352
.020	 -.1959 -.0023 -.0430 -.1785 -.2639 -.3942 	 .6370 -.8314
.040	 .0156 -.1927
041	 -.4047


























































ARCI1-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 7) .	 6.352
	 SETAO f 21 w	
-2.035
SECTION I I;LErT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
































































ALPHAOI 71	 6.347	 BETAO 131	 .010
SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












	 .3972	 .2589 -.6245
	
010	 -.2522 -.0855




-.2208 -.0295 -.0583 -.1835 -.2571 -.3903 -.6252 -.8454
	














































iDATE 20 OCT 75
	 iABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1382	 i
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELhL. UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 71	 6.347	 BETAO ( 31 -	 .010
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y /BW	 .2350 ' .2990
	 .3540	 .4270
	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CH
.250



































































1.000	 -.1042a	 -.0568	 -.4594
I
DATE 20 OCT 75 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO(
	
1) 5.344	 BETAO ( 4) = 2.069
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/814 .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 BB70 .9720 1.0000
x, :w
.000 -.4388 -.2551 -.1800 .2397 .4B36 .4302 .3646 .2175 -.6844
.010 -.2775 -.109B .0600 -.0782 -.0670 -.2316 -.5429






















'mJ rd .247 -.0630








































L -- - -
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 ]ARIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.344	 BETAO ( 41	 2.068
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT 'VARIABLE CP

















































ALPHAO( 7)	 6.340	 BETAO ( 5) -	 4.114
SECTION I IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	.000	 -.4609 -.2990 -.1980	 .1891	 .4489
	
.4047
	 .3291,	 .17$6 - '494
	
.010	 -.2792 -.1111
	 .0270 - . 1041 -.0999 -.2667 -•.5639
	
.020	













































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE-DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 13B5
ARCII-019 IAB) LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU07)
ALPHAO( 71	 6.340	 BETAO ( 5) y	 4.114
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .0870	 .9720 ► .0000
X/CW



















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1386
1
r	 ARC H -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING YOP	 (RETU08)	 ( 02 OCT 74 1
REFERENCE; DATA	 PARAMETRIC CATA
	
'4EF - 2590.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XNRfP -	 975.0000 IN. XT	 MACH	 -	 1.100	 RN/FT -	 3.000
	
LREF - 1297.0000 INCHES
	
YMR[P]  -	 .0000 IN. YT	 ELV-I8 -	 8.000	 ELV-OB -	 4.000
	
BREF - 1297.0000 INCHLS
	 zMRP -	 400.0000 IN. ZT	 RUDDER -	 .400	 SPDBRK -	 UUD
	
SCALE -	 .0300 SCALE
ALPHAO( 1) -	 .064	 5ETAO ( if -	 -61230
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2950	 .3640	 .4270











	 .4558	 .4217	 .4667	 .4157	 .2371
	
.020	





























































































DATE 2O OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-319 IA81 IVAP[ELNI_ UNSEALD - LEFT WIh5 TOP
ALPHAO( 1) .	 .064	 BETAO I Il -	 -6.230
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENOEM'i VARIABLE CP
YIN	 .2350 	 .?990	 .3647	 .4270






























































BETAO f 2) a	 -4.159
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YiBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 i.0000
X/Cw
	
.000	 --.2204 -.1269 -.0504 	 .5050	 .7011	 .6655	 .6543
	 .6295	 .0476
	



































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 130B
	 -	 -
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(CLHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUOBI
ALPHAO( 1) 9	 .071	 BETAO ( 21 n	 -4.1513
SECTION ( I'LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.6730	 .7B00	 gS70	 19720 1.0800
X/CW
.150	


























































DATE 20 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IA81
	
LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt	 1) _ .0-1	 BETAO (	 2) -	 -4.159
SECTION t IILEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .78 0 18670 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.913 -.3647




1.000 -.1724 -.2988 -.3310
ALPHAO(	 1) .075	 9ETAO (	 31 - -.029
SECTION f 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8670 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.040 -.2230 -.2481 -.0588 .4257 .6077 .5599 .5539 .5564 -.0072
.010 -.2753 -,0451 .3666 .3698 .4030 .3727 .2243
.020 -.2746 -.0096 .2621 .2693 .2535 .2393 .1630 -.1860
.040 .0264 .1564
-'2883
.050 -,2351 .0506 .0185 .0070 -.0403
































(RETU08)Att4Il-UI .`3 1AU1 LVAI'ILLHL UNSkALU1 LLF1 WING TUP
ALPHAO( 1)	 .075	 BETAO ( 3) =	 -.029
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270


























































































ALPHAO( 1)	 .094	 BETAO ( 41 -	 4.123
	
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .E350	 .2990	 .36•'0	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2960 -.3549 -.0436
	 .3530	 .5632	 .4896
	 .4721	 .4721 -.0818
	
.010	 -.3894	 .0332	 .2986	 .3377	 .3492	 .3159	 .1850
	
.020	






DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 1) x	 .094	 SETAO 141	 4.123
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1392
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAPtELHL UN5EALD1 LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 11 2	 .094	 E"TAO t 41 -	 4.123
SECTION t 11LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270










































	 .103	 BETAO t 51 G	 6.207
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .42
-10	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3342 -.4492	 .0026	 .2950	 .5224	 .4569	 .4307	 .4320 -.G959
	
.010
	 -.4645	 .0497	 .2467	 .3129	 .3331	 .2978	 .1736
	
.020
	 -.4425	 CE91	 .IB57	 .2342





































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL UNSEAL07 LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 11	 .103	 SETAO 1 51 =	 6.207
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YISW	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	






























































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA91A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1394
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) LEFT WING TOP	 tRETU08)
ALPHAO( 2)	 2.216	 BETAO ( 1)	 -6.219
SECTION ( 1)LEF'T WING TCP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/814	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .5720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.1997 -.0792 -.0716	 .5337	 .7397	 .7206	 .7035	 .6373 -.0034
.010




	 .1931	 .1771	 .1200 -.0157 --.3213
.D40	 --.0284	 .0793
.041	 -.1822














































DATE 20 OCT 75 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2) R	 2.216 SETAO (	 l) -	 -6.219
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

































ALPHAOC 2) 2.214	 BETAO 1 2) a	 -2.090
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .23350 .2990. .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
X/CW
^ .000 -.I26r. -.t758 -.13E6 .4528 .5723 .6423 .6284 .5715
-.8699
.010 -.2043 -.0975 .3376 .2952 .3400 .2723 .0664
.020 -.2138 -.0649 .2058 .1956 .1735 .1261 -.0071 -.3191
.040 -.0336 OB19
.041 -.2222























DATZ 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1396
ARCII-019 IA8) LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU081
ALPHAO( 2)
	 2.214	 BETAO C 21 R	 -2.090
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2359	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	


























































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1397
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 1RETU08l
ALPHAO[ 2) M	 2.224	 BETAO 131 4	 2.058
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600	 .8070	 .9720 1.0000
XICW
.000	 -.1926 -.2844 -.1698	 .3616	 .5825	 .5604_ .5523	 .5145 -.IIBB
.010	 -.3260 -.0899	 .2616	 .2369	 .297I	 .2494	 .0646
.020	 -.3282 -.0038	 .1572	 .1450	 .1456	 .1078 -.0041 -.3261
.040	 .0371	 .0544
.041	 -.3186










































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2)
	 2.224	 BETAO ( 3)	 2.058
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 OEPENOENT'VARIABLE CP
















































1.000	 -.1394	 -.2406	 -.3680
ALPHAO( 21	 2.234	 BETAO (4) -	 6.197
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	 OEPENOENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .29:10	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 I.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2999 -.4857 -.0614	 .2408	 .5324	 .5018	 .4780	 .4379 -.1893
	
.010	 -.5060	 .0081	 .1940
	 .2253	 .2660	 .2037	 ,0272
	
.020	 -.4772










































DATE 20 OCT 75	 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TAB11,ATION
	 PAGE 1395
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPtELHL UNSEAL-) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUD6)
ALPHAO( 2) ti	 2.234	 BETAO ( 4)	 6.197
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640







































































































1.00(1	 -.1348	 -.1883	 -.4224
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCt DATA TABULATION
ARClI-019 iA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 31	 4.330	 BETAO ( 1)	 -4.129
SECTION. ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.000	 -.2083 -.0838 -.1656	 .4519	 .6832	 .6668	 .6404	 .5485 -.1614
.010	 -.1365 -.1308	 .2746
	
.1803
	 .2217	 .1287 -.0882
.020	 -.1515 -.0939	 11170	 .0757	 .0505 -.0121 -.1789 -.5032
.040	 -.0611 -.0137
.041	 -.1658
















































DATE 20 OCT 75 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TAB31LATION
ARCI1
-419 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNFEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 3) n	 4.330	 BETAO	 (	 1) _	 -4.129
SECTION f 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






























ALPHAO( 31 4.329	 BETAO ( 21 =	 -.008
SECTION f 1)LErT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
C X/CW
Ix
.000 -.1458 -.2153 -.2412 .3586 .6116 .5973 .5795 .4971 -.2278
.010 -.2780 -.1879 .2173 .1533 .2065 .1239 -.0887p .020 -.2860 -.1141 .0881 .0644 .0464 -.0168 -.1752 -.4999
040 -.0670 -.0245
'ICJ .041 -.2636




















DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - rRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1402
ARCII-019 1ASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU08)
ALPHAO( 3)	 4.329
	 8ETAO ( 2)	 -.008
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/5w
	 .2350	 ,2990	 .3640	 .4270	 15340









































































































1.000	 -.1130	 -.2072	 -.6029
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAeIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1403
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP(E;LHL UNSEAL01 LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU08)
ALPHAO( 31	 4.334	 BETAO ( 3) s	4.139
SECTION ( I)L.EFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xlcW
000	 -.2123 -.3870 -.2202	 .2716	 .5382	 .5347	 .5140	 .4367 -.3074
.010	 -.4377 -.0687	 .1611	 .1341	 .1681	 .0969 -.1096



















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC H - 10 IA91 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 3)
	
4.334	 BETAO ( 31	 4.139
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








































1.000	 -.1056	 -.1670	 -.5149
ALPHAG( 31	 4.334	 BETAO ( 41	 6.220
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2680 -.5227 -.1049	 (851	 .4802	 .4987	 .4830	 .4096 -.3348
	
.010	 -.5245 -.0381	 .091•	 .1346	 .1647	 .0864 -.1123
	



































DATE 20 OCT 75 IA91A	 -- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCli -019 IASI LVAP (ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT DING TOP
ALPHAOC 31 4.334	 BETAO ( 4) -	 6.220
SECTION { IILEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BH .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
X/CW




































.900 -.3357 -.4698 -.2583
.905 -.4373
.919 -.3817




1.000 -.1104 -.1162 -.4234
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAO: I406
4	 ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)	 S 02 OCT 74 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 976.0000 IN. XT	 MACH	 -	 1.100	 RN/FT s	 2.250
	
LREF - 1297.0000 1NCHE5	 YMRP	 .0000 IN. YT	 ELV -18 s	 6.000	 ELV-OB +	 4.000
	
SREF = 1297.0000 SNCRE5
	
ZMRP -	 400.0000 IN. ZT	 RUDDER -	 .000	 SPDBRK -	 00(l
SCALE _	 .0300 SCALE
ALPHAO( 1) _
	 -6.236	 BETAO f 1) _	 -4.085
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABIX CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
XJCW
.000	 -.2764 -.1207 -.0541
	 .3858	 .5321	 .4430




	 .5660	 .5680	 .5534	 .5094















.150	 -,0988 -.0441	 .0478 -.0262































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-013 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 1) -	 -6.236	 BETAO ( 1) x	 -4.065









































































	 BETAO. ( 2) a	 -2.030
SECTION ( I)LEFT W:NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x / Ctl

































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-G19 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 11	 -6.225
	
9ETAO ( 21 -	 -2.030
	
SECT I LN	 1 ) LEFT ':11 I•iG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YI gW	 2%`0	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/cw
	







































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1409
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WIND TOP	 (RETU09)
ALPHAO(	 1) -	 -6.225	 SETAO ( 2) -	 -2.030
SECTION ( !)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.919 -.3535








ALPHAO(	 11 -	 -5.193	 BETAO	 (	 3) = .032
SECTION ( !)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730
	
.7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.3252 -.2269 -.0633 .3335 .4612 .3522
	
.2933 .2958 -.1252
.010 -.2394 -.0251 .4178 .5307 .5259
	 .5262 .4838
.020 -.2520 .0089 .3858 .4663 .4484	 .4688 .4602 -.1242
.040 .0402 .3163
.041 -.3289





















-.1248 -.[593	 -.1577 -.1570















DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 1)
	 -6.193
	 BETAO ( 31	 .032
SECTION t I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
























































































	 -6.179	 SETAO { 41 -	 2.098
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	
.5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
	
.000	 -.3652 -.2818 -.0268	 .3176	 ,4428
	 .3177	 .2449	 .2409 -.I6B3
	
.010	 -.2907	 .0005	 .3893	 .5203	 .5110	 .4967	 .4523
	












DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSCALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 1) tt	 -6.179	 BETAO ( 4)	 2.098






























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1412
ARCII--019 IAB1 LVAPtELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU09)
ALPHAO( 11	
-6.179	 BETAO 14)	 2.098
i.
SECT10M 1 HEFT WING TOP














































ALPHAO( 1) n	 -6.167	 BETAO ( 51 a	 4.163








	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	

































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1413
ARC II -019 IABI LVAPtELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPHAO( 1) a	-6.167	 8ETAO t 5)	 4.i63
SECTION t I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





































































































	 a	 ,._	 ..	 ..._...	 .. _	 _.	 _.. _	 _.......	 _	 ........	 __.... _	 ....	 ..........
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1414
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UN5EALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHADI 21 A	 -4.143
	 BETAO f 11	 -6.157
SECTION ( i)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18i4





	 .0272	 .4741	 .6356	 .5618	 .5399	 .5643 -.0585
.010	 -.1124	 L334	 .5065	 .5558	 .5801	 .5698	 .4742
.020	 -.1413	 .0316	 .4236	 .4506	 .4497	 .4511	 .4212 -.0240
.040	 .0437	 .3084
.041	 -.2237
























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 MiA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1415
ARC H-019 TA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPHAO( 2) a	-4.143	 BETAO + 1) -	 -6.157
	
SECTION	 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	






































1.000	 -.1903	 -.3474	 -.1793
ALPHAO( 2) _
	 -4.132	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -4.105
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP	 OEPENOENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2591 -.1142 -.0347	 .4411	 .5999	 .5177	 .4767	 .5181 -.1048
	









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION






SECTION ( ])LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.250	


































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1417
ARCII-019 I AS1 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WINO TOP	 IRETU09)
ALPHAO( 21 a	 -4.101
	
SETAO ( 31 s	 .017




	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 P47G	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.3107 -.2339 -.0387	 .3821	 .5140	 .4106	 .3675	 .4203 -.1152
.010	 -.2555 -.0082	 .4181	 .4888	 .4829	 .4690	 .4462
_020	 -.2768	 .0286
	 .3593	 If 	 .3792	 .3770	 .4059 -.1038
_040	 .0557	 .2725
.041	 -.3246




































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019




(	 3) x .017
SECTION 1 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






















1.000 -.2214 -.4147 -.3927
ALPHAO( 21 -4.075	 BETAO ( 41 -	 4.131
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BWF .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.3649 -.3559 .0024 .3178 .4612 .3403 12905 .3025 -.1609
.010 -.3646 .0499 .3289 .4430 .4296 .4245 .3801
.020 -.3573 .0885 .2924 .3733 .3416 .3579 .3520 -.1552
j	 .040 .1030 .2410
.041 -.4300

















DATE 20 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1419
ARC II -019 iABI LVAPIELHL UN5EALD1 LEFT WING TOP	 IRETU091
ALPHAOC 21 -4.075	 BETAO 1 41	 s	 4.131
SECTION f 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730	 .78(10 .8670 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.250
































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) LEFT WIMO TOP
ALPHAOr 2) _	 -4.067	 BETAO ( 5) =	 6.191
SECTION f 1)LEFT WING TOP
	
DEPENOENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870
	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000	 -.3732 -.4239	 .0151
	
.2772	 .4402	 .3092	 .2534	 .2612 ^.1718
.010	 -.4152	 .0505	 .2920	 .4262	 .4142	 .4112	 .3899
.020	
-.38C'6	 .0794	 .2675	 .3590	 .3397	 .3514	 .:,438 -.1724
.040	 .0963	 .2264
.041	 -.4718




















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WEND TOP
ALPHAOI 2) -	 -4,067	 SETAO (5) -	 61191
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP













































1.000	 -.2287	 -.3403	 -.4353
ALPHAO[ 33 _	 -2.045	 BETAO (1) _	 -6.165





.3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	
.000	 -.2264 -.0964	 .0001	 .5134	 .5890	 .6435	 .6337	 .6331	 .0623
	
.010	 -.1260	 .0091	 .4864	 .4924	 .5392	 .5160	 .3757
	




































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 WAGE 1422
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(CLHL UNSEALOI LEFT WINO TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPHAOI 3) -	 -2.045
	 8EYAO ( 1) ti	 -6.165
	 i
SECTION ( !)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1423
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUO9)
ALPHA0( 3)
	
-2.034	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -2.072
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW
	 .2350
















.010	 -.2029 -.0340	 .4336	 .4619
	 .4867	 .4690	 .3574
	
.020





































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 [ARIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 °AGE r4L4
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UN5EALO) LEFT WING TOP 	 IRETU09)
ALP qAOr 3) -	 -2.034	 BETAO r 2) =	 -2.072
i
SFCTION (1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	








































1.000	 -.1955	 -,3893	 -.2381
ALPHAOI 3)	 -1.993
	
BETAO ( 3) =	 22.059
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





-.3127 -.2^85 -.0326	 .3781	 .5344	 .4465	 .4224	 .4550 -.0625
	
.010	 -.3221	 .0052	 .3545	 .4019	 .4255	 .4139	 .3244
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75	 ]ABTA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 142'5
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 1RETU09)
ALPHAO( 3) a	 -1.993
	 BETAO t 3) -	 2.059
SECTION 1 I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730






































































































•	 DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE I426
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UN5EALD1 LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPHAOI 31
	 -1.978
	 BETAO S 41	 6.163









000	 -.3646 -.4091	 .0078
	 .3018	 .4819	 .3796
	
.3423	 .3774 -.1165
.010	 -.4247	 .0501	 .2741
	 .3650	 .3671	 .3471
	 .2901























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 3)	 -1.978	 BETAO ( 4)	 6.163
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















































ALPHAO( 4) _	 .052	 BETAO ( 1) _	 -6.173
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	
.5340	 .6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2189 -.0970 -.0319	 .5335
	
.7240	 .7011	 .6914	 .5607	 .0819
	
.010	 -.1330 -.0340	 .4494	 .4124	 .4654	 .4167	 .2370
	
.020	 --.1616 -.0315	








































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABiA _ PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1428
ARC H -Oi9 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPHAO( 4) s	 .052	 SETAO ( 11 s	 -6.173
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yl1314






























































































































1.000	 -.1531	 -.2688	 -.3764
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURF SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1429
ARC II -019 IASI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
	
(RETV09)
A:.PHAO( 4) m	 .055	 6ETAO ( 2)	 -4.122
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING 70P	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/sw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
K/CW
.000	 -.2237 -.1335 -.0525	 .4993	 .6872	 .6559	 .6464	 .622'.	 .0452
.010
	
-.1681 -.0483	 .4250	 .4037	 .41+94	 .4032	 .2295























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOUgCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-015. IAB1 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT LUNG TOP
ALPHAO( 4)	 .055	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -4.122
SECTION ( l)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/aw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	






































1.009	 -.1835	 -.3107	 -.3223
ALP14AO( 4)	 .063	 BETAO ( 31 _	 -.022
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2192 -.2509 -.0592	 .42I9	 .5977	 .5557	 .5554	 .5549 -.0105
	
.010	 -.2796 -.0520	 .3610	 .3500	 .3975	 .3702	 .2208
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4)	 .063	 BETAO (3) a	 -.022









.7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X / CY1
	.250	








































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1+32
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPHAOI 41	 .079	 BETAO ( 4)	 4.095
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/@'1	
_2350	 .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800	 BB70	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000










.02R:3	 .2974	 .3307	 .3485
	 .3133	 .1801
.020
	 -.3856	 .0904	 .2229


























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC'1-019 ^A81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4) 4	 .079	 BETAO ( 4) =	 4.095
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270







































1.000	 -.1639	 -.2640	 -.4772
ALPHAO( 4) _	 .086	 BETAO ( 5)	 6.161
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3381 -.4433 -.0252	 .3000	 .5136	 .4530	 .4291	 .4295 -.1033
	













































PAGE 1434DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION[
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSE:ALO) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU09)
ALPHAO( 4)	 .086	 BETAO ( 5) a
	6.161
SECTION ( i)LEET WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .235J	 12990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	



























































































1.000	 -.1745	 -.2572	 -.4546
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 1P.81 LVAP(EI_HL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHA01 5)	 2.173	 8ETAO ( 1) x	-6.160
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/814	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000
	 -.2012 °.0849 -.0800
	 .5297	 .7352	 .7161	 .7025
	 .6339	 .0019
.010	 -.1262 -.0890	 .3904	 13161	 .3632	 .2905	 .0755





























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5)
	 2.173	 9ETAO C 1) _	 -6.160
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270












































BETAO C 2) =	
-2.076
SECTION { 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 .780D	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw
	
.000	 -.1353 -.1797 -.1360	 _4475	 .6635
	 .6367	 .6232	 .5677 -.0689
	
.010	 -.2100 -.1066	 .3340	 .2924	 .3395	 .2780
	 .0638
	




































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1437	 --	 -
ARCII-019 1ASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.175	 BETAO ( 21	 -2.076
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W
	 .2350	 12990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730


























































































































DATE 20 OCT ':5	 IA,81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1436
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPW.401 51	 2.187	 SETAO 1 31
	 2.048








	 .6730	 .7600	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000	 -.1940 -.2821 -.1704	 .3571
	
.5793
	 .5590	 .5519	 .5091 -.1170
.010	 -.3257 -.0954	 ,2579
	 .2288	 .2938	 .2499	 .0640
.020	 -.3277 -.0073	 .1553	 .1398
	



































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC H -019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.187	 BETAO ( 3) -	 2.048
SECTION f I)LEFT WING TJP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7804
























































ALPHAO( 5)	 2.192	 BETAO ( 4) -	 6.163








.000	 -.3035 -.4880 -.0208	 .2416



















































DATE 20 OCT 75 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII -019 IA91 LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5) 2.192 HETAO	 14) 6.163
SECTION I
C
I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y /8W .2350 .2890 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW





















































.900 -.7514 -.4860 -.1898
.905 -.4485
.919 .3°86








DATE 20 OCT 75	 ]ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1441
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
	 IRETU091	 T
j	 ALPHAOI 61	 4.247	 SETAO I 11 -	
-6.1+1
SECTION c IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CWi	
.000	 -.1965 -.0247 -.1382
	
.4891	 .6990	 .6944	 .6719	 .5819 -.1058f.
I	 .010	 -.0720 -.1055	 .3011	 .1857	 .2316	 .1486 -.0724
.020











































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 61	 4.247
	 BETAO ( 11 n	 -6.141
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 OEPEMOENT VARIABLE CR
Ylow	 .2350	 .2990	 .36'+0	 .4,70	 .5340
	 .6730	 _78G0




















































	 4.249	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -4.095
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.000	 -.1902 -.0921 -.1740	 .4502	 .6743
	 .6597	 .6353	 .5439 -.1587
	
.010	 -.1423 -.1410	 .2747	 .;752
	 .2234	 .1370 -.0860
	
.020	 -.1593 -.0990	 .1191	 .0733










































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
lABIA - PRESSURE SO !JRCE DA TIA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1443
ARCI1-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPHAO( 5)	 4.249
	
BETAO ( 2) G	 -4.095
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 _2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .673n	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW





























































































































CATE 20 OCT 75	 1ASIA - PR`_'SSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1'44
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPfELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU091
ALPHAO( 6) a	4.254	 SETAO t 31 =	 -.002
SECTION ( I)LECT WING 10P	 DEPENOENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X1CW
.000	 -.1454 -.2208 -. 24 52	 ? 1+3	 G 058	 .5929	 .5769	 .4971 -.2249
.0 1 0	 -.20%42 -.1959
	 .2125	 .1490	 .2074	 .1276 -.0918
. 1520	 -.2916 -.1187	 .0880
	




























































.775	 - !367 -.4496
305
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 [ABTA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC 11 -019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 61 a	 4.254	 SETAO i 31	 -.002
SECTION I HEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







































1.000	 -.1279	 -.2070	 -.5875
ALPHAOI 61	 4.256	 BETAO 141 -	 4.106
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







.000	 -.2169 -.3^?7 -.2145	 .2784	 .5421	 .5329	 .5118	 .4348 -.3022
	
.010	 -.4388 -.0791	 11591	 .1294	 .1673	 .0992 -.1102
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PACE ;446
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP	 tRETU091
ALPHAOC 51
	 4.256	 BETAO ( 41	 4.108
SECTION ( 1)LEFT W1tiG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	
















































































































1.000	 -.1184	 -.1695	 -.5386
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1447
ARCH-019 lA81 LVAPcELHL UNSEALD1 LEFT WING TOP
	 1RETU091
ALPHAO( 6) -	 4.255	 BETAO f 51	 6.174
SECTION c 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ylow	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7000	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
K/CW
.000	 -.2691 -.5140 -.0653	 .1988	 .4677	 .5002	 .4777	 .4028 -.3356
.010	 -.5193 -.0229	 .1010	 .1326	 .1699	 .0059 -.1207
.2.0
	



















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PFE5SURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1448




BETAO ( 5)	 6.174




	 .3640	 4270	 .5340




















































ALPHAO( 7)	 6.369	 8ETAO ( 1) -	 -4.073
SECTION ( 111.EFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Sw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	
.5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 ,9720 1.0000
x/Cw
	





.010	 -.1470 -.2477	 .1680	 .0387	 .1119	 .0184 -.2185
	







































DATE 20 OCT 75	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 7) w	 6.369	 BETAO ( 1) _	 -4.073




	 .3640	 . 14 270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAVE 1450
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP(ELPL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU09)
ALPHAOI 71 =	 61370
	 BETAO t 21 =	 -2.OM
SECTION ( IILE^'T WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/DW	 .2350	 .2590
	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0400
X/Cw




.010	 -.2227 -.3045	 . 	 .0479
	 .1C29	 .0095 -.2311
.020	










































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TRBULATIUN
„RCII-019 IA81 L.VAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
AL.PHAO{ 71 ..	 6.370
	
BETAO ( 2) K	
-2.035
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .235C	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800




















































ALPHAO( 71	 6.369	 BETAO ( 3) -	 .015
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YlBW
	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .673U	 17800	 .8670	 .9720 1.000P,
X/cw
	
.000	 -.1294 -.2404 -.4123






	 .0370	 .0932 -.0020 -.2390
	
.020	














































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1ABIA - PRESSURE" SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1452




BETAO l 3)	 .015
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 12990	 .3640
	

























































































































aDATE 20 OCT 75
	 ]ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1453
ARC I ! - nl9
 IASI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI LEFT WING TOP
	
(RETU09)
ALPHAOI 71 n	 6.366	 BETAO t 41 Q	 2.074










.000	 -.1660 -.3242 -,3732
	 .2419	 .5427	 .5395	 .5212
	
.4143 -.3933
.010	 -.3880 -.23'l7	 .0906	 .0143
	 .0817 --.0065 -.2403










































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA91A - PRESSURE 50URCE DATA TABULATION
ARC!1-019 IASI LVAPICLHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 7) =	 6.366	 BETAO t 4) -	 2.074
SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



























































ALPHAO( 71	 6,365	 SETAO 15) -	 4.127
s
SECTION ( i)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.000	 -.1862 -.4044 -.2493	 12046	 .4838	 .5097	 .4892	 .3817 -,4405
	
.010	 -.4492 -.1182	 .0717 -.0067	 .0548 -.0248 -.2516
	







































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRE55URE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.365	 BETAG ( 5) -	 4.127
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X: CW
	

























































































1.000	 -.0925	 -.1467	 -.5596
DATE 20 OCT 75	 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 5456
ARC II--019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEF T WING TOP	 (RETU10)	 ( 2 OC T 14 1
I
REFERCNCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA





LREF - 1297.0090 INCHES	 YMRP	 .0000 IN. YT	 ELV - I8 a	 8.000	 ELV-OB -
	
'+.DUO
GREF - 1297.0000 INCHES	 Zh1RP d	 1+00.0000 IN, ZT	 RUDOER -	 000	 ^^3RI< ^+	 ^0
SCALE -	 .0300 SCALE
BETAO	 (	 1) _ .019	 ALPH4o(	 l) °6.r'00
SECTION (	 ])LEFT WING TOP DFPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270. .5340 .6730 .7800 .6870 .9720	 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.3252 -.2240 -.0647 .3337 .4642 .3497 .2893 .2974 -.1218
.010 -.2410 -.0262 .4200 .5E96 .5143 .5083 .4821






































DATE 20 OCT 75 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1457
ARCI1-019 1A81 LVAP ( ELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU10)
BETAO (	 1) .019
	
ALPHA01	 1) _	 -6.200
SECTION t HEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y113W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730	 .7600 .8870 .9720 1.0000	 -- -
X/CW

















.900 -.3167 •.4240 - :1777
905 -.4089
.979 -.3782




1.000 -.2478 -.4258 -.4711
BETAO 1 1) .001	 ALPHAOC 2') -•4.091
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W .2350 .2990 .364.0 .4270	 .5340 .6730	 .7B0I .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
a .000 -.3068 -.2277 -.0316 .3827	 .5098 .4108	 .3596 .3777 -.1270
het .OLO -.2519 -.0028 .4183	 .4891 .4.864	 .4642 ,4117
.020 -.2714 .0342 .3560	 .4095 .3835	 .3768 .3690 •-.1004
.040 .0620 .2716
Ott1 -.3251










	 • -	 .v^ 	 nu nn^+. LI ^	 T.NJi
SECTION i i1.LEFT W1 ,NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARI ABLE CP
YF81.1	 12350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 ,8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw






































































































.900	 -.3154	 -.4243	 -.0288
	
.905	 -.4027
DATE 20 OCT 75	 I:ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP (ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
BETAO ( 1)	 .001
	 ALPHAO( 2) +	 -4.091
SECTION ( 11LGFt WING TOP






















	 - .2334	 -.4224	 -,4087
SETAE ( I) -	 -.01.6	 AI.PHAO( 3) -	 -2.000
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990
	
.3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9120 1.0000
X/CW
	









.4041	 .4331	 .4484	 .4.322	 .3459
	
.020	 -.2850	 .0231
	 .3184	 .3424	 .3205



















































M rt -w^, 1 .^'
DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP
BETAO t
	 1) -.016 ALPHAO(	 3')
-2.000
- SECTION 11TL£FT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP































.900 - .3262 -.4216 -.0525
.505 .4050
.919 .3792




1.000 -.215.1 -.4177 -.3421
BETAO (
	 11 .	 -.022 ALPHAO( 41 - .085
SECTION f 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 ..6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
%/CW
.000 -.,2.157 -.2482 - .0628 .4244 .5989 .5506 .5421 .5394 -.0218
.010 -.2738 -.0471 .3639 .3529 .3997 .3663 .2203





DATE 20 OCT 75 ]ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC.11-019 IAS1 LVAPtELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
BETAO
	
t	 11 -.922	 ALPHAOI 41 - .085
SECTION I HEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/1361 .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW




































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAStA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
B£TAO I 11	 -.022	 ALPHAOI 41 -	 .085
SECTION t i1LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





























1.000	 -.2113	 -.412.0	 -.3226
BETAO ( 1)	 -.019	 ALPHAOI 51	 2.189
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	.0.00	 -.1750 -.2236 -.1433	 .3979	 .6109	 .5897	 .5838	 .5346 -.0874
	
.010	 -.2651 -.1164	 .2952	 .2566	 .3135	 .2581	 .0650
	













































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
BETAO 111	 -.019	 ALPHAOI 51	 2.iB9
SECTION I HEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 :9720 1.0000
X/CW
	













































































	1.000	 -.1$17	 -.3046	 -.4357
PAGE 1463
IRETU101
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAMA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE I4fi4




	 ALPHAO( 6)	 4.274
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 12990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 16730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X1CW
.000	 -.1454 -.2213 -.2372
	 .3616	 608	 .5986	 .5772	 .4938 -.2222
.010	 -.2829 -.184.8
	 .2237	 .1521	 12162	 .1342 -.0860
.020	 -..2929 -.1100






































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 TA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1465
ARC II -019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU101	 - --
BETAO ( 1) n 	 -.014	 ALPHAO( 6.) -	 4.274
SECTION l 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
































-.3255 • . 2687 -.0860
	









BETAQ ( 11 n 	 .001	 ALPHAO.( 7)	 6.376
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7600
	 .8870	 .9720 1.00.00
X/cw
	
.000	 -.1247 -.2396 -.4.081




	 .1231	 .0324	 .0921 -.0074 -.2371
	
.020	 -.3085 -.1839 -.0038 







































DATE 20 OCT 75 1A8 '1A
- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1466
ARCII-019 IA8:1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU101
BETA0 ( 	 11 .001	 ALPHAO-1 7) 6.376
SECTION 1 I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730











































































	 .-..'e.i..>^Y.:s'_a.!vsl: +YsKaJ e^aa-_i3l:sdv-.
QA`E 20 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED)
	 LEFT WING TOP
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP' 976.0000 IN_ XT MACH	 -
LREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .0000
	
IN. YT ELV-18 -
SREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP =	 40.0.0000
	
IN_ ZT RUDDER -
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAOC I)	 -	 -6.259	 BETAO	 ( 1)	 -	 -4.078
SECTLON (	 I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.000 -.1069 -.0378 -.1431 .2655	 .5247 .4752 .4460 .4578
-.1376
.010 -.0547 -.1032 .3856	 .5906 .6053 .5980 .5412


























































	8.0 0 ELV-08 -	 4.000
	
.000 5PDBRK -	 .000
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1488
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT Wi`NG TOP
	 tRETUII)
ALPHAO( 1)	 --6:.258
	 BETAO ( 11	 -4.078
SECTION t 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990














































































-6.244	 BETAO 1 2)
	
-2.027





	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
	







































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A -PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1469
ARC H -019 IA81 LVAP(ELML SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 CRETUIII
ALFHAOt 11
	 -6.244	 6ETAO f 21	 -2.027
SECTION t 11LEET WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









































































































DATZ 20 OCT 75 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019
	
IASI	 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO(	 1) -6.244 BETAO f	 2) -2.027
SECTION ( I)LEFT '-'ING	 TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y!BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7900 8870 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw
.919 -.2376




1.000, -.3924 -.4609 -.1156
ALPHAO(	 1) n 	 -6.209	 8ETAO i 31 = .049
SECTION l IlLEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8670 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.2894 -.1303 -.2086 .1917 .4494 .3908 .3419 .3548 -.3301
.010 -.1547 -.1707 .2935 .5332 .5330 .5165 .476:1
.020 -.1763 -.1448 .2866 .%+742 .4600 .4580 .4509 -.210!
.040 -.1345 .258
.041 -.2381































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 I:AB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOd 11
	 -6.209	 BETAO ( 3) a	 .049
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/sw	 ..2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270










































































%LPHAO( 11	 -6.193	 SETAO ( 4)	 2.114
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270





.000	 -.3311 -.1918 -.2249	 .1938
	 .4448	 .3462	 .2866	 .2914 -.3149
	
.010	 -.2075 -.18'19	 ..2855
	











DATE 20 OCT 75 I.A131A
	 - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH -019 IASI LVAP(ELRL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPMAOI	 1) _	 -6.193	 8ETAO 141 - 2.114
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw



































































.^"d.•^:ila.- 1' s..xi'_^^.v "l v.^..H.. hs^ 3:a ^a:-:^' 
.(.52ir..is^vwi ^ x.ra.4.3^avX 
-vz1'rt_3'Nx.'ri._u
f^
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1473
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETUII)
ALPHAOt 1)	 -6.193
	 BETAO 1 41	 2.114
SECTION t 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP













































-6.181	 BETAO E 5) -	 4.175
SECTION I IlLEF'T WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















-.2629 -.1640	 .2645	 .4763
	 .4542	 .4366	 .4420
	
.020	 .2707 -.1371
	 .2569	 .4223	 .3930

























































ti1n3C? 1. „'r"• 	 ..	 ..
OATS 20 OCT 75	 iA81,A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATI-ON
ARC.II-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 11 R	 -6.181	 BETAO ( 51	 4.175
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




























































1	 1.000	 -.2182	 -.3895	 -.2878
PAGE 1474	 - -.
(RETU11)
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 21 =	 -4.161	 BETAO ( 11	 -6.152
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000	 -.0755	 .0094 -.0975	 .3534	 .6264	 .5822	 .5559	 .5588 -.0433
.010	 -.0194 -.0657	 .4306	 .5914	 .6260	 .6128	 .5344
.020	 -.0514 -.0479	 .3705	 .4994	 .5092	 .5107	 .4917 -.0203
.040	 -.0337	 .2762
.04i	 -.1322























































r ,..^,.^....,.d,..w,,..,.^. 	 -,_^f^.,^	 ^........^•..•.^....., ..ate., 	a^^.kr.,^.	 _^,r,.,..^.. ^ __..... ^„^,.....
DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1 1476	 -
ARCII-019 TABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUll)
ALPHAO( 21	 -4.Ir-1
	
9ETAO ( I)	 -6.152
SECTION f 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP














































1.000	 -.4103	 -.3911	 -.3510
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.149	 6ETAO 1 2)	 -4.101
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












-.0974 -.0259 -.1325	 .3054	 .5795	 .5409	 .5097	 .5226 -.0894
	
.010
	 -.0571 -.1060	 .3893	 .5652	 .59S9	 .5788	 .5055
	
.020	 -.0892 -.0831





































DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION




	 BETAO	 2)	 -4.101
SECTION 1 1)•LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT'VARIABLE CP
r.














































































































fie...-., ., 	 --....... 	 ..	 .. ..__.,	 ..	 .. _: ........	 .. ., : .,....	 -	 ...	 .....	 .....	 .	 .	 ... .. ...	 ...	 -.	 --. -	 r..,-	 -	 ..	 ,-..,	 ..	 ...	 ^.	 -^	 -.-..	 ._.
	 ___.., .-..	 -
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO:( 2)	 -4.11'9	 SETAO ( 3) 4	 .013
SECTION i ))LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/'BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270











	 -.1667 -,1596	 .3061
	
5121
	 .5148	 .4991	 .4369
020'	 -.1920 -.1313	 .2707	 .4381	

































































....	 ..	 ..	 -^ .acv	 -e w- ,- -. -rr'osttx ^ru.e^^rnr^ -lTa-.r.^»v.E.	 .p.,ty^,y^^.
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1479
ARCII-019 1AS1 LVAPtELNL SEALED) LEFT W-ING TOP
	
(RETUII)
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.119	 SETAO ( 31 -	 .013
SECTION ( 111.EFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
















































1.000	 -.3056	 -.4747	 -.141.6
ALPHAO( 27	 -4.090	 BETAO (4) -	 4.141
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8w	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x1cw
	.000	 -.2969 -.2813 -.1607	 .2409	 .4496	 .3572	 .3153	 .3507 -.1201
	
.010	 -.2960 -.1409	 .2721	 .4313	 .4324	 .4171	 .4056
	



































DATE 20 OCT 75 IA81.A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
E ARCII -019 1ABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 21 -4.090 6ETAO	 t 41 4.141
SECr.LON I)LEFT WANG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .-3640 _4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 I.0000
X/CW




































.900 -.2798 -.2897 .0732
.905 -.2858
.91!9 -.2694 .





1.000 -.2184 -.4287 -.2873
PAGE 1460
CRETUII)
DATE 20 OCT 75	 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO:1 21	 4.088	 BETAO 15?	 6.203
SECTION c i1LEFT W MG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640





	 -.2789 -.3319 -.1237





































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-0'19 1A8-1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	
-4.088	 SETAO ( 5)	 6.203
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP




















































ALPHAO( 3')	 -2.044	 BETAO ( 1)	 6.169
SECTION ( l)LEFT W!I:NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BN	 .2350






	 .3954	 .6676	 6382	 .6117	 .6229
	 .0704
	
:0 1 0	 -.0289 -.0716	 .4252
	 .5502	 .5973	 .5759	 .4853
	









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IABtA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) ) _EFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 31	 -2.044	 BETAO ( 1)6:169
SECTION [ 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 [ABTA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1484
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETUYII
ALPHAO( 3)	 -2.029	 BETAO ( 2) -
	 -2.075
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP


































































































DATE 20 OCT 73	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(:ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 3)	 2.029	 SETAO 1 21 -	 -2.075
SECTION L 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 _5340 .6730
	



























































ALPHAO( 3)	 -2.008	 SETAO i 31 -	 2.060
SECTION [ MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







	 -.3594 -.2170 -.1508





























































.. ^a-.x k..:...	 ....e...:»z^^h	 a_^..•...^	 i.....t..a.._xl	 .... a.......	 Ei+-:ti_:u:-w..attl......ca^'a1Q
	aa^[.-:ii3'.. L-_»vi:.iuir:
DATE 20 OCT 75 lAGIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1486
ARCII-019	 1AB1 LVAP( .ELHL SEALED) LEFT W lINO TOP	 [RETU111
ALPHAOi1
	 31 w	 -2.008 SETAO
	
S	 3.1 -	 2.060
SECTION f 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP.
Y1SW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270
	 .5340 ..6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
_	 xtcw




































.900 -.2422 -.2951 -.21.81
.905 -.3122
.919 -.2942







DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LV,,AP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 31	 -1.995	 BETAO ( 41 -	 6.179
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/sw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.000	 -.,2957 -.3711 -.1157 	 .2760	 .5407	 .421,4	 .3607	 .3561 -.0853
.010	 -.3826 -.0937	 .2532	 .4108	 .3018	 .3604	 .2960


































































ME TUI I I
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA8,l LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 31	 -1.995
	
BETAD ( 41	 5.179
5ECTLON ( IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
























































ALPHAOI 4)	 .066	 8ETAO i 1)	 -6.174
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350. .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730




	 -.0951	 .0106 -.0965	 .4080	 .7112	 .5994	 .6757	 .6950	 .1520
	
















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABlA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAPIELo:_ SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4) _	 .066	 BETAO t 1) _	 -6.174
SECTIfON E I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	
































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 LABIA	 - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1'490
ARC H -019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 	 LEFT WING Top 	 (RETUII)
ALPHAO I f	 41 .072	 BETAO R 21 -4.1.24
SECTION 1 11LEFT FLING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730	 .7600 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.000 -.1590 -.0375 -.0833 .3672	 .6671 .6641
	
.6307 .6539 .1200
.010 -.0801 -.0319 .3568	 .4689 .5271
	 .4855 .3597
.020 -.1114 -.0299 .2495	 .3743 .3754	 .3504 .3153 -.07-32
.040 -.6273 .1356
.041 -.2129

























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAS I A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO !( 41 _	 .072	 BETA) ( 2) _	 -4.124
SECTION ( ])LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
























































	 -.3740	 -.3811	 -.4940
ALPHAO( 4)	 .075	 SETAO 1 3) _	 -.OD$
SECTION ( I)LEFT WiING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






















.020	 -.2186 -.0775	 .2301
	 .3115	 .3048






























LATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W ING TOP
ALPHAO( 41	 .075	 BETAO ( 3) _	 -.018
SECTION ( l)LEET WANG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
































































































9 1 9	 -.2979
	








1.000	 -.3057	 -.4459	 -.4248
PACE 1'492
(RETUIII
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURi'7- DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPFELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4)	 .088	 SETAO i 41	 4.105
SECTAON f 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BH	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xfcw
	
.000	 -.4290 -.2899 -.1553	 .2999	 .5481	 .4913	 .4739	 .5265	 .0039
	
.010	 -.3130 -.1246	 .2606	 .3330	 .3679	 .3512	 .2827
	








.050	 -.2711	 .0734	 .0477	 .0766	 .0628
	























































































eDATE 20 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUII)
ALPHAO( 43 .088	 BETAO ( 41 d 4.105
SECTION t II'LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


























1.000 -.1924 -.4134 -.2871
l
ALPHAO( 4) .092	 BETAO ( 51 -	 6.164
SECTION ( ])LEFT WI-NG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8w .2350 .2990 .3540 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
x/CW
.000 -.4288 -.3701 -.1380 .2628 .5656 .4721 ,4439 .4369 -.0115
.010 - .3770 - .094;6 .2257 .3399 .3553 .3270 .2283
.020 - .3617 -.0569 .1840 .2659 .2360 .2262 .1845 -.130-1
.040 -. 041'4 . 1'583
.041
-.3621


















DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1495
	
ARCtl-019 IA81 LVAP (ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUIII
ALPHAO( 4)
	 .092	 SETAO ( 5) -	 6.164





































































































.900	 -.2526	 -.3192	 -.1727












..	 1.000	 -.2162	 -.3746
	 -.2826
Ft	 .. -.
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB'IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(EL.HL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5) R	 1.116	 SETAO t 11 R	 -6.171
SECTION I IILEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870
	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
00D	 -.1196	 .0027 -.0832	 .4111	 .7496
	
.7199	 .7164	 .7076	 .1493
.010	 -•.0403 -.0228	 .3705	 .4759
	 .5231	 .4852	 .3231 .
.020	 -.0685 -_0076	 .2493






























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1497
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(-ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5)	 1.116	 BETAO ( 1) _	 -6.171
SECTION I IILEFT 141NG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 ,3640
	
.4270





































1.000	 -.3314	 -.3613	 -.5324
ALPHAO( 51	 1.120	 BETAO t 2) -	 -2.08I
SECTION t IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw
	
..000	 -.2405 -.1017 -.0927	 .3673	 .6737	 .6429	 .6091	 .6318	 .0866
	
.0'40	 -.1445 -.0866	 .3235	 .4238	 .4653	 .4256	 .3009
	
.020	 -.1648 -.0763	 .2196	 .3274	 .3179




































DATE 20 OCT 75	 (A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1498
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WINO TOP	 (RETUIl)
ALPHAOI 51	 1,120	 BETAO ( 21 -	 -2.081
SECTION I HLEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	

















































































aDATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1499
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(-E[HL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU'il)
ALPHAO( 51	 1.132
	 BETAO ( 3) a	 2.044
SECTION ( 1).LEFT WINO TOP




















	 -.2711 -.1231	 .2778





























































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A -- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 I AS I L VAP (! ELHL SEALED) LEFT WiI NG TOP
ALPHAO( 5) n 	 1.132	 BETAO ( 3) -	 2.044
SECTION f i)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270









































1.000	 -.2342	 -.4457	 -.4168
ALPHAO( 5)	 1.141	 BETAO ( 41	 6.158
SECTION ( 1)LErT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





-.4538 -.3602 -.1634	 .2548	 .5570	 .4915	 .4574	 .4515 -.0591
	
.010	 -.3690 -.1080	 .1812	 .2796	 .3196	 .278•.1	 .160$j	 .020	 -.3577 -.0708	 .1252	 .2126	 .1955	 .175,1	 .1111 -.1.898



































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII -019
 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5)	 1.141
	
BETAO E 41	 6.158







	 .6730	 .7800	 .8970	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.250	























































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-01'9 IAS1 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 61	 3.217	 BETAO 111 =	
-6.163
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .364.0
	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.1020	 .0091 -.0090
	 .4073	 .7609	 .7553	 .7487	 .7065	 .0794
.010	 -.0409 -.0432	 .3240	 .3750	 .4442
	 .3836	 .1982
.020	 -.0708 -.0532




























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1503
ARCH-019 IABI LVAPfELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 fRETU:I11
ALPHA0( 6) -	 3.217	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -6.163
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	

















































ALPWAO( E) t	 3.218	 8ETAO 12) =	 -4.114
SECTION f I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	
.000	 -.1507 -.0384 -.0772















































DAIE 20 OCT 75	 IABiA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 TABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 6)	 3.218	 BETAO 121 -	 -4.114
SECTION ( 11LEFT W[NG TOP	 OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 ,4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800

















































































































1.000	 -.2988	 -.3804	 -.5620
PAGE 1504
IRETU11)
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1AElA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IA&I LYAPIELHL SEALED1 LEFT WdNG TOP	 1RETUIIl
ALPHAO( U1	 3.223	 BETAO 13'J -	 -.012
SECTION t M EFT WQ:NG TOP












	 -.3132 -.1693 -.1986
	 .3421	 .6331	 .6149	 .6002	 .5859 -,0467
.010	 -.2101 -.1751
	 .2308	 .2452	 .3220	 .2886	 .1391
020	 -.2095 -.1438
















-.3634 -.3379	 .0000 -.3229
.157	
-,4307

























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA61A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 6)	 3.223	 BETAO ( 3) -	 -.012
SECTION c I)'LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730
	










































1.000	 -.2534	 -.4319	 -.5753
ALPHAO( 61 s	 3.229	 SETAO ( 4) -	 4.104
SECTION [ 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT YARIASLE CP







.U00	 -.4425 -.3160 -.2257	 .2572
	 .5587	 .5290	 .5782
	 .5168 -.1309
	
.070	 -.3472 -.1757	 .1661	 .1941	 .2434	 .2464	 .0753
	
.020	 -.3275	 .1221	 .0829	 .1307









































WDATE 20 OCT 75
	
)ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1507
ARCIl-019 iASI LVAP( : ELHL SEALED) LEFT W:I'NO TOP 	 1RETUIII
ALPHAO( 6)	 3.229	 BETAO ( 4)	 4.174
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 [ASIA - PPESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IABi1 LVAP(ELHL SEALE0) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 6)
	 3.228	 BETA(3 ( 5)	 6.167
SECTION ( !)LEFT OWING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP













	 -.4216 -.1524	 .1319
	 .1953	 .2515	 .1948	 .0476
.020
	 -.3971























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1309
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WINO TOP 	 (RETUII)
ALPHAO( 61	 3.228	 BETAO ( 5)	 6.167




	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540
	











































1.000	 -.1684	 -.2404	 -.4197
ALPHAO( 71	 5.320	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -4.097
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










.000	 -.151'5 -.0553 -.1173	 .4161	 .5777	 .7156	 .7103	 .6333 -.0611
	
.010	 -.1144 -.1537	 .2529	 .2091	 .3029	 .2567	 .0582
	

































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA8,IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 7) -	 5.320
	
BETAD i 11 -	 -4.097
SECTION I IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





































































































1.000	 -.2147	 -.3185	 -.5845
PAGE 1510
(RETUIII
DATE 2D OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA8'I LVAP(ELHL SEAL£DI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 7)
	 5.323	 BETAO ( 2)	 -2.054
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4.270




.000	 -.2266 -.1324 -.1996 	 .3568	 .6632	 .6667	 .6570	 .5980 -.1091
.010	 -.1850 -.2199	 .1931	 .1731	 .2714	 .2119	 .0341
.020	 -.1963 -11966	 .0724	 .1018
	 .1150	 .0765 -.0439 -.3715
.040	 -.1799 -.0393
.041	 -.2773





























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1512
ARCH-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUII)
ALPHAOd 71 -	 5.323
	 BETAO ( 2) _
	 -2.054
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP





























































ALPHAO( 7) -	 5.325
	
BETAO [ 31 -	 .002











.000	 -.3022 -.1734 -.2776	 .2835	 .6086	 .6188	 .6903
	 .5565 -.1600
	












































DATE 20 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IA81 LV.AP('ELHL SEALED) LEFT WI;NO TOP
ALPHAO( 7) 51325
 BETAO ( 3; n .002
SECTION f IILEFT WIlNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW





































.850 •-.3131 -.2947	 -.5897




















	 5.323	 BETAO ( 4)	 2.067






	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW





.010	 -.2973 -.2591	 11006	 10901
	 .1965	 -1567 -.0122
.020
	 -.2802 --.1836	 .0046	 .0347	 .0554	 .0291 -.0804 -.415B
.040	 -.1477 -.0766
.041	 -.3426


















.250	 -.4760 -.5506 -.5429 -.5338
.274	 -.3674




































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA.TASULATION
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WIMG TOP
ALPHAO( 7)	 5.323
	 BETAO I.41 -
	
2.067
SECTION I IILEFT WINO TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8w	 .2350





















































ALPHAO( 7)	 5.325	 BETAO i 5) -	 4.125
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.000	 -.3714 -.3250 -.3016





























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1516
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPfELHL SEALED) LEFT 14TNG TOP 	 (RETUII)
ALPHAO( 71	 5.325	 SETAO ( 5) -	 4.125
SECTION f I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ylsw	 2350	 .2990	 3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	



























































































1.000	 -.1661	 -.1727	 -.5261
DATE 20 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019	 IA81	 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 a 2690.0000 SCI.FT. XMRP 976.0000 1N, XT MACH
LREF	 • 1.297.0000 INCHES YMRP	 a .0000	 IN. YT, ELV-18 s
SREF	 n 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 400.0000	 IN. ZT RUDDER
SCALE a .0300 SCALE
ALPHAO( 1)	 _	 -6.305	 BETAO	 (	 1) -	 -4.079
SECTIbN (	 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIAOLE CP
Y18W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730 .7800 .11670 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
000 -.1714 .0436 -.0411 .2688	 .5919 .5196 .4827 .4894 -.4202
.010 .0277 -.0164 .3768	 .6126 .6225 .6223 .5686
.020 .0039 -.0006 .3377	 .5366 .5355 .5508 .5394 -.0761
.040 .0057 .2796
041 -.0450










































8.000	 ELV-09 R	 .000
	
.000	 SPOBRK -	 .000
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( l) -	 -6.305	 SETAO ( 1) -
	
-4.079
SECTION f l)LEF T WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP































































ALPHAOI 11 n 	 -6.288	 BETAO 121 -	 -2.026
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












































DATE 20 OCT 75	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1519
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP[ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUIZ)
ALPHAO( I)	 -6,288	 BETAO 121 -	 -2.025
SECTION 1 ])LEFT WINO TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/B14	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW




















































.900	 -.1330	 -.1214	 -.2852
1905	
-,1685
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 13 -	 -6.289	 BETAO ( 2) -	
-2.026
SECTION ( ))LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y11314	 .2350	 .2990





























-6.273	 BETAO ( 31 a
	.028
SECT1! ON ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270



















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1521
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED1 LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU12)
ALPHAOt 1) -	 -6.273	 BETAO ( 3) -
	 .028
SECTION t IILEFT WMG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350















































































1.000	 -.4140	 -.3290	 -.2939
ALPHAO( 11	 -6:.241	 BETAO c 41 -	 2.117









.000	 -.2991 -.1009 -.1248	 .1.219	 .38G2	 .3130	 .2763	 .3066 -.2141
	















DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1522
ARCII-01'9 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP 	 [RETU121
ALPHAO( 11 =	 -6.241
	 BETAO 1 41	 2.117
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW















































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION





BETAO 1 41 +	 2.117




	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xtCW
	
































BETAO ( 53	 4.174
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 BB70	 .9720 1.0000
X/cw
	
.000	 -.3008 -.1621 -.1571
	 .1073
	 .3281	 .2517	 .2374	 .2701 -.2142
	.010	 -.1794 -.1301	 .2004	 .4352






















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PACE 1524
ARCII-019 IAB'I LVAP'(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU12)
ALPHAO( 1) -	 -6.229	 BETAO ( 51 =	 4.174
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP












































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1525
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL.SEALEC) LEFT WINO TOP	 1IRETU121
ALPHAOI 21 -	 -4.192
	 BETAO 1 11	 -6.158












.000	 -.1268	 .0836 -.0163
	 .3227	 .6623	 .6132	 .5833	 .5987 -.3158
010	 .0589 -.000;	 .3968
	
.6040	 .6435	 .6382	 .5761
.020	 .0337	 .0120	 .3357

































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA -- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC H-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
AL.PHAO( 2)	
-4.192	 OETAO i 11 =	 -6.158
	
SECTION	 l)LEFT WING COP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

























































	 -4.180	 SETAO ( 2) -	 -4.103
SECTION I IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y /BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.000.0
X/CW
	.000	 -.1816
	 .0385 -.0474	 .2946	 .6099	 .5524	 .5337	 .5421 -.3528
	
.010	 .0095 -.0291
	 .3672	 .5705	 .5986	 .6028	 .5355
	
.020	















































DATE 20 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP




SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP











































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IA61A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 15e8
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPtELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	
CRETU12)
ALPHA01 21	 -4.157	 BETAO ( 31 -	 -.002
SECTION ( IlLEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .71300	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.2684 -.0516 -.0944	 .1754	 .4840	 .4292	 .4415 -.3751
.010	 -.0836 -.0761	 .2562	 .4762	 .5133	 .5204	 .4568
.020	 -.1034 -.0642	 .2220	 .4112	 .4269	 .4465	 .4364 -.1269
.040	 -.0575	 .1609
.041	 -.2477









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 1,A8-1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2) _	 -4.157	 BETAO (31 -	 -.002
SECTION ( I)LEFT WANG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP














.650	 - .1601 -.1686 -.3389
	.857	 -.1670
	





















1.000	 -.4212	 -.3268	 -.3170
ALPHAO( 21 =	 -4.134	 SETAO ( 4) -	 4.138
SECTION 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.000	 -.3172 -.I739 -.1505	 .1315	 .3711	 .3411	 .3366	 .3410 -.3050
	
.010	 -.1955 -.1255	 .1962	 .4048	 .4340	 .4369	 .3812
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1530
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 tRETU12)
ALPFIAOd 2')	 -4.134	 SETAO ( 4)	 4.138
SECTION ( ])LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 13640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	.250	



































































































1.000	 -.26L8	 -.3816	 -.2548
IV
FATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHA01 2)
	 -4.123
	 BETAO ( 5)	 6.209
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .6670	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3216 -.2455 -.1675 	 .0793
	 .3565	 .3232	 .2766	 .2785 -.2349
	
.010	 -.25'3 -.1454	 .1540	 .3784	 .4083	 .3885	 .3388
	

































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 1ASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO'( 21	 -4.123	 BETAO ( 5) v	 6.209
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340







































1.000	 -.2122	 -.37138	 -.2'188
ALPHAO( 3)	 -2.103
	
BETAO ( 1)	 -6.173
SECTION ( I)LEF'T WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.L238	 .08 ,12 -.0306	 .3433	 .6983	 .6593	 .6370	 .6489 -.2017
	











































DATE 20 OCT 75	 ]ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE nATA TABULATION	 PAGE 153S
ARCII-019 TABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU12)
ALPHAO( 3)	 -2.103
	
BETAO ( 1) -	 -6.173
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340



























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1534
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAPtELHL SEALED`) LEFT WIND TOP
	 IRETU121
ALPHAOI 31	 -2.089
	 BETAO 121 -
	 -2.072








.8870	 .9720 1.0000	 --
X/CW




























































DATE 20 OCT 75 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALEa)
	
LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 3) -2.089 BETAO ( 2) -	 -2.072
SECTION ( !)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




















1.000 -.4028 -.2728 -.3442
ALPHAO( 3) -2.053	 BETAO ( 3) =	 2.068
SECTION ( I)LEFT WANG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.3131 -.1312 -.1314 .2114 .4937 .4685 .4497 .4582 -.2536
.010 -.1595 -.1100 .2423 .4286 .4793 .4639 .3911
.020 -.1692 -.0874 .1972 .3592 .3603 .3780 .3550 -.1274
p717 .1259
.040 -.2994






rb 094 - . 1950
113 -.2246
.150











DATE 20 OCT 75
	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TAEULATION	 PAGE 1535
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 tRETU121
ALPHAp ( 31 -	 -2.053
	
9ETAO S 3) -	 2.069
SECTION ( ))LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340


















































































































1.000	 -.3792	 -.3706	 -.3440
YDATE 20 OCT 75	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1537
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU12)
ALPHAO( 3)	 -22.034	 6ETAO ( 4) -	 6.180
SECTI l DN ( 1)LEFT WiING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW








	 .3898	 .3581	 .2969
.020	 -.2848 

























.247	 - . 2112
.250	












































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-01'9 IA131 LVAF(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 tRETUI2)
ALPHAO( 3)	 -2.034	 82TAO ( 4) n 	 6.180
SECTION i I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

































































	 .003	 8ETA0 ( I) _	 -6.180
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



















	 .0395 -.0446	 .3959	 .5149	 .6007	 .5802	 .4785
	
.020
























































DATE 20 OCT 75 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII -019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP
ALPl4AOd 4) .003
	
BETAO ( 11	 -6.160
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CN












































C-11  .900 -.1589 -.2329 -.3398
.905 -.1910
.919 -.1857








DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALEDI LEFT W M TOP
ALPHAOt 4)	 .006	 BETAO ( 2)	 -4.126
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




-.1339	 .0239 -.0783	 .3632	 .6806	 .6565	 .6390	 ,6357 -.0194
.010	 -.0111 -.0796	 .3493	 .4860	 .5650	 .5508	 .4443


























' 390	 -.120  l4

































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULATLON
ARC H -019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEPT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4) -	 .006	 BETAO c 21 -	 -4.126
SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800












































ALPWAOt 4)	 .015	 BETAO f 3) -	 - . 027
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	
.000	 -..2571 -.0596 -.1456	 .3022	 .5799	 .5647	 .5422	 .5602 -.0655
	
.010	 -.1025 -.1274	 .2877	 .4203	 .4940	 .4807	 .3924
	








































DATE 2.0 OCT 73	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( 41	 .015	 SETAO ( 31 -	 -.027






























































































. 9 ,19	 -.2375
	










DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1543
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU121
ALPHAO( 41	 .024
	 BETAO ( 4)
	 4.105
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







.000	 -.3533 -.2064 -.1527	 .2165
	 .5335	 .5002	 .4687	 .4.649 -.0676
.010	 -.2353 -.1269
	 .2091	 .3560	 .4002	 .3752	 .2823
.020	 -.2359 -.1024	 .1523	 .2908	 .2923	 .2768	 .2415 -.1093
.040	 -.0923	 .0676
•041	 -.3332


































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
	 (RETU12)
ALPHAO( 4)	 .024	 BETAO ( 4) -	 4.105
SECTION t 11LEFT DING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBw	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730




























































BETAO ( 5) .	 6.165
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 45340	 .6730
	 .7840
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xtcw
	





























































1DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1545
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU12)
ALPHAO( 4)	 .038	 BETAO ( 5)	 6.165
SECTION t 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YtSw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640


















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1548
ARCII-019 1ASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU12)
ALPHAO( 51	 2.130	 BETA0 f 1)	 -6.171
SECTION 1 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/$W
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 4270	 .5340	 16730
	
,7800	 .8870	 19720 1.0000
%/CW
.000	 -.0270	 .0247 -.0324	 .4536	 .7460	 .7439	 .721 1 6	 .7213	 .2249
.010
	 .0163 -.0469	 .3790	 .4567	 .5611	 .5319	 .4199
.020
	









	 -.0197	 W. _
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DATE 20 OCT 'P 5	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1547
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU12)
ALPHAC' 5) -	 2.130	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -6.171
SECTION [ I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






































1.000	 -.3878	 -.3576	 -.4113
ALPHAO !( 5) -	 2.133	 BETAO ( 2') _	 -2.078
SECTION 11)LEFT WI''NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .78.00	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
Y/CW
	
.000	 -.1498 -.0439 -.1222	 .3504	 .6703	 16565	 ,6294	 .6336	 .1824
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DATE 20 OCT 75	 tABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1548
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 CRETU121
ALPHA01 51 -	 2.133	 BETAO f 21	 -2.078
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















































































tDATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRLSSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1549
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WtNG TOP 	 (RETUI2)
ALPHA0( 5) •	 2.141
	 BETAO 131	 2.056
SECTION I IILEFT W:NG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/©W	 .2350	 .2990	 .364.0	 .4270	 , 19340	 .6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000

















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1550
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) ! EFT WING TOP	 CRETUl2)
ALPHAO( 5) a	 2.141	 BETAO ( 31 ;
	 2.056
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270



















































ALPHAO( 5)	 2.152	 BETAO ( 4)	 6.189
SECTION t HEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.000	 -.3381 -.2913 -.2256
	






	 .3103	 .:2766	 .1593
	









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULA 7: N
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.152	 SETAO ( 4)	 6.169




























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( 61 R	 4.219	 BETAO ( 11	 -6.15B
SECTION ( })LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP











.010	 .0136 -.0553	 .3173	 .3837	 .5049	 .4706	 .3017
.020	 -.0047 -.0390






























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINu TOP
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.219
	
9ETAO ( 1) -	 -6.158













































	 -.3760	 -.3734	 -.4558
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.^18
	
BETAO ( 2) +	 - 4.108
SECTION 1 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW








.000	 -.0634	 .0351 -.0916	 .3784	 .7318	 .7289	 .7384
	 .7095	 .1217
	














































1	 J GATE: 20 OCT 75 IA8'lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1554
i
ALPHAO( 11.21.8
ARCII-019 1ASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU121	
ti
6) BETAO t 2)	 -4.108
5ECTI'ON ( 1)LEFT WI lNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270
	



























































.900 -.2142 -.2957 -.4330









tsJ 1.000 -.3937 -.3256 -.4555
Wo
d-^
MATE aD OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1555
ARCII-01'9 IABI LVAP(.ELML SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU12)
ALPHAO( 61	 4.224	 BETAO ( 31
	
-.013
SECTION ( 11LEFTAING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
y/ew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.000	 -.2002 -.0814 -.11657	 .2765	 .6629
	
.6599	 ..6364	 .6013	 .0419
.010	 -.1449 -,1808	 .1955
	







































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA PRFSSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 1A811 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.224	 8ETAO l 31 =	 -.013
SECTION t ))LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




























































SECTION ( 1lLEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT 'VARIABLE CP
Y/8N	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .5730


























	 -.0403 -.0282 -.0483 -.0842
	
.069




































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 6)
	 4.226	 9ETAO ( 4! -	 4.116
SECTION i 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .Si720 1.9000
X /CW.
.250


















































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-01'9 IAeI LVAPIELNL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 6)	 4.21.8	 BETAO ( 5)
	 6.193
SECTION i 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ r14	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340


































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABLA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WIND TOP
ALPHAOI 61	 4.218	 BETAO c 51 -	 6.193
SEMON I IILEFT WIND TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
















































	1.000	 • -.2334	 -.2666	 -.4713
ALPHAO( 7) -	 6.323	 BETAO i 11 -	 -4.082
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xfcw
	






.010	 -.0627 -.1104	 .2204	 .2808	 .3611	 .3143	 .1460
	
















.150 -.3700	 -.3325	 .0000	 -.2892
3	






DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -419 IAB1 LVAPfELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU12)
ALPHAOI 7)	 6.323
	 BETAO (1) -
	 -4.082




.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
























































































1.Q00	 -.3739	 -.3505	 -.4895
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAGIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 71	 6.327	 BETAO 1 21 a	-2.045
SECTION 111LEFT W1`NG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.000	 -.1665 -.0465 -.1595	 .2968	 .7062	 .7005	 .6899	 .6374 -.0277
.010	 -.1266 -.1730	 .1 1 506	 .2288	 .3182	 .2786	 .1143
.020
	
-.1300 -.1601	 .0459	 .1434	 11696	 .1473	 .0493 -.2631
.040	 -.1475 -.053B
041	 -.195I'














































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1562
ARCII-019 IA8 ,1 LVAP(ELHL 5EALEW LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU12)	 - --
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.327	 9ETA0 t 21	 -2.045











































1.000	 -.3869	 -.3495	 -.4857
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.326	 8ETAO ( 3) _	 .008
SECTI)7V ( 1)LEFT WINO TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.2229	 .1047 -.2242	 .283.1	 .6404	 .6592	 .6430	 .5839 -.0821
	
.010	 -.1695 -.2377	 .12222	 .1767	 .2781	 .:2322	 .0720
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-01 ,9
 IAB1 LVAP4ELHL SEALED:) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 7)
	
6.325	 BETAO ( 3)	 .008
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 16730

















































































































1.000	 .3126	 -.3543	 -.4899
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 lAeilA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1564
ARCII-019 IAS!l LVAP,(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 METU-121
ALPHA01 7)	 6.323	 BETAO ( 41	 2.079
SECTION ( MEFT WIM TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/131
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 . 1+270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X--C •,
	
-.2700 -.1'434 -.2899	 .2423
	
.6041	 .6036	 .5942	 .5421 -.1363
.010	 -.22'16 -.3057	 .0985	 .1,444	 .2363	 .1956	 .0379






























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1565
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP (ELHL SEALE01 LEFT WING TOP 	 (RE TU12)
ALPHAO( 71	 6.323	 BETAO ( 4) -	 2.079
SECTION ( D LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









































1.000	 -.2341	 -.3243	 -.4861
ALPHAO( 77	 6.317	 BETAO ( 5) -	 4.142
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .22350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	.000
	 -.2782 -.2253 -.3776 	 .1812	 .5284	 .5596	 .5438	 .4927 -.1976
	
.010	 -.2968 -.3537	 .0581	 .0807	 .1934	 .1500	 .0040
	

































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA5ULATtON	 PAGE 1565
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WiNG TOP 	 IRETU121
ALPHA0( 7)
	
6.317	 BETAO ( 5) -	 4.142
SECTION C MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7B00	 BB70	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	





















































































1.000	 -.1883	 -.2669	 -.4853






976.0000 IN. XT MACH	
-
LREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP - .0000	 IN. YT ELV-I8 -
BREF	 - !P97.0v00 INCHES ZMRP -	 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER -
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAO( 11 _	 -6.055 BETAO f 1)	 -	 -.005
SECTION (	 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5346 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.000 -.1606 -.0205 .0256 .1627 .2003 .0278 -.091 ;9 -.0687 -.6456
.0lio --.0008 .0694 .3050 .4245 .4017 .3872 .3454
.020 -.0134 .1009 .2839 .3493 .3396 .3388 .3121 -.2848
.040 .1117 .2127
.041 -.0935







































8.000 ELV-08 -	 .000
.000 SPDBRK -	 . 000	 --
0,47E 20 OCT 75	 IA89A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-0I9.1A8 1  LVAP`(ELHL SEALED-) LEFT WIMO TOP
ALPHAO( 1)	 -6.055	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -.035































































1.000	 -.0018	 .0487	 .0514
ALPHAO( 2) R	 -4.02D	 BETAO ( 11 s	 -4.064
5ECTI'ON i I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 I.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.1235	 .0168	 .0806	 .2920	 .4136	 .3312	 .2623	 .2887 -.3569
	
.010	 .0208	 .11, 98	 .3514	 .3904	 .4251	 .404I	 .3051
	






















SECTION c HEFT M NG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.1'50	






























































.900	 -.1564 -	 -.0199
	 .0685
.905	 -.0475
DATE 20 OCT 75 IA91A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC I 1-019 i MI LVAP(.ELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WIM TOP
ALPHAO( 2) -4.020	 SETAO	 (	 1) -	 -4,064
SECTION ( I)LEFT WIr NG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw .235.0 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7900 .8870 .9720 110000
X/CW
.919 -.0645
.950 .0452 .0257 .0820
.953 .0093
.955 -.0315
.965 - . 1 1611
1.000 .0242 .0439 .0'709
ALPHAO( 2) -3.985	 13ETAO ( 2) .001
SECTION f 1)LEFT WING 70P DEPENDENT 11AR'1ABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.000 -.1713 -.0150 .0532 .2366 .3256 .2092 .1290 .1.633 -.4408
.010 -.0115 .0870 .3049 .3674 .3795 .3588 .28'11
.020 -.02115 .1030 .2443 .2730 .2684 .2606 .2291 -.2230
.040 .11:48 .1488
.041 -.1136






. 1 13 -.06713 






















DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA8-1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 2)	 -3-985	 BETAO 1 2) -	 .001
SECTION C MEFT WINO T0`P	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew


































































1.000	 .0029	 .0453	 .0632
ALP-HAO( 21	 -3.974	 BETAO ( 31 -	 4.077
SECTION I IMEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Ew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/cW




.2582	 .3304	 .3206	 .3013	 .2271
	







DATE 20 OCT 75	 1AStA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IA61 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAOI 21	 -3.974	 8ETAO 131	 4.077
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


















-.2527 -.2905	 .0000 -.2853
.157	
-.2628

































.700	 -.1587, 	 -A877
.725	 -.2864


















DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB'IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPGELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2) s -3.974	 BETAD 137 -	 4.077
SECTION ( l)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP














































	 .095	 8ETA0 ( 1) -	 -5.101
SECTION I HEFT W MG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .534.0	 .6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.0965	 .0278	 .1009	 .3755
	 .5587	 .5329	 .5195	 .4884 -.0607
	




















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11 =019 IABI LVAP'(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 31 =	 .095	 BETAO ! 11	 -6.101
SECTI'.ON ( MEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP























































































PAGE 1574	 - - - -
(RETU13)
'	 DATE 20 OCT 75 IA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1575
ARCII -019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED') 	 LEFT WING TOP	 CRETU43)
ALPHA01 3) .098	 BETAO ( 2) 4	 -4.070
SECTION ( 1)LE1-T WING TOP DEPENDENT VARaABLE CP
Y/81a .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000 -.1225 .0023 .0634 .3473 .5280 .4992	 .4815 .4570 -.0910
.010 -.023I .0892 .2457 .1477 .1772	 .1145 -.0852
.020 -.0324 .0998 - .0967 .0064 -.0277	 -.0854 -.1646 -.3297
.04.0 .1019 -.0486
.041 -.0962














1250 -.5742 -.6512	 -.7059 -.7204
.274 -.4876
f	 .345 - .4539
362 -.1014
.390 -.3691

















.730 - . 4320
t	 .750 -	 -.1327 -.0661
.760 -.2436
.775 -.366B - .25?%
r
a
..:'.. 	 ..  i nx	 x Wunc..iws.,bv>,x....- .taivi.c w.Hr:Fw-atArlWC^vfsi.u.e.iM	 A 3[41 v	 NA.	 YrtW[iwit.c	 id.-.....s
fDATE 20 OCT 75 IA8'IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1576
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP[ELHL SEALED' LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU13.1
ALPHAOI 31 .098	 SETAO [ 2) -4.070
SECTION [ MEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
































1.000 .0444 .0357 .0426
ALPHAO[ 3 .1 .085
	
BETAO [ 31 -.016
SECTION c MEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720
	 1.0000
X/Cw
.000 -.1225 -.0570 .0360 .2904	 .4557 .4194	 .3976 .3859 -.1432
.010 -.0755 .0523 .2167	 .1596 .1940	 .1332 -.0405
























DATE 20 OCT 75 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1577
ARCII -019 lAB'i LVAP(,ELHL SEALED? LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU13'.)
ALPHAO( 3.) .086	 BETAO ( 3') -.016
SECTION ( I)LEFT NDNO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BFI .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CN





















































1.000 .0122 .0384 .0539
DATE 20 OCT 73 1ASI•A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1578
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 IRETU.IV
ALPHAO( 31 - .117	 BETAAO	 (	 4) 4.075
SECTION t I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VAM ABLE CP
Y/BN .2350 .2990 .364.0 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.000 -.2372 -.1033 -.0123 .2350 .3991 .3531 .3298 .3164 -.1833
.010 -.1104 .0127 .1711 .1349 .1x19 .0947 -.0740








































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB-IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-0 1 '9 1ASI LVAP( , ELHL SEALED) LEFT WIND TOP
ALPHA01 31	 .117	 SETAO ( 4)	 4.D75
SECTION ( IILEFT WIND TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIHW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340










































	 .121	 SETAO ( 5) -	 6.104
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	







.000	 -.2684 -.1389 -.0250	 .1.834	 .3764	 .3215	 .2922	 .2801 -1.2055
	
.010	 -.1414 -10015	 .1343	 .1271
	 .1423	 .0902 -.0694
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAgI.A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1580
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(,ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP 	 IRETU M
ALFHA0t 31	 .121
	
BETAO ( 5)	 6.104
SECTION ( !)LEFT WN0 TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	








































































































DATE 2C OCT 75
	 IA91A - PRESSURE SOURCE. DATA TABULATION
ARC H -019 1.ABI LVAP(-ELHL SEALED`) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAG( 41	 4.241
	 SETAO t 1)	 -4.162
SECTION 1 IILEFT W ING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW








	 -.1202 -.01161	 .0574 -.2078 -.2 3S4I -.4320 -.7674
.020	 -.1197 -.OU24 -.1324 -.3402 -.4611 -.6204 -.E672 -.8695
.040	 .0002 -,2884
. 0 11 1 	 -.1300
.050	 -.08115

































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 [.ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-01 ' 9 IASI LVAP ( ELHL SEALED) LEFT WI-NO TOP	 METU-13)
ALPHAOI 4)	 4.241	 BETAO ( 1)	 -4.062
SECTION f 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP











































	1.000	 .0424	 .0290	 -.0II3
ALPHAO( 41	 4.24.0
	 BETAO ( 21 -	 -.004
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yield	 _.2350
	






	.000	 -.2070 -.1363 -.07110	 .2339	 .4398	 .4009	 .3574	 ..2338 -.3942
	
.010	 -.1699 -.0575	 .4426 -.1'448 -.1716 -.3357 -..6300
	

































	 .	 s ^ t._.	 .,.... ^_	
.+,t.:-,F..	 rtrti ^_.::.li	
,.........., .cs. J..n....ewau... q.,.
	 .. ^.., x. :... ... v. ^.r,..... _.a..._
	 ,.... ^.... ^. _.. ... ..._..-
PAGE 1592
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULAT11ON	 PAGE 1583
ARC H -019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED] LEFT W1ING TOP 	 (RETU131
ALPHAO( 4) =	 4.240	 BETAO ( 21	 -.004
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW
	 .2350	 ..2990	 .3540
	
.4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	




























































































1.000	 .0296	 .021.3	 .0008
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8ilA - PRESSURE SOURCE BATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1584
ARCII-0 ,19 LA8'1 LVAP6ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 CRETU13)
ALPHAOI 10	 4.238	 BETAO ( 3)	 4.073
SECTION I il'LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










.301'9	 .1791 -.4647	 -
.0110	 -.2117 -.0819
	
.0120 -.1430 -.1748 -.3158 -.6165


























































DATE 20 OCT 75 I:ABiIA	 - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAOI 4) 4.238	 BETAO ( 3) -	 4.073
SECTION [ 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












.900 -.2040 -.0563 .0333
.905 -.0997
.919 -.12B4




1.000 -.0203 .0152 .0060
ALPHAOI 51 8:.385	 BETAO (	 1) -	 -.010
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .534. 0 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 ).0000
X/Cw
.000 -.2323 -.2594 -.2711 .0735 .2970 .1866 .0300 -.2759 -1.1797
.OLO -.3160 -.:2337 -.2256 -.5846 -.7301 -1.0905 -1.5243
.020 -..2757 -.1785 -.4035 -.6652 -.9141 -1.2245 -1.7007 -1.5570
.040 -.1628 -.5175
.041 -.1938




















RATE 20 OCT 75 iASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1586
ARCII-019	 IA8 11 LVAPC-ELHL SEALER) 	 LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU33)
ALPHAO( 5) 8.385 BETAO c	 11 - -.010
SECTION ( 11LEFT WNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw .2350 .2990 .3540 .4270 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/cw





•	 .400 -.51'90 -.6257 -.7254
.402 -.4727
.41!6 -2.1360




























.900 -.1457 -.0212 -.0312
.905 -.0794F,I
.919 -.0743




s 1,000 .0142 .02" -, MIS
EDATE 20 OCT 75	 LOSMA - PP£SSLPZ SOUKE DATA TABM*T tON 	 PAGE OW?
APCIt-0s9 IASI 1_VAP[ELfiL SEALED) LEFT MIND TOP	 CRETU131
14 P 4AOl 61 .	 10.165S	 1$TA O ( 1)	 1032
SECTIVO [ IOLEFt WIMP 740P	 :.FE+CC1T VAPt1Aax dP
Y181i	 _2350 .2990	 .3540 _427.0
	 .5340 -6733	 . -1 	 _8870 .9VO i.JC30
VC14
.000
	 -.2562 -.3226 -.363B
	 .01-48	 .2006	 .0646 -.1540 -.5470 -1.7204
.0 .10	 -.3794 -.3207 -.3176 -.7686 -1.0187 -1.4781 -2.I M3













































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
1AelA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULAT'1ON	 PAGE 15BB
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(! E:LHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 t-RETU133	 -
ALPHAOt 6) 4	 10.456	 BETAO E 11	 .002
SECTION t 11.LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CP






















































1.000	 .01.02	 OI22	 -.0786
full
fDATE 20 OCT 75 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAOE 1569
ARC11-01'9 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 tRETU14f	 t	 17 OCT 75
	
1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. MMRP -	 976.0000
	
I:N. XT MACH	 -	 1.400	 RN/FT	 n 	 2.250
LREF	 - 1297.0000 IlNCHES YMRP +	 .0000	 IIN. YT ELV-18 -	 9.000	 ELV-08 +	 -4.000
BREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP +	 400.0000
	
IN. ZT RUDDER -	 .000
	
SPDBRK n 	 .000
-SCALE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAOI U	 -6.312	 BETAO t II	 +	 -4.066
SECTION ( IYLEFT WNU TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
V13W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730 .7830 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.1792 .0387 -.0449 .2603	 .5986 .51'58 .4783 .4822 - .425'1
.010 .0225 -.021 1 6
 .3682	 .6236 . S W5 .81B3 .5641
.020 -.0006 -:0046 .3296	 .5446 .5291 .5489 .5374 -.0800
.040 .0017 .2606
.041 -..0509
















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1'590
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU1'4)
ALPHAO( 1)
	 -6.312	 SETAO 1 1)	 -4.056
SECTDON ( 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP











































































ALPHAO( 11	 -6.295	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -2.0113
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP







.5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	




	 .5508	 .5600	 .5649	 .5188
	



















DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPY, ELHL SEALED !) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 1) 	 -6.295
	
QETAO t 21	 -2.013






.3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	












.247	 - . 068'3















































DATE 20 OCT 75 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-0'1'9 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt	 1)
-6.295	 BETAO 1 21 -	 -2.013
SECTION ( 1 )•LEFT W ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3540 .4270 .5340 .5730 .7800 ..8970 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.91 19 -.1,850 





1.000 -.4128 -.3088 -.3234
ALPHAOI	 11 =	 -6.258
	 13ETAO t 31 - .056
SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 ..2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .:8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.2768 -.0560 -,1005 .1276 .4299 .3703 .3314 .3513 -.2578
.040 -.0798 -.078.1 .248E .5030 .5111 .5090 .4732
.020 -.1011 -.0620 .2408 .4474 .4488 .4594 .4555 -.1580
.040 -.0545 .1959
.041 -.1825

































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT KING TOP
ALPHAO( 1)	 -6.258
	 BETAO 131 -	 .056
SECTION 1 11LEFT WLNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640










































































ALPHAOI 11 R -6.244	 SETAO [ 41 -	 2.626






.6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3098 -.1108 -.1353	 .1165	 .371:2	 .3019	 .2721	 .2975 -.2162
	
.090	 -.1310 -.1119	 .2171











DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1594
ARC II -019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUi41
ALPHAW 1) _
	 -6,244
	 SETAO ( 4)	 2.126
SECTION t 11LZFT W ING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB'IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP( . ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAOI 11 +	 -6.244	 r3ETAO (4)	 2.126
SECTION I 11LEFT WINO TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW
	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 ..9720 1.0000
xrCW

































-6.233	 BETAO 151 -	 4.1!87
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BFi	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 8870	 .9720 1.0060
X/CW





.0 ,10	 -.11858 -.1392
	 .1'947	 .4299	 .4208	 .4359	 .4050
	
.020	



















































SDATE 2D OCT 75	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPCELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP 	 M TU1'41
ALPHAO ( 1)
	 -6.233	 8ETAO 1 51 -	 4.1b,
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA8'lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IASI LVAP( :ELKL SEALED-) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.204	 SETAO ( 1)
	 6.151
SECTION ( I)LEFT wI,NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	
.5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870
	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.1310	 .0759 -.0222	 .3180	 .6655	 .6097	 .5615	 .5937 -.3250
.01,0	 .0527. -.0068


















-.0614 -.0147	 .0000	 .0687
.I57	
-.1830






















































PAGE 1598DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 1ASI LVAPIELHL SEALED') LEFT W-NO TOP	 METU94)
ALPHAO( 2) _	 -4.204	 BETAO f 11
	 -6.151
SECTION t IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




















.850	 -.1687 -.2242 -.2933
	






















1.000	 -.3890	 -.3063	 -.3457
ALPHAOC 2) _	 -4.1'93	 BETAO f 21 -	 -4.092
SECTION t IlLEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
%/cW
	
.000	 -.1.867	 .0333 -.0526	 .2849	 .6079	 .5502	 .5264	 .5402 -.3560
	
.010	 .0065 -.0334	 .3610	 .5677	 .5995	 .5981	 .5365
	


































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 I.ASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W NG TOP
ALPHAO[ 21	 -4.193	 BETAO 121	 -4.092
SECTION s 11L€FT WIM TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

























































































































DALE 20 OCT 75
	 I.A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1600





SECTION 11)LEFT $4 NG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990





.000	 -.2833 -.0612 -.1019
	 .1 1 660	 .4745	 .4361	 .4224
	
.4306 -.3448
.0'10	 -.0927 -.0823	 .2540	 .4754	 .5082	 .5150
	
.4569















































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA84A -PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULATIOM
ARCII-0'1'9 I.ASI LVAPIELI^L SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 2 1 	-4.1.64	 SETAO ( 3)
	
.031
SECTION l 11'LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDEN, VARIABLE CP
































-9 1 9	 -.21313
	














BETAO 1 41 .	 4.151
	
E	 SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
	4	 Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
000	 -.3221 -.1:6C	 -.1592	 .1278	 .3782	 .3469	 .3354	 .3389 -.31100
	
.010	 -.20'-J -.1324	 .1893	 .4076	 .4321	 .4351	 .3770
	








































..i..w. ^:.a:`^i^F.^»u:.a Ln^„y .ecu^. ¢iw. e..u„..z.^.asu.t+.^ wz^.,.w^..^en.^_tr. .. a... r . ^._.._.
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCC DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1502
ARCH-0'19 IA8 ,1 LVAPIELHL SEALED -1 LEFT W l 1NG TOP	 IRETIUV41
ALPHAD[ 2)	 -4.142	 BETAO 1 41	 4.151
SECTION ( I)'LEFT WING -OP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




























































































































I.U00	 -.2779	 -.3897	 -:2418
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA84.A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULAT1'-0N
ARC I I -019 1 A81 LVAP'( ELI L SEALED) LEFT w I!NG TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.129	 BETAO 1 53 a	 6.220
SECTION i MEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






























































































DATE 20 OCT 73	 IA9IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1604
ARC II -019 1ABI LVAPIELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUi41
ALPHAO i( 2) -	 -4.129	 BETAO ( 51 -	 5.220
SECTION t MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


























. 97 . 9	 -.2450
	










1.000	 -.2040	 -.3871	 -.2146
ALPHAO( 3)	 -2.093	 BETAO t 1)	 -6.1169
SECTION 111:LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	
.000	 -.1301	 .0689 -.0389	 .3377	 .6941	 .6557	 .6332	 .•6469 -.2047
	
.04 10	 .0442 -.0351	 .3746	 .5567	 ..6210	 .6059	 .5344
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABrIA - PR::SSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1605
ARC11-0'19 IAB1 LVAP(-ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU14)
ALPHAO( 31 a	 -2.093	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -6.1:69
SECT ION ( 11'LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2350	 .:2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X1CW
	














































































































BATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA8'1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1.606
ARCII-019 1A91 LVAPtELHL SEALED-) LEFT WINO TOP 	 tRETUd4)
ALPHAO( 3)
	
-2.078	 BETAO 1 2)	 -2.063
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6W	 .:2350	 .2990	 .3540
	
.4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .:9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000	 -..2377 -.0222 -.0H83	 .2687	 .5663	 .5592	 .5354	 .5494 -.2440
.010	 -.0502 -.0696	 .3050	 .4938	 _5511	 .5397	 .4696
.020	 -.0704 -.0507	 .2443	 .4115	 .4379	 .4409	 .4295 -.0699
.04,0	 -.0365	 .1675
.041	 -.2142



























































	 r...c.:a wvai..,r^eNss.+a^... ^w........._.._.....__
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULAT10N
ARCII-019 IA8 ,1 LVAP(.ELHL SEALED:) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 31	 -2.078
	 BETAO E 21	 -2.063
SECTION ( MEFT W'1M TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	










































ALPHAO'I 33 	 -2.057	 BETAO 131	 2.077
SECT WN 111LEPT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .8720 1.0000
x/cW
	
.000	 -.3293 -.1'429 -.144:0
	 _2038
	
.4902	 .4682	 .4500	 .4583 -.2564
	



















































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABLA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 15013
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED`) LEFT WiI'NG TOP
	 (RETUI4)
ALPHAO( 31	 -2.057	 SETAO 131 -	 2.077
SECTION I I)LEFT WFING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VAR!1ABLE CP
Y/B14	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
.250	






































































SDATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( 3) -	 -2.039	 i$ETAO ( 4) a	6.tB5
SECTION ( 11LEFT Wl :N0 TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .534.0	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.3457 -.2891 -.1592	 .1677	 .4486	 .4035	 .3622	 .3541 -.2176
.040	 -.2952 -.1466	 -1711	 .3637	 3874	 .3579	 .2983
.020	 -.2909 -.1274	 .1534	 .3044	 .3002	 .2820	 .2719 -.1777
.040	 -.1182	 .1215
.041	 -.3527
















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 TABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-019 IAB'1 LVAP(ELHL SEALEM LEFT LING TOP
ALPHAO( 3) -	 -2.039	 BETAO ( 4) -	 6.185
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










































ALPHAO ( 4)	 .02-1	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -6.18:1
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 ..8870	 .9720 1,0000
x/CW
	
.000	 -.0448	 .0573 -.0529	 .411 81	 .7228	 .7027	 .6821	 .6859	 .0401
	
.010	 .0326 -.0497	 .3878	 .5060	 .5947	 .5744	 .4697
	









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1611




SE;TAO t 1) _
	 -6.181






.5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	









.400	 -.3943 -.4208	 -.4102
	
.402	 -.3297























































. B79	 -. 1'910















	 DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULAT MN 	 PAGE 161?
ARC11-019 iA81 L11APPELHL SEALED3 LEFT WING TOP	 1RETUI'4l
ALPHAO( 4)	 .023	 BETAO f 2)	 -4.121
SECTION ( !)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.000	 -.1235	 .0252 -.0808	 .3657	 .6816	 .6582	 .6397	 .6376	 .0102
.010	 -.0147 -.0833
	
.3493	 .4822	 .5606	 .5450	 .4418































































iDATE 20 OCT 75	 IA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 1A8-1 LVAP (ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 41 +	 .023	 BETAO ( 2') -	 -4.121
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

















































ALPHAO( 4)	 .027	 BETAO ( 31 -	 -2.070
SECTION 1 1):LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






	 -.1964 -.0379 -.1064	 .3227	 .6344	 .6149
	 .5849	 .5924 -.0287
	




















































	 .^__..^.	 ..tea..,,,. _.,.,.^.^.„, 	 ., .^...."m......
Pr
! -'. T E 20 OCT 75
	 I ABI A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULAT ION 	 PAGE 1614
ARCI1-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUI'4)
ALPHAO( 4) -	 .027	 BETAO ( 3) _
	 -2.070
SECTION (1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 2350	 .2990	 .3640






































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABI A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 Iae) LV 'AP( :ELHL SEALED:) LEFT wQNG TOP
ALPHAO( 4)	 .027	 BETAO 1 4) -	 -.007
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YiBN	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .534.0	 ..6730	 .7600	 .8870	 .9720 I.0000
xrcu
.000	 -.266'1 -.0702 -.1578	 .2965	 .5658	 .5550	 .5338	 .5503 -.0698
.010	 -.1165 -.1395	 .2620	 .4098	 .4882	 .4734	 .3842






































































OATS 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1616
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP'(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W-ING TOP
	 (RETU14)
ALPHAOI 41	 027	 BETAO t 41 a	 -.007	 -..
SECTION 1 11'LEFT FUINO TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
























































ALPHAO( 4)	 .038	 BETAO ( 5) -	 4.112	 ---
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8N	 .2350



























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1517
ARCII-019 1A8 1  LVAP(ELHL SEALED4 LEFT WI-NG TOP	 IRETUI4)
ALPHAO( 4)	 038
	
BETAO (5) -	 4.112
SECTI ON C 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	
.5340




















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1618
ARCI1-019 IA8'l LVAPt'ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 LRETUI:41
ALPHAW 41	 .05.1	 BETAO (61	 6.174	 -
SECTION 11) . LEFT WPNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270







-.3564 -.2972 -.1.637	 .1'971
	




	 .1720	 .3320	 .3666	 .3322	 .2485
	
.020
	 -.3061 -.1154	 .1 .267	 .2726	 .2648








































































































DATE 20 OCT 7'S	 IA81.A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 41	 .0511	 SETAO ( 6)	 6.174




















































1.000	 -.2426	 -.3705	 -.3851e
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.131	 BT-TAO t 11 -	 -6.166
SECTION ( IMEFT WING TOP











	 .0046 -.0437	 .4477	 .7448
	
.7402	 .7194	 .7217	 .2'112
	
.010	 OOB5 -.0563	 .3706
	 .4498
	 .5519	 .5238	 .4107
	.020
	 -.0015 -.0500













































DAI. ?0 OCT 75	 lAeIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATtQN 	 PAGE 1620
ARC11-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 ERETU141
ALPHAOI 51	 2.131	 BETAO ; 11 n 	 -6.166
SECTION 11l.LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yf8w	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xfCw































































































1.000	 -.3923	 -.4099	 -.4261
s
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA9lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-01'9 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( 51	 2.132	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -2.063
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 ..6730	 .7600	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xfcw
.000	 -.1456 -..0501 -.1255	 .3395	 _6641	 ..6523	 .6309	 .6316	 .17'13
.0110	 -.0956 -.1.248	 .2867	 .3949	 .4852	 .4698	 .3496






	 .1289	 .1339	 .1024
.069	 -.0610
.080	 -.0465





















































iDATE 20 OCT 75	 IAS'lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1622
ARC11-019 IASI LVAPtELHL SEALED) LEFT W-ING TOP 	 (RETU141
ALPHAO( 51	 2.132
	
BETAO ( 21 -	 -2.063
SECTION t I)'LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






















1.000	 -.4185	 -.3223	 -.4319
AiLPHAO-( 5)	 2.136	 BETAO ( 3)	 2.064
SECTION ( I)LEFT WTNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/cW
.000	 -.2993 -.1226 -.2225	 .2412
	
.5866	 .5935	 .5744	 .5454	 .0173
.010	 -.1805 -.1.641	 .2016
	
.3239	 .4070	 .3772	 .2528
.020	 -.1900 -.1054	 .1283	 .2524	 .2637	 .2650	 .2023 -.1018
.040	 -.0849	 .0459
.041	 -.2716

















DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1.623
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPCELHL SEALL0 , LEFT WINO TOP	 (RETU14)
ALPHAO( 51 -	 2.136
	 UETAO ( 3) -	 2.054
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















































































































tDATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1624
ARCII-419 1A84 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W1NG TOP
	 (RETU14)
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.14B	 BETAO ( 4) -
	 6.175
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .BB70	 .9720 1.0000
x.CW
.000	 -.3424 -.3074 -.2311
	 .1914	 .5094	 .4961	 .4678
	 .4559 -.0338
.040	 -.3336 -.1790
	 .1353	 .2414	 .3027	 .2715	 .1577






































































iRATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABWLATI .0N	 PAGE 1625
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 eRETU14)
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.148	 BETAO ( 41 -
	
6.175
SECTION ( 1)L£FT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








































1.0011	 -..2459	 -.3567	 -.4427
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.219	 BETAO t 11 -	 -6.14.3
SECTION i I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.0126 -.0470	 .4220	 .7582	 .7838	 .7899	 .7591	 .1440
	
.01'0	 .0080 -.0558	 .3101	 .37 731	 .5001	 .4545	 .2920
	






































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1,628
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU14)
ALPHAO( 6) -	 4.21'9	 BETAO 1 1)	 -5.143
SECTION t 11LEFT W1 , N0 TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



















































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1AB11A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W'IMO TOP
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.218	 BETAO ( 21 -	 -4.069
SECTION I )):LEFT WdNG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 ..6870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.0677	 .0272 -.1016	 .3743	 .7293	 .7305	 .7364	 .7006	 .1069
.010	 -.0340 -.099I	 .2648	 .3590	 .4562	 .4306	 .2577




























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 ]ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 4528
ARCII-019 IAB'1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 IRET W 41
ALPHAOt 61	 4.2'16	 BETAO ( 2)	 -4.069	 -	 -
SECTION t 11LEFT WAND TOP




	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730








































	 -.4010	 -.4114	 -.4744
ALPHAOt 6:I	 4.218	 BETAO t 3 1 a	 .006
SECTION t IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xiew
	.000	 -.2135 -.0859 -.1794	 .2665	 .6582	 .6553	 .6294	 .5892	 .0375






































DATE 20 OCT 75	 [AB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1629
ARC H -019 IAB'1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED? LEFT 64NG TOP 	 fRETU14)
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.218	 BETAO f 31 _	 .008
SECTION f [)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw































































































I.GDO	 -.3652	 -.3765	 -.4783
.3
OA1^ 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE '630
ARCII-Oi9 lA8l LVAP(ELHL SEALED1 LEFT 14ING TOP
	
(RETU14)
ALFHAO( 6) -	 4.217	 BETAO ( 41 =	 4.126
SECTION ( l)-LEFT Wl'NG TOP









ODD	 -.3241 -.2129 -,3300	 .2504	 .5683
	








.020	 -.2702 -.1780	 .0724	 ?31
	
























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARM -019
-019 IA134 LVAP0ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAGI 64 -	 4.217	 8ETAO i 41 -
	
4.1-26
SECTION [ 11LEFT WINO TOP


























































ALPHAO( 61	 4.218	 BETAO 1 51 -	 6.196
SECTION f IILEFT W4NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VAM ABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3293 -.3050 -.3072
	 .1848	 .4938




	 .0948	 .1623	 .2357	 .1997	 .0742
	
.020	 -.3321 -.2202












































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC H -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( 61	 4.218	 8ETAO ( 5) -	 6.196
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
PAGE 1632
(RETWI41
YIBU	 12350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600	 .8970	 .9720 1.0000
xfcW


















































.900	 --2155	 -.2506	 -.3691
.905	 -.2643
9(5	 -.2574








DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP ( ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 71	 6 . 327	 BETAO ( 1) y	 -4.066
SECTION 1 11.LEFT WANG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




-.1074	 .0103 -.1212	 .3504	 .7529	 .7512	 .7356	 .6801	 .0035
.010
	
-.0684 -.1146	 .2144	 .2711	 .3528	 .3074	 .1364

































.400	 -.5090 -.5522	 -.5219
402	 -.42'10



































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA84A - PRESSURE SOLMCE DATA TAMYLATION 	 PAGE 1634
ARCH-019 IABI LVAP(ELKL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU14)
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.327	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -14.066
	
SECTION	 !)LEFT WI-NO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



































	1.000	 -,3720	 -.3626	 -.4880
ALPHAO( 7) s	 6,327	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -2.028
	
SECTION I I)LEFT WiNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 -9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.1767 -.0717 -.1747	 .2956	 .6980	 .6943	 .6775	 .6331 -.0440
	.010	 -.1398 -.19,14	 .1413	 .21189	 .3148	 .2624	 .1030
	






























rDATE 20 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11 -01'9 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 7I 6.327	 BETAO ( 21 -	 -2.028
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBL1 .2350 .2990 .3540 .4270 .5340 .6730 17800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW































.050 -.3731 - .'5456 -.5430 
c b '•3276 -.6826.862
ra .865 -.2759
-`2969
.900 -.25(12 -.3142 -.4621
.9V -.2995
.919 -,2609










DATE 20 OCT 75
	
1ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IAB'I LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W NG TOP
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.325
	
SETAO ( 31 -	 021
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






-.22l0 -.1020 -.2438	 _2689
	
.6314	 .6512	 .6354	 .5768 -.0990
.010	 -.1762 -.2555	 .1066	 .1507	 .2679	 .219 11 	 .0547
.020




























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAS1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 71	 6.325
	
BETAO t 31 -	 .021
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	



















































ALPHAO+ 71 -	 6.323
	 BETAO ! 41 -
	 2.091
SECTION I IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y /BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
000	 -.2853 -.1575 -.3092
	 .2349	 .5942	 .5928
	 .5920	 .5339 -.1'580
	
:010	 -.2371 -.3180	 .0993





	 .0157	 .0490	 .09!12





































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGZ 1'638
ARCII-019 IASI LVA4P(ELHL SEALED') LEFT W lING TOP
	 (RETU'l4)
ALPHAiO'( 71	 6.323	 8£TAO ( 4)	 2.091
SECTION ( IILEFT WIiNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
%/Cw
































































1.000	 -.2240	 -.3482	 -.5047
DATE 20 OCT 75 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATICN
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP'(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( 7) 6.316
	
8ETAO ( 51 -	 4.148
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .5730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1. 0000
X/CW
1000 -.2817 -.2444 -.3953 .1658 .5064 .5566 .5426 .4833 -.2109
,010 -.3103 -A605 .0448 .0692 .1828 .1385 -.0095
.020 -.2954 -.3168 -.0142 -.0009 .0527 .0306 -.0647 -.3707
.040 -.2720 -.0649
041 -.2804



















.400 -.4548 -.5464 -.5488
.402 -.3651
.41.8 -.5959




r^ .550 - . 4452 -.5480
.565 -.3655













DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1540
ARCII-0'1'9 IA84 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WI I NO TOP	 (SETUI4)
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.31!6	 BETAG ( 51 +	 4.148
SECTION c I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

































,950	 -.2438 -.2258 -.3945
	










DATE 20 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PARE 1'641
ARCII -019 1ASI LVAPIELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WINO TOP	 (RETU153	 1	 17 OCT 75	 1
.'REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRI C DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO FT, XmRP n 	 376.0000 IN. XT MACH	 n 	 .900	 RN/FT	 n 	 2.250
LREF 1297.0000 INCHES YmRP _0000	 1-N. YT ELSE-IB •	 8.000	 ELY-09 a	 6.000
BREF	 a 1297.0000 [NCHES ZMRP =	 400.6000 IN. ZT RUDDER	 .000	 SPDSRK n 	 .000
SCALE _ .0300 SCALE
ALP14AO'
	
11	 -6.170 BETAO ( 11	 =	 -4.069
SECTION (	 t)LEFT Wi1Nr TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3640 14270	 .534.0 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
.000 -.4461 .0278 .0858 .3080	 .4326 .31'85 .2597 .2702 -.5151
.010 .0473 .1424 .4269	 .5201 .5142 .4.923 .3988
020 .0378 .1189 .3990	 .4.349 .4168 .4082 .3572 -.2805
.040 .1932 .3009
.041 -.11'84


































W.,.fue'at:rSriS..^5zcasw.^..xlilay.^^;iaw^uv Yom... n, .,^xw wa..^.ueu^tu w..w.ur,
	
;^ye.'^^(^exa..,u....-y*s,.Y av_..._..y w......,.>s^..rn...,. c. ...sc^...w ^.....^...^...
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA T"ABULATfON
	 PAGE 1542
ARC11-019 1A81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WIND TOP
	 fRETU131
	 --
ALPHAOf 11 -	 -6.170
	 BETAO 1 11	
-4.069





























































ALPHAOI 11	 -6.165	 BETAO f 21	 -2,034
	
SECTION l 11LEFT Wd!:NG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340




	 .2825	 .3792	 .2591	 .2048	 2124 -.4859
.010	 .0402
	 .1269	 .4028	 .4947	 .4888
	 .4695	 .3846
.020	 .0308




















DATE 20 OCT 75 (ASIA
- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(EL1.1L SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPNAO(	 1) R	 -6.1.65
	
BETAO t 2) -	 -2.034
SECTION 1 MEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










































































DATE 2.0 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1644
ARCI1 -019 IASI LYAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP	 (RETU1'51
ALPF(AO(
	 1) -6.165 BETAO 21	 -	
-2.034
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 _4270 ,5340 .6730















ALPHAO(	 1) -	 -6.129	 BETAO
	
( 31	 - .031
SECTION ( H LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 ,2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730
	
.7600 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
.000 -.4842 .0154 .0713 .2545 .3200 .1942	 .1285 .1397 -,4448 - -"
.010 .0249 .1115 .3719 .4665 .4523
	
.4312 .3564
.020 .0173 .1444 _3454 .4037 .3623
	 .3754 .3222 -.3580
.040 .1610 .2776
.041 -.3134












































tDATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 iA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 11	 -6.129	 BETAO ( 31 n 	 .031
SECTION ( 11LEFT WANG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












































































zj	 1.000	 -.0622	 -.0186	 .0824
ALPHAO( 1)
	 -6.118	 BETAq (41 n 	 2.093
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.000	 -.5136	 .0007	 .0811
	 .2492	 .2811	 .1'485	 .0594	 .0788 -.4394
	
.010	 .0121	 .1088
	 .3511	 .3986	 .4229	 .3967	 .3304
	
-Dec	 .0057	 .1361	 .3292	 .3760












DATE 20 OCT 75	 ]ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1646
ARCI1-019 IAB'1 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT W1 .NG TOP	 IlRETU t 51
ALPHAOI 11	 -5.118
	 BETAO 141 -	 2.093
SECTION I I1'LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270
	 .534.0	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.050	 .0379















.229	 . 1 1'83
.246	 .0237
.247	 .0508





















































DATE 20 OCT 75 [ASIA PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1647
ARC II-019 IAS ,I LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU151
ALPKAG(	 11 -B.ti-a	 SETAO 2.093
SECTION I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

























BETAO T 51 -	 4.138
SECTION MEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W .2350 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
x/CW
.000 -.5296 -.0336 .0726 2357	 .21319 .1152	 .0298 .0336 -.4505
.010 -.029B ' 0995 .3321
	
.4374 .3926	 .3659 .2984



























DATE 20 OCT 75	 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1648
ARCII-019 1ASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED] LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU15)
ALPHAO( 1)	 6.110	 BETAO ( 5)	 4.138
SECTION ( 1) •LEFT W1 1NO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	
.5730	 .7800	 .8670	 .9720 1.0000
XFCW
	

















































































1.000	 -.1395	 -.0730	 .0594
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB-IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1549




	 8ETAO c 11	 -6.131
SECTION 1 IILEFT w:l'NO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 t.0000
xicw
.000	 -.3942	 .0454	 .1368	 .4054	 .5456	 .4748	 _4352	 .4299 -.3079
.010	 .0523	 .1732	 .4400	 .4593	 .4674	 .4602	 .3250
.020	 .0409	 .1985	 .3491	 .35:15	 .3379	 .3279	 .2548 -.2107
.040	 .2109	 .2227
.041	 -.2440











































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 to&3 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	
-4.082	 13ETAO ( 1) -
	
-6.131
SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP






















































ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.072	 9ETAO ( 2) -	 -4.082
SECTION t !)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IA81 .A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH -0 '1'9 1ABI LVAPtELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP
ALPHiAO( 21 =4.072 GETAO c 2) -	 -4.082
SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yf9W 2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
x/CH





.400 -.2953 -.3990 -.7281
.4.02 -.3008























E	 J 0 .839 -.7069





900 -.3508 -.0681 .0464
.905 -.110.13 r^
.91'9 -.t404




1.000 -.0020 .0526 .0963
PAGE 165t
tRETUI Sf
DATE 20 OCI 15	 TAB-1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 TAB1 LVAPTELHL SEALED ') LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU151
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.058
	
BETAO ( 3) -
	 .016
SECTION t 1 )LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 ..2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340






	 .6919	 3144	 .4063	 .3007	 .2477	 .251`4 -.4294
.010
	 .0076	 1213	 ,3683	 .4213	 .4274	 .4005	 .3015
.020	 .0002	 .1 1465	 .3084	 .3377	 .3186
	
.3054	 .2555 -.3201
040 .1 1 619	 .2193
041	 -.4851








.150	 -.2184 -.2700	 .0000 -.2974
i
j7	












































`^*.^:	 ii.#,5:..[r- - "TC.L:rta'3utr•.^.^ra^.t:ryi:Piir.^if...:y.-wk'G',Macme^-:a: u:.x
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8i1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA$ULATLON	 PAGE 1'653
ARC I I -019 I ASI LVAP i ELHL SEALEDI LEFT 14ING TOP 	 LRETU.1.51
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.058	 BETAO (31	 .015
SECTION C I)LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




































SETAO t 41 -	 4.120
SECTbON 1 IMEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .534.0
	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 :.0000
X/CW




































KDATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1.654
ARCH-019 1ABI LVAPUELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 tRETU151
ALPHAO( 21 *	 -4.039
	 BETAO ( 4)	 4.120



















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII -019 3ABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W;1N0 TOP
ALPHAOI 21 u	 -4.035	 SETAO ( 5) 6.171
SECTION I 11LEFT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/CN
.000 -.4592 -.09811 .0609 .2295 .3424 .1 !828 .1019 .0921 -.4643
.010 -.0194 .0779 .22661 .371.2 .3474 .3142 .2266
.020 -.0729 .0973 .2451 .3021 .2676 .2507 .1924 -.425.1
.040 .1089 .1857
.041 -.2789























x 1 <4z3 .497 -.1253
.503 -.4870
.547 -.0431
.550 - .2778 -.4161
.565 -.1755
4"4 .600 -.5945 













DATE 20 OCT 75
	 ]ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II-019 IASI LVAPtELHL SEALED'] LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.035
	
SETAO ( 51	 6.171
SECTION I I)LEFT W;I ,NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350



































1.000	 -.1526	 -.0819	 .0695
ALPHAOt 31
	 -2.011	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -6.134
SECTION ( I 1 LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VAR-1-ABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350
	






















































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IABIA - PRESSURE SOUPCE DATA TABULATION
ARC 1 1-01'9 I A8'1 LVAP IELHL SEALED`! LEFT WING-TOP
ALPHAG( 3)	 -2.011	 BETAO 1 11 -	 -6.134
SECTION f !!LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .364,0	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xfcw




























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 I;AB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1658
ARC H -019 IA6 1  LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 IRETU151
ALPHAQI 31	 -2.000	 BETAO 1 21 -	 -2.052
SECT1,0N 11TLEFT WMG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 ,4270	 .534.0	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
1000	 -.4390	 .0101	 1150
	 .3845	 .5229	 .456.1	 .4249	 .4080 -.2060
.0'1'0	 -.0020	 .1349	 .3765
	 .3759	 .3879	 .3522
	
.P914




















































DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE *DATA TABULATION
ARC11-0 '19 IASI LVAPLELHL SEALED ') LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 34 -2.000 BETAO [ 21 R	 -2.052
SECT1!ON ( lYLEFT WIlNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP













.900 -.3717 -.1001 .0381
.905 -.1200
.9119 -.11489




1.000 -.0159 .0366 .0836
ALPHAO( 3)'- -1.985	 8ETA0 1 31 .	 2.064
SECT40N 1 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 I.0000
x/CW
.000 -.5055 -.0377 .0742 .3248 .4441 .3501 .3113 .3028 -.2939
.01 ,0 -.0408 .0962 .3127 .3291 .3444 .3125 .1750
txa .020 -.0415 . 11.86 .2332 .2358 .2'135 . 1920 .123'1 -.3438040 .1294 .1317
.041 -.4846




















„ . , •^ .s::ce3w« Y;,y._, ...
	^.ssca,^;.u^.c.vac^uaurtcstarw•.e^c^^at^uxrai-
	 ^:,.•,.v...^..-..-,uc,w^..^	 ^eex..sv...^<_ts.-•rv..Ka,s. .^.........c......_,
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABiA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATIiON
ARCII-019 LABS LVANELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 3)
	 -1.965	 BETAO 13) -	 2.064
SECTION I IILEFT Wi1NG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
V Bw	 .2350	 ..2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730




















































,900	 -.4363	 -.1787	 -.0160
.905	 - . Ii880
.919
	 -.2338





1.000	 -.0917	 -.0354	 .0680
RATE 20 OCT 75	 I:ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1.661
ARC11-119 1AB.I LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP 	 METU15'1
ALPHA01 31	 -1.973	 BETAO 1 41	 6.153
SECTION 1 IMEFT WMG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .:2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800





















































































PAGE 1662DATE 20 OCT 75
	 ]ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II-0'19 1A81 LVAPfiELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU151
ALPHAO[ 31	 -1.973	 9ETAO [ 41	 6.1153
SECTION [ MEFT WING TOP




















































1.000	 -.1508	 -.0885	 .05'13
ALPHAO[ 4)	 .079	 SETAO ( 1)	 -6.1'40
















	 .5663	 .5143 -.1172
	
.010	 -.0042	 1-419	 .3494	 12659	 .2842	 .2137 -.0062
	


































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAP (ELHL SEALE0) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4)	 .079	 BETAO t 11 +	 -6.140
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ylew	 .2350	 ,2890	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
K/Cw




































































tay Cis	 834	 -,2627
(p^ rT•i	 .839	 -.5601







	 .079	 -.6392 .0000
	















1.000	 .0295	 .0845	 -.0117
PAGE 1663
SRETU151
DATE 2U OCT 75
	 ) A8'1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-01 '9 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4)	 .084	 BETAO ( 21 -
	 -4.099
S£CT1 1ON t I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	












.010	 -.0238	 .1267	 .3364	 .2586	 .2741
	 .2100 -.0056
	


















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 tA8-1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASMATION
tS
ARM-019 IASI LVAMELHL SEALE0 '1 LEFT WING TOP
ALFHAOI 41 =	 .084	 BETAG 1 21 =	 -4.099
	
s	 SECTION ( i)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP.












































;.	 1.000	 -.0202	 .07B3	 .0450
	
µ	 ALPHADI 4) _	 .085	 BETAG t 31	 -.004
SECTION ( 13LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xlcw
	.000	 -.4458 -.0450	 .0611	 .3586	 .5138	 .4.599	 .4403	 .4.0 1 9 -.2183
GGG7^ iii	
.010	 -.0621	 .0793	 .2943	 .2395	 .2690	 .2182	 .0257
	





































EDATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1:666
ARC II -019 IA84 LVAPtELHL SEALED;) LEFT WANG TOP 	 METU S+I
ALPHAOC 41	 .085	 8ETAO ( 3)	 -.004
SECTION t IILEFT WANG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW













































































































1.000	 -.0457	 .0225	 .0715
Lu
DATE 20 OCT 75 IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATI-ON
ARCI1-019 IAB `I LVAPI ,ELHL SEALEOI	 LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAOc 41 .097	 BETAO t 41 -	 4.092
SECTION 1 1TLEFT WING TOP XPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 ,7800 .8870 .9720
	 1.0000
x/CW
.000 -.5220 -.1270 .0,166 .2693 .4518 .3903 .3576 .3243 -..2870
.010 -.11'59 .0445 .2133 .21 ,56 .2290 .1785 .0020
.020 -.1002 .0685 .1344 .1200 .0768 .0349 -.0612 -.4480
.040 .0768 .0442
.041 -.4479
















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 MIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WANG TOP
AALPHAOt 41	 .097	 BETAO ( 41	 4.092
SECTION ( !)LEFT WING TOP
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YfBW	 .:2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	


















































ALPHAQ( 41	 .102	 .6ETAO 1 51 w	 6.138




.3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	





	 -.5-195 -.1806	 .0030	 .2039	 .4365	 .3566	 .3182	 .2794 -.3120
	
.010	 -.1432	 .0348	 .1'548	 .2009	 .21153	 .1694 -.0011
	
.020











































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP( ,ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPWAO( 43	 .102	 BETAO t 5-1	 6.138
SECTION I IYLEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 ..2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8E	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
































































































	 n.ar..^ ^._..^, a., _tea	 ..r
i
DATE 2O OCT 75	 IASIA - PRES5JRE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1670
ARCII-019 IA8'1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED? LEFT M ING TOP	 iRETU!15)
ALPHAO( 53	 2.176	 BETAO ( it
	
-6..134
SECTION ( IYLEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 ..2350	 .2990
	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .97f?0 1.000.0
x/Cw
.000	 -.3292 -.0033	 .1022	 .43B'7	 .6298	 .5965	 .5653	 .4763 -.M4
.010	 -.0539
	 .1011	 .2829	 .1398	 .17'10
	
.0618 -.2020































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IARIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAPt,ELNL SEALED) LEFT WI11G TOP
ALPHAOI 51	 2.176	 BETAO ( 1) _	 -6.134
SECTION [ 11LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP































1.000	 .0395	 .0584	 - . 3314
ALPHAO( 51	 2.181	 BETAO ( 2') a	-2.059
SECTION 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.4016 -.0600	 .0508	 .3814	 .5638	 .5249	 .4955	 .4130 -.2784
.010	 .0991	 .0555	 .2567	 .1330	 .1606	 .0598 -.1945























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IAB l  LVAP'(ELHL SEALED ,) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHA01 51	 2.481	 BETAO c 2) -	 -2.059
SECTION f 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .364.0	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x1cw
	
























































































I.000	 -.0464	 .0560	 -.2005
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC I I -01'9 1 ABil LVAP'( ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 51	 2.165	 BETAO 1 31	 2.048









.000	 -.4780 -.1355 -.0255	 .3090	 .4900	 .4428	 .4217	 .3519 -.3498
.010	 -.1482	 .0103	 .2038	 .1194	 .1360	 .0576 -.1798

































































sDATE 20 OCT 75	 IABllA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC)1-01'9 IA84 LVAP( , ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5 .1	 2.1185	 BETAO 1 3) -	 2.048
SECTION 1 I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






























	 2.183	 BETAO 1 41 -	 6.140
SECTION 1 IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




000 -.5209 -.2256 -.0470	 .1708	 .4477	 .3891	 .3559	 .2872 -.4003
0j1'0	 -.178!1	 .00'12	 .1000	 .1071	 .11114	 .0322 -.1!838























DATE 20 OCT 15	 (ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1675
ARCIi-049 IA84 LVAPUELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 CRETU151
AL.PHAO( 51 	 2.t83	 BETAO t u s	 6.140
SECTION L I)LEFT W1!NO TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .887.0	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	




































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASlIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1676
ARCH-0 ' 19 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEW LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUM)
ALPHAO( 6) s	 4.251	 SETAO ( 1)	 -6.118
SECTION 111LEFT WIND TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640






	 .0540	 .4233	 .6282	 .5883	 .541'9	 .4188 -.3393
.040	 -.1072
	 .0537	 .21 ,58	 .0298	 .0520 - AB50 -.3760
.020	 -.10611	 .0749



































































<t^..-.uunu'w^ex.ra.aYL>a.iaFL'^+eHC^ic:..^ba..wt^_rc....ret..anaa v-t eS[ yiiwfuu..xi. i.ettlb...._..x a w_.vae.sw.0 .z..
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1677
ARC H -0'19 I AB I LVAP (,ELHL SEALED'? LEFT WING TOP
	(RETU151
ALPHAOt 6) *	 4.254	 BETAO ( 1)	 6.118
SECTION ( i)LEFT WING TOP 	 - DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

















.850	 -.11'94 -.2243 -.4292
	
.857	 -.1915
























ALPWAO( 6',) +	 4.253	 BETAO ( 2) +	 -4.076
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
















.0469	 .0505 -.0856 -.3759
	









































DATE 20 OCT 75	 I:BI.A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1678




	 BETAO (2) -	 -4.076
SECTION i 11LEFT W4NG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5-,l	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CN




































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 1A8 1 LVAPCELFL SEALEW LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 64 -	 4.252	 BETAD ! 31 -	 .002
SECTION ! IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/C1:1
.000	 -.4297 -.1437 -.0379
	 .327'1	 .5331	 .4914	 .4497	 .3354 -.4566
.010	 -.118113 -.0083	 .1748	 .0415
	 .0515 -.0771 -.3565








































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-0i g
 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 61	 4.252
	
BETAO ( 31 -	 .002























































BETAO ( 4) -	 4.095
SECTION { i1LEFT MING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350	 .2990	 3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.4860 -.214:5 -.0991
	 .2308	 .4610	 .4233
	 .3923	 .2664 -,5464
	
.0 11 1 0	 -.1958 -.0366
	
.0993 -.0251
	 .0153 -.11093 -.3868
	
.020











































HATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-0T9 IA8'1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W:TNG TOP
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.253	 BETAO ( 4) s	 4.095



























































































































ADATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-0I9 IA8 '1 LYAP( rELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	
GRETM)
ALPHAO( 61 w	 4.245
	
BETAO 1 5) g	 6.148
SECTION [ !)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y /61.1	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.51 108 -.2530 -.0955	 .1376	 .4497
	 .3954	 .3501	 .2378 -.5726
.3 , 110	 -.2100 -.0336	 .0347	 .0179
	 .0070 -.1085 -.3779



































































	 r.....	 :.o.-.,b....^,^...^: ..
DATE 20 OCT 75	 1ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-0'19 IA8 1  LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 61	 4.245	 BETAO ( 5) -	 6.148
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












.900	 -.4393	 -.2150	 .-.2221
.905	 -.2293
.91'9	 -.2702




1.000	 -.1:272	 -.0920	 -.0276
ALPHAO( 7)	 5.304	 BETAO ( I) -	 -4.,072
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARI-ABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 .3429 -.0883	 .0022	 .3817	 .5858	 .5482	 .4944	 .3503 -.4660
.010	 -.I'536	 .0103	 .1718 -.0153 -.0129 -.1,647 -.4627






















DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8'1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1684
ARCII-0 9 IA8i1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W lDNO TOP	 tRETUI51
ALPHAO( 7)	 5.304	 BETAO t 1)	 -4.072
SECTION t 1ILEFT WINO TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xtcw
	

















































































1.000	 .0400	 -.0567	 -.4915
Et'
DATE 20 OCT 75	 TA811A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATUON 	 PAGE 1685
ARCI1 -019 IABI LVAPEELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU15)
ALPHAOI 7') -	 5.305
	 BETAAO 1 2)	
-2.036
SECTI ION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730
	
.71300	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
.000






.1745	 .0009	 .0037 -.1409 -.4481
.020
	 -.11664	 .0315




































































































zDATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 71	 5.305	 BETAO 1 21	 2'.03fi
SECTION [ 1)LEFT WIMG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ylew	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800











































1.000	 .0047	 -.0185	 -.46.10
ALPHAOI 71
	 5.302	 BETAO c 31 =	 .007
SECTION t 11-LEFT WiliNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BFI	 .2350	 .2990	 .364.8	 .4270




.000	 -.4204 -.1735 -.0794	 .3108	 .5319	 .4808	 .4263	 .3018 -.5370
	
.010	 -.2077 -.0403	 .138 1  -.0032 -.0107 -.1486 -.4508
	
.020	 -.1773









































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8'1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULATION
ARCH-019 lA8•1 LVAP4ELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 7)	 5.302	 BETAO ( 3) _	 .007
SECTION ( ))LEFT W1iNG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	






































































































1.000	 -.0227	 .0007	 -.4258
PAGE 1.687
(RETU15)
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA T48ULATION
	 PAGE 1688	 -
ARM-019 IA8'I LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU151
ALPHAO( 71	 5.302
	 BETAO ( 4) -	 2.065
SECTION ( 1) !LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARTASLE CP
YPBW	 .2350








	 .2672	 .4939	 .4543	 .4000
	 .2682 -.5899
.010	 -.2330 -.0634
	 .1079 -.0237 -.0086 -.1512 -.4525
.020	







































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC H -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO,( 71	 5.302	 BETAO ( 4) -	 2.065
SECTI(ON t 1):LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARlASLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	











































1.000	 -.0598	 -.0021	 -.3982
ALPHAOI 7)	 5.298	 BETAO ( 5) -
	
4.107
SECTION I I 1 LEFT W 171G TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBw	 .2350




.000	 -.4736 -.2482 -.1'475	 .2167	 .4590	 .4228	 .3642	 .2296 -.6442
	
.010	 -..241'4 -.0654 	 .0700 -.0402 -.0411 -.1774 -.4742
	






































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE P690
ARC11--01'9 IA91 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU15)
ALPHAO( 71	 5.298	 BETAO ( 5) -	 4.107
SECTION f 11LEFT WliNG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIAGLE CP
Y18w











































































































1.000	 -.0931	 -.0337	 -.3269
DATE 2D OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 169.1
ARCII-019 IA8-1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP	 IRETU161	 117 OCT 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 a 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP a	 976.0000 1N. XT MACH	 -	 1.100	 RN/FT	 2.250
LREF	 i 1297 . 0000 INCHES YMRP .0000	 1 ' N. YT ELV-1B -	 8.000
	
ELV-0B . -	 6.000
BREF	 - 1297 . 0000 INCHES ZMRP 400.0000	 IN. ZT RUDDER w	 .000
	
SPDBRK	 .000
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAO( 1)	 -6 . 245	 BETAO	 [	 11 -4.078
SECTI +ON [	 IILEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .1990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730 .7B00 .6870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.28'19 -.1.206 -.0319 .4018	 .5636 .4595 .4019 .4192 -.1316
.010 -.1290 -.0026 .4940	 .5953 .5820 .5656 .5109
.020 -.151.6 .014.8 .4474	 .5137 .4861 .4837 .4765 -.0622
.040 .0305 .3633
041 -.2835






































GATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA9ULATION	 PAGE 1692
ARCII-019 I.ASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED] LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU161
ALPHAO;( 1) +	 -6.24.6	 BETAO ( 1) +	 -4.078
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







































































ALPHAO ,( 1) -	 -6.234	 BETAO ( 2)	 -2.033
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .780.0	 .9870	 .9;.20 1.0000
X/CW
	














































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED? LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 1) Y	 -6.234	 BETAO ( 2)
	 -2.033






























































PATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 11 _
	 -6.234	 BETAO t 21 -	 -2.033


























ALPHA04 Il -	 -5.194	 BETAD c 31 -
	 .038
SECTION ( Il:LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990





	 -.3112 -.2205 -.0551
	 .3454	 .4706	 .3531	 12954	 .29"1i -.1271
	
.010	 -.2320 -.0205	 .4280	 .5352
	 .5156	 .5186	 .4834
	
.020


























. 1 13	 -1281+9
	














































PAGE 1594	 - ---
tRETUl6)
PAGE 1695DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 4RETUIS)
ALPHAO( 11	 -6.194	 SETAO t 31 -	 .038
SECTliON 1 11, LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




































































11000	 -.2456	 -.4325	 -.4221
ALPHAO( 1)	 6.181	 BETAG t 41 -	 2.103
SECTION 1 IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .534.0	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	
.000	 -.3505 -.2832 -.0210	 .3169	 .4354	 .31 187	 .2426	 .2423 -.1601
	














DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1695
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIEL14L SEALE01 LEFT WI NG TOP
	
1RETUI6'1
ALPHAO( 11	 -6.181	 BETAO c 4)	 2.103
SECTION ( !)LEFT W'I'NG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP































































pDATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TAABULATTON
ARCII-019 LA81 LVAPfELHL SEALED) LEFT W !TN0 TOP
ALPHAO( 1)	 -6.1:811	 8ETAO ( 4) n 	 2.103
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP









































ALPHAO( 1)	 -6.169	 BETAO ( 5)	 4.159
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT V'AR1t9LE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 _4270	 .5340





000	 -.3623 -.3384 -.0038
	
.3065	 .4127
	 .2799	 .1987	 .1946 -.2049
	
.0i0	 -.3363





.020	 - . 3154	 .0635	 .3412	 .4487




































.247	 - . 1,621
	













rDATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1,698
ARC II -019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALE9) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUIS)
ALPHAO( 1) t	 -6.1 1 69	 BETAO ( 5) -	 4.159
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP














































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 ]ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC] ]-01'9 IA131 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W ING TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.135
	
SETAO ( 1) w	 -611'57
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .36+0	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730













	 -.1338	 .0376	 .4286	 .4581	 .4561






































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB'l LVAP(ELHL 5EALEDi) LEFT M NG TOP
ALPHAO'( 2)
	 -4.136	 BETAO ( 11 .	 -6.157
SECTION ( 11-LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990

























































ALPHAO( 21	 -4.1,25	 BETAO ( 2l -	
-4.102
SECTION ( IILEFT NiNG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YM4





.000	 -.2590 -.1133 -.0334	 .4428	 .6013	 .5197	 .4830	 .5184 -.1032
	
.01.0	 -.1375 -.0128	 .4821
	 .5378	 .5545	 15415	 .4588
	
.020
	 -.1637 -.0039	 .4045
	
.4444	 .4310













































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE i70t
ARCI1-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEA, M) LEFT WINO TOP	 (RETU'1!6)
ALPHAO( 21	 -4.125	 8ETAO t 2) _
	
-4.102
SECTION t 1) .LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800






























































• 750	 -.3313 -.3300
	






















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8!IA - r - FISSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATT014
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(EL()L SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.108
	 BETAO ( 3)
	 .014











-.2981 -.2233 -.0314	 .3858
	
.5167












	 .0384	 .3599	 .4108
	 .3859




























































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPUELHL SEALED) LEFT W41140 TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.108	 BETAO t 31 -	 .014
SECTION [ 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VAM ABLE CP
`SW	 .2350	 .2990






















































	 -4.082	 BETAO ( 41 -	 4.132
SECTION ( IILEFT W ING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600	 .8870	 .9720 1.4000
XICW
	
.000	 -.3616 -.3509 -.0022 	 .3177	 .4677	 .3415	 .2876
	 .2981 -.1643
	



















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION






SECTION 1 11L£FT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CF
































































































1.000	 -.2707	 -.3607	 -.4839
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1705
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WTNC TOP	 I RETUM
ALPHAOI 21	 -4.074	 BETAO ( 5)
	
61189
SECTION 1 I)'LEFT N l1NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yt8w	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 ,9720 1.0000
X/Cu
.000	 -.3677 -.4234	 .0135	 .2911	 .4419	 .3050	 .2536	 .2620 -.1707
.010	 --,4123	 .0444	 .2916	 4262	 .4154	 .4135	 .3755
.020	 -.3805	 .0774	 .2703



































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA91A - PRESSUPE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1706
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 IRETU161
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.074	 BETAO ( 5) -	 6.1B9
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





























































ALPHAO,( 3)	 -2.033	 BETAO l 11 -	 -6.165
SECTION 11) 'LEFT WiING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 12990' .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800




	 -.2311 -.0958	 ,0054








	 .0133	 .4899	 .4927	 .5418	 15209	 .3777
	
.020












































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1707




-2.033	 BETAO I l)	 -61165
SECTION I ))LEFT W I NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSUPE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1708
ARC H -019 IASI LVAP{ELHL SEALED] LEFT WiING TOP	 IRETU161
ALPHAO( 31	 -2.021
	 BETAO 1 21	 -2.073





















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABi1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 3)	 2.021	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -2.073




































1.000	 -.2214	 -.3506	 -.2449
ALPHAO-( 3) _	 -2.004	 8ETAO 1 3) s	 2.061










	 -.31-23 -.2992 -.0352	 .3785	 .5276	 .4467	 .4132	 .4498 -.0674
.010	 -.3225	 .0033	 .3558	 .4003	 .4270	 .4099	 .3256
























DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 171.0
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELFL SEALED-7 LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU16)
ALPHAO( 3)	 -2.004
	 8ETAO ( 31	 2.061
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800
	 .86 T:,	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
	.250	





































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 3) _	 -1.987	 BETAO	 1 41 4	 6.165
'I
SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW 2350 _2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/'CW
.000 -.3572 -.4050 .0025 .3018 .4782 .3760 .3436 .374t* -.1215
' .010 -.41'86 .0463 .2764 .3621 .3644 .3476 .2937
.020 -.4087 .0739 .2255 .2900 .2604 .2562 .2523 -.1594
.040 .0694 . 1 `101
.041 -.4541
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DATE 20 OCT 75
	 iASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1712
ARC II -019 IAS`l LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WiM TOP 	 (RETUI6)
ALPHAW 3) -	
-1.987	 BETAO (4) -	 6.166
SECTION [ 11LEFT W I NG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800


































































ALPHAO ,( 4) w	 .070	 BETAO ( 1)	
-6.1,66
SECTION S IILEFT WING TOP









	 -.2093 -.0893 -.0315
	
.5354	 .7277	 .7009
	 .6937	 .6625	 ,0851
	
.010


















































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED[ LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO'1 41 •	 .070	 BETAO f 11 w	-6.166
SECTION R 11LEFT WANG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




















































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1714
ARCII-019 iA81 LV'APiELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU161
ALPHAOI 4) -	 .076	 BETAO ( 2)	
-4.111
SECTION (1)LEFT WGNG TOP






	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X1CW
.000	 -.2217 -.1347 -.04933

























-.3191 -.3491	 .0000 - .3311
.157	
-.4596


















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1775
	 -""" T
ARCII-019 1ASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 ('RETUIS)
ALPHAO( 41	 .076
	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -4.111


















































ALPHAO l( 4)	 .084	 BETAO t 3) -	 - . 007
SECTION { ])LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6130
	
.7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xrCW
	.000	 -.20B2 -.2433 -.0660	 .4274
	 .6033	 .5542	 .5484	 .5504 -.0117





	.020	 -.27€4 -.0€10	 .2629	 .2645
	 .2529












































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1716
ARCII-019 IAM LVAPI'ELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUI,61
ALPHAO'( 4) _	 .084	 HETAO ( 3)	 -.007
SECTION i 1)'LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/B>4	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW	 - -
	
































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE n*TA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1717
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUI6)
ALPHAO( 4)	 ,099	 HETAO ( 4) -	 4,099
SECTION ( 1)'LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
XPCW	 -- T
	
.000	 -.2960 -.3654 -.0538
	
.3474	 5566	 .4880
	 .4720	 .4692 -.0824
	
.010	 -.3945	 .0189	 .2854	 .3281	 .3452	 .3139	 .1836
	













































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IAGIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1718
ARCII-019	 1A81 LVAPI ,ELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU161
ALPHAO( 41 .099
	
6ETAO 1	 41 -	 4.099
SECTION i !)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .534.0 _6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
X /CW










.9110 -.3414 -.4597 -.1654
"305 -.4333
.919 -.3896





1.000 -.1706 -.2623 -.4649
ALPHAO( 4) .104	 BETAO	 15) s	 6.156
SECTPON ( !)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730	 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
xtcW
.000 -.3313 -.4435 -.0148 .3068	 .5167 .4552
	
.4.339 .4320 -.0984
.010 -.4570 .0340 .2526	 .3060 .3304	 .2951 .1592
.020 -.4404 .0590 .1850	 .2270 .2061	 .1852 .1175 -.2178
.040 .0697 .1244
.041 -.4184







.150 -.2290 -.2836	 .0000 -.2825







DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUI6)
ALPHAOd 41	 104	 SETAO ( 5) -	 6.1156
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
Xicw
	




























































































































	 -.1747	 -.2664	 -.4465
PAGE 1719
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1720
ARCII-019 ]AB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED] LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUI!5)
ALPHAO( 5)	 2 . 179	 BETAO ( 1) fl	 -6.160
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2490	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8670	 .9720 1.0000
x +CIi	 _..
.000	 -.2053 -.0645 -.0763
	 .5322	 .7360	 .7161	 .7029	 .6359	 .045
.010	 -.1728 -.0887	 .3970	 .3171	 .3662	 .2931	 .0759
.020	 -.1ag1
	 -• .0797	 .2406	 .2021	 .1848	 .1352	 .0016 -.3042
.040	 -.0250	 .0886
.041	 -.1874




















.400	 -.6179 -.7422	 -.7686
.402	 -.5087



























uw<ux.ca.Abu. ' udv..Y..F1c's..ceduX.xf.:s.At .- 
_'•Z^. ..x.=.i.xn Fb.G.sxu'n^..uiuc..N.w: d.[^:ti.'.w n.ix+..t^ ...xucra.o.e ^r^.rnP«.. xin_^^.. a... x>n... _.
aDATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LV°AP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.179	 9ETAO ( 1) -	 -6.160
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	





































1.000	 -.1420	 -.1979	 -.4425
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.183	 SETAO ( 21 =	 -2,076
SECTION I !)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .534.0	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.1306 -.1751 -.1.283	 .4542	 .6554	 .6422	 .6289	 .5736 -.0573
	
010	 -.2027 -.0988	 .3434	 .2953	 .3497	 .2881	 .0804
	








































DATE 20 OCT 75	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1722
ARCH-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU16)
ALPHAOI 51 -	 2.193	 9ETAO ( 2) -	 -2. ir76







































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 [A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 51	 2.194	 BETAO i 31 -	 2.052
SECTION 1 IILEFT WNNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.1892 -.2822 -.1714	 .3544	 .5776
	
.5573	 .5511	 .5103 -.1198






























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1124
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED? LEFT WING TOP
	 CRETU16l
ALPHAGI 5)	 2.194	 8ETAO f 31 n 	 2.052
	
SECTION	 1).LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2930	 .3040



















































ALPHAOS 51	 2.1199	 9ETAO f 4)	 6.158
SECTION t HEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 238	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8670
	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cl4
	.000	 -.2961 -.4775 -.0607	 .2384	 .5226	 .5000	 .4750	 .4358 -. 1-8B9
	
.010	 -.4923 -.0091
















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1725
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU-16)
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.199	 6ETAO 1 4)	 6,158
SECTION ( I)LEFT W'I'NG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BF[	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640













































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1725
ARCII-019 IAB-I LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 1RETU18)
ALPHAO-I fit 	 4.246	 BETAO ( l)	 -6.t41
SECTION 1 [)t EFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
%/CW	 - -- - -,
.000	 -.1849 -.0524 -.1306	 .4949	 .6872	 .6973	 .6755	 .5B21 -.1059
0f0	 -.0794 -.0984	 .3064	 .1801	 .2356	 .1495 -.0708














































.750	 -.675.1  -.7193
.760	 -.1631
.775	 -.41I'6 -.4601
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1727
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU16)
ALPHAOI 61	 4.246	 SETAO ( 1) -	 -6.141
	
SECTION	 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350




















































ALPHAO l 1 6) -	 4.252	 BETAO t 2) -	 -4.091
SECTION I ))LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








	 -.2073 -.0829 -.1690	 .4519	 .6768	 .5637	 .6420	 .5475 -.1557
	























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1728
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	
tRETU16)
ALPHAO( 6) -	 4.252
	 RETAO 1 2) -	 -4.091
SECTION t 11LCFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
,4270	 .5340














































































































1.000	 -.1362	 -.1540	 -.6868
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELML SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 51	 4.259	 ©ETAO ( 31 +	 --.003
SECTION 11)LEFT 14ING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 19720 1.0000
X/Cu
.000	 -.1384 -.2114 -.2415	 .35w9	 .5909	 .5931	 .5811
	
.4957 -.2209
.010	 -.2759 -.1695	 .2210	 .1459	 .2106	 .1361
	 -.0666
.020	 -.2857 -.1169	 .0940
	




































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAEIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1730
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUI-6)
S.LPHA04 61	 4.259	 BETAO ( 3) -	 -.003
SECTION [ 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

































































	 4.261	 BETAO 1 4) n 	 4.109
SECTION [ MEFT WANG TOP









	 -.2055 -.3862 -.2195
	 .2584	 .5157	 .5339	 .5116	 .4393 -.2978
	
























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE 5OURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IABI LVAP(ELML SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 61	 4.261	 8ETAO ( 4) *	 4.109
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730






















































































































DATE eO OCT 75	 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1732
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUIS)
ALPHAO( 61	 14.259	 GETAO ( 51	 5.170
SECTION f i)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Sw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .1800	 .6870	 .9120 1.0000
X/cw
.000	
-.2694 -.5116 -.0912	 .1919	 4712	 .4979	 .4780	 .4055 -.3329
.010	 -.5137 -.0435	 .1067	 .1103	 .1690	 .(IB44 -.1162
.020	 -.4988 -.0044
	



























































CDATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC H-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 61 4.259 BETAO ( 51	 - 6.170
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


























11000 -.1434 -.1247 -.4639
ALPHAO( 7) =	 6.364 BETAO ( :)	 -	 -4.074
SECT ] I ON	 ( H LEFT W IiNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/qW
.2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
x/CW
000 -.1820 -.0402 -.2094 .3935 .6382 .5618 .6358 .5154 -.2580
:s .010 -.1365 -..2282 .1865 .0412 .1296 .0327 -.1996
020 -.1557 -.183 1+ .0289 -.0356 -.0419 -.1127 -.2856 -.6420
.040 -.1235 -.0640
{ 1^-J .041 -.1476
C .050
.069
-.1638 -.2699 -.2713 -.3436 -.4615
-.6481
 -.3965
AD a .081 -.2600
yip 086 -.0475
.094 -.1847
. l 13 1'490











(RETU 1! 6 )
s
DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PkcSSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELNL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHA0 ,( 7! -	 6.364	 BETAO 1 L) -	 -4.074









.6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0040
X/CW
	



























































































1.000	 -.1126	 -.1792	 -.7053
PAGE 1734
1RETU161
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1735
ARC II -019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETUI'6)
ALPHAO ,( 7) -	 6.367	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -2.043




.3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.0877 -.1306 -.3369
	 .3498	 .6142	 .6163	 .5550	 .4696 -.3222
	
.010	 --.2198 -.2992	 .1661	 .0505	 .1093	 .0090 -.2316
	
.020	 -.2347 -.2151























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1735
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 IRETUI6)
ALPHAO( 71	 6,367	 BETAO ( 21 -	 -2.043
SECTION ( 1),LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YJBW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 BB70	 .9720 1.0000























































	 -.1249	 -.1370	 -.7101
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.367	 BETAO ( 3) =
	 .008
SECTION i I)iLEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VA P IABLE CP
Y/aw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340




	 -.1208 -.2326 -.411 .2	 .2906	 .5922	 .5728	 .5463
	 .4369 -.3661
	






















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1737
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU16)
ALPHAO ,( 71 R	 6.357	 BETAO ( 31	 .008
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8N	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 18870	 .9720 1.0000
XICU	 - - ---_-
	




























































































1 1.000	 -.1416	 -.1073	 -.7266
f^
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1738
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(:ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU16)
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.364	 BETAO ( 4) -	 2.073




	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 110000
X/Ct1	 -	 -
.000	 -.1619 -.3214 -.3895
	 .2427	 .5274	 .5452
	 .5216	 .4133 -.3945
.010	 -,3807 -,2533	 .0939	 .0029	 .0838 -.0075 -.2435
.020	
































































PAGE 1739ELATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(E-HL SEALED) LEFT W1 ,NG TOP	 ORETU16)
ALPHAO( 71 -	 6.364	 BETAO ( 4) -	 2.073
SECTION 1 ))LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





































1.000	 -•0996	 -.1325	 -.6999
ALPHAO .( 7)	 6.359	 BETAO ( 5) =	 4.124
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ylew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .9870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.1'911 -.4057 -.2658	 .1941	 .4563	 .5093	 .4842	 .3796 -.4412
	
.0'10	 -.4513 -.1417	 .0691 -.0276	 .0549 -.0327 -.2585
	






































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE L740
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPFELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETUI16)
AL_PHAO( 7)	 6.359	 BETAO ( 51	 4.124
SECTION ( 1) , LEFT FLING TOP	 OEPENDE=NT VARIABLE CP




































































































1.000	 -.1164	 -.1337	 -.6193
DATE 20 OCT i5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOUPCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IABI	 LdAPfELHL E EALED1	 LEFT WING TOP
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 n 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 916.0000	 1N, XT MACH	 a
LREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .0000	 1N. YT ELV-18 r
SREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP -	 400.0000	 IN. ZT RUDDER w
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAOt 11	 -	 -6.178	 BETAO	 113 -	 -4.055
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730 .7800 .6870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.400 -.4368 .0306 .0911 .3223	 .4326 .3254 .2677 .2759 -.4957
.010 .0530 .1446 .4375	 .5270 .5160 .4957 .4059
.029 .0442 .1B34 .3983	 .4440 .4228 .4161 .3631 -.2661
.040 .1956 .3124
.041 -.4272




































tRETU171	 1 17 OCT 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
900 RN/FT m	 2.250
10.000	 ELV-08 m	 4.000
.000	 5PD8RK *	 .000
fHATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAGIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1742
ARCH-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
	 (RETU17)
ALPHAO( 1)	 -6.178	 BETAO I I) -	 -4.955
SECTION ( IILEFT WiING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270































































ALPHAO( 1) -	 -6.11 67 	 $ETAO ( 2) -	 -2.018
	





	 .6730	 17800	 .9870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	.000	 -.4583	 .0229	 .0754	 .2758	 .3800	 .2577




































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1743
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W MG TOP
	 IRETU171
ALPHAO( 11	 -6.167	 BETAO ( 2)	 -2.D18
SECTION 1 HEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350
	








































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 [ARIA - PRESSURE 5URCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI	 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO(	 1) -	 -6.167	 BETAO	 121 -	 -2.418
SECTION	 111LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.919 -.1945




1.000 -.0669 -.0320 .0549
ALPHAO(	 11 -6.142 SETAO	 (31 « .046
SLCIION	 I I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4?70 .5340 6734 ,7800 .8870 .9720 1.4000
x/CW
.000 -.4887 .0171 .0742 .2596 .3279 .2001 .1296 .1366 -.4412
.010 .0282 .1138 .3740 .4737 ,4519 .4352 .3590
.C20 .0209 .1469 .3482 .4079 .3831 .3769 .3269 -.3536
.040 .1616 .2(305
041 -.4501































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1745
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( It -	 -6.142	 BETAO ( 3) .	 .046
SECTION I 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












































































1.000	 -.1160	 -.0712	 .0599
ALPHAO( 1) -	 -6.130
	
BETAG (41 -	 2.104
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIEW	 .2350













.3491	 .4510	 .4197	 .3989	 .3305
	








	 1A814 - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1746


























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCIf-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 11 w	 -6.130	 BETAO ( 4) -
	
2.104
SECTION I ))LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




































	 -.1483	 -.1039	 .0574
ALPHAO( 11	 -6.123
	 SETAO (5) -	 4.151
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8w	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.5289 -.%524	 .0718	 .2381	 .2800	 .1192	 .0442	 .0348 -.4448
	
.010	 -.0357	 .0977	 .3319	 .4340	 .3932	 .3706	 .3017
	



















































LATE 20 OCT 75	 ,A8,IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1748
ARCII-010 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUT71
ALPHAO ,( 1)	 5.1-23	 BETAO ( 5)	 4.151
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP


































































































	 - . 34 9i1
	


















DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1749
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP 	 METU471
ALPHAO.[ 21 	 4.049
	 BETAO C IT -	 -6.119
SECTION [ 11LEFT W'I:NG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
7/BW	 .2350
	


















	 .0373	 .2039	 .3536	 .3543	 .3442











































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1750
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAPEELHL SEALED) LEFT N 1 NG TOP	 CRETU'17 )
ALPHAO I 2) -	 -4.069	 BETAO E 11 -	 --6.119
SECTION ( i)'LFFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





















































1.000	 .0110	 .0361	 .0868
ALPHAO( 2) -	 -4.079
	
13ETAO ( 2) -	 -4.073
	
SECTION
	 I)LEFT WT!NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350








-.4301	 .0354	 .1234	 .37I1	 .4999	 .4204	 .3731	 .3721 -.3478
	
.010	 .0392
	 .1552	 .4201	 .4601	 .4722	 .4429	 .3204
	
.020
	 .0297	 .1849	 .3419	 .3566
	
.3377














































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAGIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1751
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 IRETIU M
ALPHAO( 2) -	 -4.079	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -4.073
SECTION I I)LEFT w4NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 12990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
































































.850	 -..2529 -.3507 -.0780
	












. 9:19	 - . 1660
	








1.000	 -.0338	 .0032	 .0763
=^a
DAIL 20 CC7 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1752
ARCt1-019 [A81 LVAP(ELML SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUI7)
ALPHAOI 2) -	 -4.065	 8ETAO ( 3) -	 .030
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw
.000	 -.4732	 .0075	 .0954	 .3133	 .4067	 .3001	 .2510	 .2487 -.4299
0'10	 .0079	 .1237	 .3683	 .4209	 .4250	 .4429	 .3012
	 - ---













.150	 -.2162 -.2478	 .0000 -.2930
.157	 -.5431






































.750	 -.5930 -.5531	 --
.760
.775	 -.8978 -.6887
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-01'9 I A8'1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT w1NG TOP
ALPHAO( 21	 -4.065
	 GETAO ( 3) -	 .030
SECTION ( I]LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP































ALPV4AO( 21	 -4.044	 BETAO ( 41 -	 4.123
SECTI1ON ( IILEFT WANG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 ..2354	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340






.2683	 .3547	 .2211	 .1550	 .1495 -.4579
.DID	 -.0470	 .0909
	 .3093











	 .0900	 .0895	 .0319












-.1788 -.2214	 .0000 '•29025  
	
-.5459








DATE 20 OCT 75	 1AelA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1754
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(.ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 CRETU171
ALPHAO ,( 21 +	 -4.044	 BETAO ( 41 -	 4.123	 -.
SECTI-ON ( l)'LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW




















































































1.000	 -.1'908	 -.IMI	 .0547
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81.A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1755
ARC))-019 IABt LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 METU117)
ALPHAOI 2) -	 -4.041	 BETAO ( 5)
	 5.175
SECTION ( ]) .LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870
	 .9720 1.0000
X/CG
.000	 -.4644 -.l 1'55
	 .0633





























-.154fi -.1909	 .0000 -.2779
.157	
-.5466

















































DAFE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1756
ARC H-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WilNG TOP
	 (RETU171
ALPHAO( 2) r	
-4.041	 BETAO ( 51 -	 6.175
SECTION f 11LEFT WitNO TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


















































1.000	 -.1912	 -.1540	 .0629
ALPHAD( 3) a	 -2.003	 BETAO 1 11 =	 -6.127
SECTION ( I)LEFT W lING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.000	 -.3783	 .0388	 .1501	 .4383	 .6037	 .5510	 .5190	 .4996 -.1404
	
.010	 .0269	 .1693	 .4072	 .3806	 .4066	 .3580	 .1831
	
































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1ABIA - PR_SSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATIlON 	 PAGE 1757
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU17)
ALPHAO'( 31 t	 -2.003
	
BETAO ( 1)	 -6.127


























































































































I.G00	 .0076	 .0477	 .0712
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1758
ARCIL-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU17)
ALPHAO ,( 3)	 -1.993	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -2.044
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




-.4349	 .0108	 .11'51	 .3B08	 .5182	 .4585	 .4262	 .4097 -.2073
.010	 .0001	 .1376	 .37^:	 .3751	 .3891	 .3464	 .1'925
.020	 -.0075


























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 iA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA8E LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO:f 31
	
-1.993	 BETAO ( 2)	 -2.044
SECTION f 1).LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	


















































	 BETAO 1 31 -	 2.069
SECTI+ON ( IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340




	 .0732	 .3259	 .4433
	 .3517	 .3124	 .3059 -.2927
	
.0'10	 -.0430	 .0965	 .3118	 .3280	 .3452	 .3136	 .1763
	
.020	









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1760
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 IRETUI7)
ALPHA0 ,1 31	 -1.979	 BETAC (3) -	 2.069
































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 :ABTA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAOE 1761
ARC II -019 IA81 LVAP( I£LHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 IRETUi71
ALP9AOd 33	
-1.967	 6ETAO (4) -	 6.153
SECTION 1 11tEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.5277 -,1524	 .0378	 ,2445	 .3821
	 .2878	 .2316	 .208•1 -.3627
.010	 -.1256	 .0604	 .2341	 .2728	 2977	 .2631	 .1434
.320	 -.0930	 .0807	 .1814	 .1781	 .1826	 .1624	 .0963 -.3948
.040
	 .0877	 1 1 1'4
.041
	 -.2702





























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSVRE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1762
ARC II -019 IA8d LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETUI7)
ALPHA01 3) -	 -1.967	 8ETAO ( 4) -	 6.153
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W







































	 .077	 BETAO 1 11 -	 -6.130







	 .9870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	
-.3533	 .0246	 .1'407	 .4552	 .6322	 .5948	 .5713	 .5,)82 -.1092
.010	 -.0108
	 .1457	 .3549	 .2627	 .2947	 .2225	 .0024
.020
	 -.0223


























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1'763
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 CRETU17Y
ALPHAQ( 4)
	 .077	 BETAO 1 1)
	 -6.130
SECTION 1 11LEFT FLING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
O ^
t?0
YIBF)	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540
	
.4270	 .5340














































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1754
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WdNG TOP
	 tRETU17!
ALPHAW 4)	 .082	 BETAO 1 21	 -4.088
SECTION I 1}'LEFT WdNG TOP




.5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8970	 .9720 1,0000
X/CW
.000	 -.3833	 .0054	 .1191	 .4250	 .5930
	
.5534	 15301	 .4803 -.1'441
010	 -,0231
	 .1277	 .3401	 .2042	 .2823	 .2164	 0030
.020	
-.0326	 .1478
	 .2001	 .0860	 .0933	 .0449 -.0736 -.425.E
.040	 11560	 .0651
.041	 -.3916
































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC I) -0'l9 I AS I LVAP (f LHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4)	 .082	 BETAO ( 2)	 -4.088
SECTION 11.LEFT WlING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VAM ABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800























































ALPHAO( 4)	 .083	 8ETAO 13) -	 .004
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3840	 .4270



























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULATI10N	 PAGE 1766
ARCH-019 1ASI LVAPt£LHL SEAL£O'1 LEFT W,iNO TOP	 IRETU M
ALPHAOd 41	 .083	 BETAO ! 31 ++	 .004
SECTI ,CGN f 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BU	 .2350






























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1767
ARCII-019 IAB'I LVAPtELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU:17)
ALPHAOI 41 w	 .096
	
BETAO ( 41	 4.096
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2350





.000	 -.5042 -.1224	 .0161	 .2704	 .4530
	 .31380	 .3571
	 .3238 -.2860
.01.0	 -.1014	 .0433	 .2115	 .2077	 .2299	 .1780
	 .0021




.0742	 .0377 -.0600 -.4478
.040	 .0758	 .0502
.041	 -.4260






























































' itA.i.^3lLVnY - .wnb 4 3. A..ed'. 	 ^la:ra6.i..r^f:..^usv..:c r..s
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1768
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAPI ,ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU17)




































































ALPHAO( 4)	 .101	 BETAO t 51 -	 6.143
SECTION { lliLEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


























	 .0462	 .0963	 .1085









































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA811A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -0I'9 lz8-1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED] LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO'( 4)	 l01	 BETAO C 51 -	 6.1'43
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw











































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 177C
ARCII-019 IAS'1 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 IRETU171
ALPHAOI 51	 2.172
	 13ETAD 111	 -6.124
SECTION 111LEFT W-ING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 BB70	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
_000	 -.3342 -.0076	 .1049
	
.4475
	 .6441	 .6019	 .5691	 .4806 -.1972
.010	 -.0523	 .1025	 .2894	 .1430	 .1710	 _0736 -.1949
.020	 -.0603	 .1219
	 1272	 .0134 -•0315 -.1161 -.2810 -.5913
.040	 1.109 -.0275
.041
	 - . 230"a
.050	
































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 5) +	 2.172	 BETAO ( 1) _	 -6.1:24
SECTION 1 1) ,LEFT WING TOP
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ylaw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .780.0








































ALPHAO( 5) a	 2.177	 BETAO ( 21	 -2.050
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VAR lIABLE CP
Y19w





.000	 -.4047 -.0632	 .0551	 .3B7i
	 5803	 .5310	 .5071
	 .4188 -.2732
	
.0110	 -.0966	 .0656	 .2628
	 .1'586	 .1,692	 .0703 -.1825
	.020	









































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1772
ARCII-019 1ABl LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETW 71
ALPHAO( 5)
	
2.I77	 BETA0 ( 2) _	 -2.050
SECTION t l)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE ^.°
Y/BW	 2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7600	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw
	




















































































900	 -.4038	 -.1:672	 -.3048
.905
	
.9-18	 -. 1'683	 - --
	
.950	








1.000	 -.0439	 .0092	 -.2022
r
F.
DATE 20 OCT 75 [ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATFON
ARCII-01'9 IASI LVAP( ,ELHL SEALEDI	 LEFT WQING TOP
ALPHAOt 5) 2.1-80	 SETAO i 3) 2.054
SECTION { I ) LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.4802 -.1383 -.0269 .3084 .5013 .4473 .4234 .3566 -.3463
.010 -.1'4257 .0-125 12012 -1296 .1434 .0649 -.11684
.020 -.11201 .0489 .0838 .0194 -.0344 -.0957 -.2424 -.6028
.040 .0597 -.0268
.041 -.5456













































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PF.__ 1774
ARC I-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALE01 LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU-17)	 -
ALPHAO .( 51	 2.180	 SETAO ( 31 -	 2.054



















































1.040	 -.1870	 -.0772	 -.0701
ALPHAO( 5) f	 21179
	
8ETAO ( 41	 6.1141
SECTION ( IMEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ytbw	 .2350
	
.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340




.000	 -.5176 -.2080 -.04.89
	 .1694	 .4571
	 .3851	 .3513	 .2827 -.4093
	
.010	 -.11680 -.0081	 .0920	 .1083
	 .108,1	 .0287 -.1856
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESS'"RE SOURCE DATA TABULATION






BETAO ( 4)	 6.141






























































































































11000	 -.2097	 -.1546	 .0596
PAGE 1775
L
OATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1775
ARCiI-019 IA81 LVAPPELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU17)
ALPHAO( 6)	 4,252
	 BETAO 1 11	 -6.110
SECTION 9 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





















	 .04B3 -.0809 -.3721
020
	 -.1106	 10726































































































-DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IA8'I LVAPOELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.252
	 SETAE ( 1)	 -6.110
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800






























.950	 .0163 -.1645 -.3459
	





1.000	 .0235	 -.0.578	 -.4394
ALPHA04 61	 4.257	 BETAO ( 21 -	 -4.071
SECTION ( [)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3540	 .4270
	 .534.0	 .6730	 .7800




	 .0365	 .4000	 .6110	 .5592	 .5162
	 .3901 -.3932
	.010	 -.1273











































PAGE 1776DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A -- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP 	 ^TU171
ALPHAO-1 6)	 4.257	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -4.071
SECTION ( 11LEFT 111NG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6734
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
























































































I.000	 .0050	 -.0397	 -.4440
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAPOELHL SEALED) LEFT W1 1NG TOP
ALPHA01 61	 4.252	 BETAO t 31	 .005
SECTION f il'LEFT WiIiNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SW	 .:2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .6870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
.000	 -.4383 -.1462 -.0397	 .3305
	 .5452	 .4925	 .4495
	 .3366 -.4607
.0'10	 -.1793 -.0051	 .1771
	 .0456	 .0531 -.0753 -.35118
.020	 -.1580	 .0335	 .0319 -.0699 -,1410 -.2411 -.4470 -.7954
.040	 .0490 -.0948
.041	 -.4772



































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULAT'ON PAGc: 1780
ARC II -019 I AS I LViAP IEL) L SEALED) LEFT W I I NGy TOP	 1 RE TU'17 )
ALPHAO'1 6)	 4.252	 BETAO f 3) n	 .005
SECTION 1 i)LEFT 14 1 NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	



































.9 1 9	 -. 2'143
	
.950
















$ETAO ( 4) -	 4.101
SECTION 111LEFT W i1NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	






.010	 -.2005 -.0463	 .0976	 .0156	 .0085 -.1081 -.3872
	








































fDATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PACE 178.1
ARC i 1-0 ,19 I ABII LVAP DELI L SEALED) LEFT W 6N0 TOP 	 METU371
ALPFIAOI 6)	 4.253	 BETAO f 4)	 4.101
SECTION f IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 ,4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	






























































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE  1782
ARC II -019 IAB'I LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT W1NG TOP 	 1RETU17)
ALPHAO ,( 6)	 4.247	 BETAO 15) -	 6.153
	
SECTION	 1) , LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CU	 --
	
.000	 -.5035 -.2420 -.0965	 .1349	 .4559	 .3893	 .3513	 .2388 -.5764
	
.010	 -.2021 -.0334	 .0282	 .0113	 .0040 -.1100 --.3826
	





















































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULATI,ON
ARC II -01 '9 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WTNG TOP
ALP)•)ACI 61	 4.247	 BETAO ( 51 -	 5.1153
SECTION f 11LEFT WMG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






























ALPHAO( 7) +	 6.350	 BETAO t 1) -	 -4.053
SECTION t IILEFT W,1NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870' 9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.3790 -.1156 -.0314 	 .3719	 .5837	 .5327	 .4723
	
.3154 ---5477
.010	 -.1852 -.0237	 .11 441 -.0633 -.0713 -.2321 -.5349














►^ 	 .113	 -.1519
.15o	










-	 :iu4 ^ •cieLtRlYnM+:LfVY^'Y?.wiLaIX^J
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1784
ARCII-019 LA81 LVAPtELHL SEALEDi LEFT WING TOP 	 METW471
ALPHAOt 71	 6.350	 BETAO t 11 s	-4.053
SECTION ( i)LEFT WillNG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 17800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/ CW
	




























































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1755
ARCII-019 I•A81 LVAP KLHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU171
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.348	 9ETAO [ 21	 -2.025
SECTION ( 11LEFT WDNG TOE' 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x1cw
.000	 -.3787 -.1545 -.0637	 .3383	 .5565	 .4946	 .4398	 .2894 -.5880
.010	 -.2123 -.0459	 .1312 -.0584 -.0659 -.2295 -.5342
.023	 -.1986 -.0054 -.0413 -.1764 -.2628 -.3954	 .6370 -.8446
.04.0	 .0177 -.1920
.041	 -.3962




. 086	 .0123	 ---
.094	 -.0863
.113	 -.1471
















































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABQA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1786
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALE0) LEFT WING TOP
	 1RETU171
ALPHAO1 71	 6.348	 BE TAO S 21	 -2.025
SECTION ( IkLEFT WiING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









































1.000	 -.01!86	 -.0988	 -.5126
ALPHAOC 71	 6 .344
	
BETAO 1 31 -	 .018
SECTLON 1 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VAR3ASLE CP












.01 10	 -.2534 -.0896	 .0344 -.0715 -.0726 -.2374 -.5360
	
.020











































RATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1787
ARCII-019 IA84 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WI 1NO TOP	 ( -RETU1'7)
ALPHAO( 71	 6.344	 BETAO ( 3)	 .01'8
SECTION ( IMEFT WjING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAS''IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1786
ARC11-01'9 IAB1 Lv-AP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 CRETU M
ALPHAOI 71	 6.340	 BETAO 1 41 -	 2.076
SECT10N 1 HEFT N ,6NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/cw	 - -
.000	 -.4441 -.2662 -.1813	 .2405	 .4766	 .4333	 .3654	 .2164 -.6859
.010	 -.2811 -.1060	 .0604 -.1460 -.0752 -.2389 -.5448
.020	 -.2334 -.0474 -.0805 -.2580 -.2643 -.3982 -.6484 -.8563
.040	 -.0215 -.1962
.041	 -.5041













































DATE 20 OCT 73	 IAM A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 17E9
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 IRETU171
ALPHAO( 7)	 5.340
	 BETAO t 4) -	 2.076









































	1.000	 -.1'586	 -.0765	 -.4496
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.335	 BETAO ( 5) -	 4.123












.01'0	 -.2737 -.1088	 .01185 -.1811 -.1081 -.2682 -.5799
	


































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAG-r 1790
ARCIt-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (!RETUI7)
ALPHAG( 7)	 6.335	 BETAO ( 5)	 4.123
SECTION t I)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340





















































































































1RETUM	 f 17 OCT 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
1.1 1 00	 RN/FT -	 2.250
	
10.000	 ELV-08 -	 4.000
	
.000	 SPD8RX -	 .0017
DATE 20 OCT 75 IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 	 LEFT WING TOP
REFERENCE DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SU.FT. XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT MACH	 -
LREF	 - 1.297.0000 INCHES YMRP .0000	 IN. YT ELV-18 -
BREF	 - 1 . 297.0000 INCHES ZMRP -	 400.0000 I-N. ZT RUDDER -
SC4LE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAO( 1) -	 -6.223
	
BETAO ( 1)	 - .032
SECTION I	 I)LEFT W:I! NG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SW .2350 .2190 .3640 .4270 .5340 .5730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.3241 -.2296 -.0530 .3396 .4672 .3523 .RB93 .2952 -.1497
.010 -.2391 -.OIS4 .4259 .5364 .5170 .5118 .4757




.050 -.1769 .2896 .2740 .3017 .3080
.069 -.1749
.080 .1362




.150 -.0509 -.0243 .0000 .0i"+5
.157 -.2119


























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT W4'NG TOP
ALPHAO( 1)	 -6.223	 BETAO f I) *
	
.032
SECTION I 1}LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





























1.000	 -.2312	 -.4685	 -.4345
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.129	 BETAO I II -	 -4.089
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yfew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.2624 -.I177 -.0302	 .4427	 .5871	 .5169	 .4781	 .5186 -.101,9
.010	 -.1406 -.0107	 .4807	 .5292	 .5527	 .5389	 .4563















DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI 2)	 -4.129	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -4.089
SECTION f MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW


















































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1794
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL. SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETUIB)
RLPHAO-( 21 -	 -4,1.29
	
8ETAO ( 11	 -4.089
SECTION ( 1)LEFT W`bNG TOP


























-4.111	 SETAO ( 21 -	 .021






.5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3084 -.2358 -.0452
	 .3755
	
.5042	 .4114	 .3531	 .41'96 -.1261
	










































































sDATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 iASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.111	 6ETAO ( 21	 .021










































































1.000	 -.2307	 -.4600	 -.41,83
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.085	 BETAO ( 3'1 -	 4.1.29
SECTION ( i)LErT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.000	 -.3561 -.3450 -.0009 	 .3196	 .4430	 .3497	 .2995	 .3088 -.1524
	











-.0715 -.0732	 .0000 -.0658
-.2927
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A91A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAPbELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( 21	 -4.085
	 BETAO t 31 -	 4.129




	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800














































































bDATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP( ,ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 21	 -4.085
	 eETAO ( 3) W	 4.129







































BETAO (1) +	 -6.157
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yield
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7600	 .8670	 .9720 1.0000
x1CW
	
































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1788




	 BETAO 11) -	 -6.157
SECTION ( l)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 31 -	 .04.9
	 SETAO ( 21 -	 -4.107
SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/sw	 .2350
	 .2990	 .354.0	 .4270
	 .5340
	




.000	 -.2243 -.1255 -.0404
	 .5056	 .7036	 .6707	 .6555	 .6286	 .0479
.010	 -.1600 -.0449






























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1800
ARC11-019 IAS'l LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETUI!B7
ALPHAO( 3)	 .049	 BETAO ( 2)
	 -4.107
SECTION f 11LEFT Wii'NG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	
.6730	 .7800


















































	 -.3390	 -.2897	 T -^
ALPHAO( 3)
	 .052	 BETAO t 3)	 -.012
SECTION ( ) ) LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YfBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/cW
	.000
	 -.2113 -.2475 -.0660
	 .4219	 .6031	 .5540	 .5439	 .5452 -.0138
	
.010	 -.2743 -.0516	 .3594	 .3585











































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA94 LVAP(ELHL SEALED-] LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 31 •	 .052	 BETAO 1 3) •	 -.012
SECTION ( 11LEFT WINO TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/aw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 e870	 .9720 1.0000
X/cw
	













































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1802
ARCSI-019 IASI LVAP(£LHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETUIS)
ALPHADt 3)	 .069	 BETAO ( 4)	 4.104









DDO	 -.2971 -.3637 -.0560
	




.2909	 .331.2	 .3467	 .3178
	 .1848
.020	 -.38116	 .0702	 .2'tfi6









































































PAGE 1.803DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8ilA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED') LEFT WINO TOP 	 (RETU19.)
ALPHAO( 3)
	
.069	 BETAO 1 4) -	 4.104
SECTION 1 )).LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








































1.000	 -.1909	 -.3411	 -.4569
ALPHAO=1 3.1 -	 .076	 BET'AO t 51	 5.162
SECTUON ( ))LEFT WANG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .0990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cW
	
1000	 -.3347 -.4393	 .0062	 .3045	 .5236	 .4542	 .4302	 .4296 -.0994
	
.010	 -.4556	 .0420	 .2491	 .3076	 .3315	 .2996	 .1724
	





















.1, 50	 -.2292 -.2758	 .0000 -.2808
	













4DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA@1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1£04
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAPrELHL SEALED) LEFT WNG TOP	 (RETUYB)
ALPHAO( 3)	 .076	 BETAO t 51 -	 6.1162
SECTION I 1)-LEFT wi1iNO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ytew
	 .2350




























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI'-019 ILA81 LYAP( !ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHA0( 41	 4.2"30	 BETAO ( 11	 -4.085
SECTION ( 11LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT YAR'1A8LE CP
Y/8w	 .2350
	 ..2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xECW
.000	 -.2005 -.0821 -.1647	 .4501




	 .1072	 .2290	 .1430 -.0838
.020	 -.15311 -.0980	 .1.219 -.0103
	 .0572 -.0069 -.1698 -.4929
.040	 -.0654 -.0'129
.041	 -.1514






























































fPAGE 1806OAF£ 20 OCT 75	 IAB-IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IA8R LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 IRETUIB)
ALP41A0( 4) =	 4.250	 BETAO (1) _	 -4.085
SECTION I I)LEFT WUN5 TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









.839	 - . 4 °`.i4
	










	 -.384.9	 -.1+150	 -.5226
	
.905	 -.6813
	. 9 , 19	 -.4375
	
.950	 -.2543 -.2976 -.4685





1.000	 -.2214	 -.t966	 -.4999
ALPNAOI 4)	 4.253	 BETAO ( 21	 .000
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/944	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 ,5340	 .8730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.1374.2192 -.2449	 .3567	 .6166	 .5929	 .5741	 .4935 -.2275
	.010	 -.2811 -.1893	 .2185	 .1510	 .2106	 .1322 -.0877
	





























DATE 20 OCT 73	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1,807
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT 14I'NO TOP 	 MUMS]
ALPHAO( 4)	 4..253	 SETAO ( 2) _	 .000
SECTION ( 13LEFT W'11N0 TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .364.0	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 19720 1.0000
X/CW
	
































































































1.000	 -.1560	 -.1911	 -.4421
ti
DATE 20 OCT 15 IAGIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1808
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 	 LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU19)
ALPHAO .( 4) -	 4.255	 BETAD ( 31 -	 4.115
SECTION ( 1)-LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIgW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 AM .9720 1.0000
xrcW
.000 -.2120 -.3904 -.2163 .26.18 .4674 .5312 .5102 .4328 -.301.19
.010 -.4351 -_0847 .1570 10589 .1723 .0976 -.1060








































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI 1-019 1A8 ,1 LVAP ( ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 4)	 4.255	 9ETAO ( 3) -	 4.115
SECTION t l)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .:2350	 .2990
	














































ALPHAO( 51	 6.356	 BETAO ( 1)	 .011
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350	 .2390	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 17800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	
.000	 -.I269 -.2340 -.3968	 ..2957	 .6016	 .5750	 .5485	 .4375 -.3621
	
.010	 -.3073 -.3044	 .1372	 .0392	 .0958	 .0056 -.2352
	
.020	 -.3.101 -.1749










































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1810
ARCI1-019 1A81 LVAP(.ELHL SEALED) LEFT W,I ,NG TOP	 t,RETUI•B,)
ALPHAO( 5)
	 6.356	 BETAO ( l) Y	 .011
SECTION I () .LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.5340	 .6730	 .7800	 ..BB70	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAStA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-019 IASI LVAP(:ELHL SEALED1 LEFT WIND TOP
PAGE 18.11
(RETU49)	 t 17	 OCT 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
1.250 RNIFT m	 2.250
	
10.000	 ELV-OB m	 4.000
	
.000	 SPDSRK +	 .000
3
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.:FT. XMRP .	 976.0000 IN. XT MACH	 +
LREF	 a 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP - .0000
	 ;N:. YT ELV-18
BREF	 a 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP -	 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER a
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAOC 1)	 -4.169 BETAO ( 1)	 -4.086
SECTLQN (	 I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VAR4ABL: CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.0973 -.0292 -.1356 .3045 .5731 .5435 .5070 .5221 -.0816
.010 -.0601 -.1074 .3842 .5593 .5968 .5767 .5052
.020 -.0944 -.0822 .3337 .4728 .4852 .4788 .4645 -.0603
.040 -.0541 .2448
.041 -.1'660















































DATE 2D OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PACE 1812
ARCII-049 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WANG TOP
	 (,RET1119)
ALPHAO( 1) _	 -4.1'69	 BETAG ( 11 =	 -4.086
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .23°•t 	.2990	 .3640	 .427.0	 .5340






















































1.000	 -.3966	 -.4247	 -.3090
ALPHAO( 11 =	 -4.149
	
BETAG ( 21 =	 .0118
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YfBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .9870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 --.:289`1 -.1387 -.1913	 .2269	 .5101	 .4543	 .4132	 .4219 -.2934
	
OIQ	 -.1705 -.1596	 .3062	 .5063	 .5177	 .4997	 ,4372
	

























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PACE 1813
ARC I 1-019 I ABi1 LVAP (ELHL SEALED-) LEFT WIM TOP 	 (RETV1'9 )
ALPHAO( 1)
	
-4.1149	 BETAO ( 2)	 .018
SECTION ( ))LEFT N'1•NG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBN	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8970	 .9720 1.00D0
x.Cu


























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1814
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 IRETUI91
ALPHAW 1)	 -4.1'49
	 BETAO ( 2) =	 018	 -
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




















1.000	 -.3405	 -.4787	 -.1432
ALPHAO( 1) -	 -4.104	 EETAO ( 3) =	 4.148
SECTUON 1 1)'LEFT WUNG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.000	 -.301:2 -.2777 -.1621	 .2455	 .4592	 .3636
	 .3168	 .37118 -.1197
	
.010	 -.2920 -.1423	 .2700
	
.4287	 .4.293	 .4158	 .4,068
	
.020	 -.2975 -.1222	 .2449	 .3678	 .3492	 .3434	 .3794 -.1528
	
































































DATE 20 OCT 15
	 !ABTA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP('ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 11 w	 -4.I04	 BETAO ( 3) -	 4.148
SECT60N ( 1):LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270















































































W	 ALPHAO( 2)	 .052	 BETAO ( 11 R	 -4.119










	 -.1525 -.0364 -.0798
	 .3708	 .5329	 .6651
	 .6320	 .6537	 .1220
	
.010













DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA61A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1615
ARCII-019 .ABI LVAP'IELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP	 (SETUI91
ALPNAO( 2)	 .052	 BETAO ( {)	 -4.119





















.150	 -.2310 -.2304	 .0000 -.163.1
.157





































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2)	 .052	 BETAO ( It +	 -4.115
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING T JP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
y tew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	































BETAO ( 2) _	 -.007
SECTION ( 1ILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .8730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3211 -.1524 -.1723 	 .3617	 .5657	 .5679	 .5369	 .5349	 .0713
	
.010	 -.1899 -.0933	 .3328	 _3288	 .4390	 .4134	 .3111
	
.020	 -.LlIH -.0774	 .2341























































DATE 2O OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1810
ARCH-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU1'9)
ALPHAOI 21	 .055	 BETAO ( 21	 -.007
SECTION 11) . LEFT Wl'NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18w	 .2350
	 %:990	 .3640


























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1819
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WMG TOP 	 (RETU1'91
ALPHAO( 21	 .067	 BETAO ( 31 d	 4.107
SECTfON ( MEFT WING TOP
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y1814	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800






	 .2985	 .5609	 .4954
	
.5144	 .51.83	 .0098	 - -	 -
	





-.3120 -.0878	 .1879	 .2472
	 .2436









































































































DATE 20 CCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1920	 -
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALEDI LEFT W4'NG TOP 	 IRETUISI
ALPHAOf 21
	
.067	 SETAO 1 31 -	 4.107
SECTION t I}LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









































1.000	 -.2186	 -.4100	 -.2837
ALPHAOI 31	 4.242	 6ETAG 111 -	 •-4,090

















.2921	 .2867	 .3611	 .3032
	 .1159
	





































DATE 20 OCT 75	 ILASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1821
ARCII-01'9 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU191
ALPHAO( 31 =	 4.242
	 BETAO ( 1)	 -4.090
SECTION ( I)LEFT WiING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8'IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1622
ARCII-019 IA131 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 i.RETU191
ALPHAO'1 33 -	 4.243	 BETAO ( 21 -	 .004
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
%/CW
.000	 -.3274 -.1776 -.2291	 .3207	 .6322	 .6175	 .5093	 .5714 -.1025
.010	 -.2267 -.1980
	 .191 1 4	 .1175	 .2759	 .2414	 .074I
.020	 -.2219 -.1605	 .0850	 .0365	 .I304	 .1073	 .0020 -.3251
.040	 -.1394 -.0174
.041	 -.3334


















































PAGE 1823DATE 20 OCT 75	 [AMA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 [AB-I LVAP1'ELHL 5EALEM LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU19)
ALPHAOC 31	 4.243	 BETAO c 21 -	 .004
SECTION ( t1LEFT W M0 TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












































1.000	 -.2414	 -.3719	 -.5780
ALPHAO( 3)	 4.Z42	 BETAO [ 3)	 4.125
SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 19720 1.0000
X/Cw
	
.000	 -.4162 -.3292 -.2633	 .2285	 .5495	 .5431	 .5637	 .5063 -.098
	.Oto	 -.3623 -.1943	 .1227	 .1433	 .2087	 .1872	 .01'91



































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1824
ARC II-019 IA81 LVAP(ELML SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (R£TU191
ALPHAO( 3)	 4.242	 BETAO ( 3) s	 4.125
SECT MN ( ()LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270












































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-Ot9	 iA81 LVAPt'ELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WiING TOP
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP 976.0000	 IN, XT MACP	 •
LREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .0000
	
IN. YT ELV-IB
SREF	 s 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP -	 400.0000	 IN. TT RUDDER
SCALE + .0300 SCALE
ALPHA01 l)	 -	 OI7	 BETAO
	
t	 1) -	 -6.173
SECTION (	 I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/'BW 2350 2990 .3640 .4270	 .5340 .6730 .7803 BB'iG .9720 1.0000
X/ CW
.000 -.0395 .0566 -.0529 .4170	 .7315 .7072 .6808 .6805 .0277
Ol p .0315 -.0491 .4025	 .5159 .5945 .5715 .4659
020 .0147 -.0406 .30+5	 .4158 .4536 4437 .4112 .0259
.040 -.0336 .1682
.041 -.0855















.250 -.2688 -.2875 -.2595 -.2367
PAGE l82°S
IRETU20r	 1 17 OCT 75 r
PARAMETRIC DATA
1.400	 RN/FT w	 2.25C
.DOD	 ELV-OB a	 .DOG




























DATE 20 OCT 75
	
[ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE I!SM
ARC II -019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETV20)
ALPH401 1)	 _047	 BETAO t 1) -	 -6.173
SECTION [ 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VAR'1ASLE CP











































































1.000	 -.3549	 -.2450	 -.3654
ALPHA0( 11 -	 0IV	 BETAO f 2) -	 -4.117
SEMON ( I)LEFT WNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/HW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7900	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CH
	




-.0102 -.0828	 .3514	 .4838	 .5612	 .5564	 .4395
	





























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1827
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 CRETU2O)
ALPHAO( 1)	 .018	 BETAO 12) -	 -4.117
SECTION 111,LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4279	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 B87O	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	

































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATICN
	
PAGE 1828
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	
(RETU20)
ALPHAOt 1) -	 .018	 BETAO f 2)	 -4.117
SECTION (1) ! LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730
















1.000	 -.3691	 -.2278	 -.3684
ALPHAO( 1) -	 024	 BETAO ( 3) -	 -2.072
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000	 -
x/CW
	
.000	 -.2038 -.0301 -.1012
	
.3263	 .6378	 .6181	 15863	 .5944 -.0384
	
.010	 -.0673 -.0864	 .3188	 .4628	 .5361	 .5099	 .4156
	




























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-019 IAB4 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOt 1)	 .024	 SETAO ( 31	 -2.072
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990	 .35,40	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 BB70	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	































































1.000	 -.3688	 -.2644	 -.3763
ALPHAO( 1)	 .023	 BETAO ( 4) n 	 -.006
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




















FDATE 20 OCT 75	 IA131A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PACE 1830
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU20)
ALPHAOI 11	 023
	 BETAO 141	 -.006
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1'831
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPiELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
	 (RETU20)
ALPHAO( 1)
	 .023	 BETAO ( 4) -	 -.006
SECTION ( ))LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



















.950	 .0238 -.11b6 -.2850








	 .030	 BETAO 1 5) -	 2.059
SECTION { 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







	 -.3577 -.1353 -.1562
	 .2355
	 .54.53	 .535.2	 .5168	 .5123 -.0778
.0110	 -.1724 - . 1285	 .2321	 .3885	 .4499
	 .4301	 .3333
.020
	 -.1802 -.0944	 .1644	 .3163




































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1.832
ARCII-019 l.A$1 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 METU201
ALPHAO( l) w	 .030	 BETAO t 51 -	 2.059
SECTION 1 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990	 .364.0
	




























































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 I.AB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 183?
ARCH-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED') LEFT W-IiNO TOP 	 i RETWO3
ALPHAO( 3)	 .032	 BETAO 1 6) -	 4.116
SECT ION ( I ) LEFT W1ING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350







000	 -.3569 -.2094 -.1535
	 .2121
	
.5332	 .49911	 .4664	 .46?14 -.0708
.DID	 -.2364 -.1270
	 .2091	 .3560	 .4003
	
.3726	 .2820































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA91A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1E34
ARC 1 1-01 . 9 [ A811 LVAP OELHL SEALED 1 LEFT WiNG TOP
	 (RETV20 )
ALPHAAO( 1) -	 .032
	 BETAO ( 6) -	 4.116
SECTION t I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	
.6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cW
	























































ALPHAO( 1)	 .044	 BETAO ( 71 -	 5.175
SECTION ( 1).LEFT W17VG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



















	 -.2946 -.1141	 .1284	 .2703


















































DATE 2C OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1835
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 ('RETU201
ALPHAO( 1)	 .044	 BETAO ( 7)	 6.175














































































































1.000	 -.1725	 -.3757	 -.3676
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA8QA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1836
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP -	 976.0000 IN. XT MACH
LREF	 - 1297.0000 11 NCHES YMRP - .0000
	 IN. YT ELV-18
 -SREF	 - 1297.00.00 INCHES ZMRP -	 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER -
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAO( 1)	 -	 .038 9£TAO 1 1)	 -	 -5.160
SECTION (	 l)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW 2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.0901 .0120 -.0939 .4124 .7102 .6977 .6660 .6940 .1494
.010 -.0311 -.0700 .3921 .5039 .5571 .5236 .4000
.020

















































ARCII-019 IA8 1  LVAP( IELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP (RETU21)	 ( 17 OCT 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
1.250	 RN/FT -	 2.250
	
.000	 ELV-00 -	 .000
	
.000	 SPD8RK -	 .000
s
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1837
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W1M TOP
	 (RETU211
ALPHAO( 1)	 .038	 8ETAO ( 11 -	 -6.1'60
SECTION ( I)LEFT WLNG TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 ..2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800



































































ALPHAO( 11	 .045	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -4.114
SECT WN ( HEFT WANG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9W	 .2350	 2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.Safi -.0430 -.0739	 .3663	 .6666	 .6600	 .6247	 .6476
	 .1167	 -
	

























FDATE 20 OCT 75	 [ABTA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 I:ABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( l)	 .045	 BETAO ( 2)	 4.114
SECTTON ( I)LtF'T WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .9870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW




































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC II -019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALP14AOI	 1) .045	 BETAO ( 2) -4.114
SECTION I IILEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
ylew .2350 .2990 .364.0 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
x/cal
.919 -.Di5B




1.000 -.3685 -.3990 -.4813
ALPHAO ' I	 1) - .047	 BETAO t 31 n 	 -2.070
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y /BF1 .2350 .2990 .3640 ,4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 :9720 1.0000
XICW
.000 -.2303 -.1005 -.0902 .3285 .6436 .5131 .5841 .5771 .0889
.010 -.1395 -.0725 .3259 .4483 .4876 .4548 .340e







































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WtN* TOP
ALPKAO( 11	 .010	 BETAO ( 31 -	 -2.070
SECTION ( I)LEFT WIND TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






















































' 900	 -.0106	 .00914	 -.4318
.905
	
. al 9	 01+313
	







1.000	 -.3545	 -.4270	 -.4579
ALPHAOI 1)	 .054	 BETAO 1 4) -	 -.008
SECTION I I)LEFT WING TOP	 CEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ylaw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .534.0	 .6730	 .7900	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/cw
	
.000	 -.3155 -.1519 -.1711	 .3613	 .6132	 .5744	 .5412	 .5346	 .0708
	.010	 -.1902 -.0913	 .3274	 .3999	 .4417	 .41.21	 .3098
	






DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE: 1841
ARCH-01'9 IA81 LVAP(.ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (;RETU21)
ALPKAO( 11	 .054	 BETAO ( 41	 -.008
SECTION 1 11LEFT Wi[NG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VAR[ABLE CP
Y19W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .2870
	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW



























































	 - -- -
-793
	 .1284
PAGE 1842DATE 2O OCT 75
	
(ASIA - PRESSURE S"CE DATA TABULATION
ARC H -019 IASI LV-AP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (SETU21)
ALPHAG( II n 	 -054	 BETAG ( 4) -	 -.008
SECTION t I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Sw	 .2350	 .2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	






























ALPHAO( 1) n 	 OB2
	
BETAO ( 5) -	 2.056
SECTION f 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .71300	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
%/CW
	
.000	 -.3955 -.2166 -.1432	 .3456	 .5803	 .52?7	 .4971	 .4938	 .0538
	
.010	 -.2531 -.1235	 .2990	 .3589	 .3959	 .3708	 .2748
	

















































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IA84 LVAP (ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO( Il	 .062	 BETAO ( 5) a	 2.056
SECTION ( 11-LEFT W ING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



































































































'xh ='^-" -^^^:^^.u.ise-artwir^'_._93!w.='ii:ax:4:c::u:.ru+t'^.L^ 	 's..^...e^.:e-...i.t.kx'erm:[+.^c:...-s..^mtitrt^ 	 _ ^'.r,.u.y.^..:a...n^Uw:e-.sa^x..•....:.t u.. 	 -	 -	 ..	 ^._.^ - -_.	 ..^,t.a.^s^^.. .^._ v.^. .. 	 '.sa.	 '^Lxsuw.6Yi.fr....a^a...........na^xm.....,,... e....a..'._c.
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI L.VAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOI Il	 .087	 BETAO S 61	 4.111
SECTION 111LEFT W-ING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -,4357 -.2915 -.1533	 .2956	 .5489	 .4913	 .4660	 .5196	 .0057
	
.010	 -.3155 -.1213	 .2516	 .3322	 .3624	 .3364	 .2816
	






















































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8 'lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1845
ARE11-019 I ASI LVAPCELHL SEALED) LEFT W1D TV	 fRETU211
ALPHAO( 1)	 1087	 BETAO ( 61 -	 4.111




.2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7600
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x,cw
.793	 .1558	 ^^






















	 -.1607	 -.3437	 -.2911
ALPHAOX 1) •	 .091	 8ETAO C 71 -	 6.170
SECTION S 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 ..6730
	
.7800	 .9870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw
.000 -.4247 -.3684 -.1403








	 -.36W -.0642	 .1741
	
.2655	 .2360	 .2'138	 .1'803 -.1316
.040	 - .0487	 .1212
.041
	 -.3610


















DATE 20 OCT 75 	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABL-ATION
ARCH . -0I9 tABI LVAPIELHL SEALED:) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( E)
	 .091	 BETAO ( 7)	 6.170
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
PAGE 1646
(RERM I )
Ytew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870
	 .9720 1.0000
1(!CW
































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 I-ABTA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAOE 1847
ARCI1-019 1AB .1 LVAP (ELHL SEALED)	 LEFT W-IND TOP	 (RETU221	 t 17 OCT 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690 . 0000 SQ;. FT. XMRP =	 976.0000 IN. XT MAC14	 -	 1.1100	 RN/FT	 -	 2.2!€0
LREF	 - 1297.0000 I1VCHES YMRP . 0000	 IN. YT ELV-18 -	 .000	 E1:V-OB -	 .000
BREF	 - 1297 . 0000 INCHES ZMRP -	 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER -	 . 000	 SPDI3RU -	 .000
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAOI 1) -	 . 039	 BETAO 1 11	 -6.151
S€CTION i I)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .•2990 .364D .4270	 .5340 .6730 .7800 .9970 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.2.1'93 -.0311 -.0330 .5311	 .7230 .6985 .6882 .6579 .0825
.0`10 -.1279 -.0364 .4494	 .41'4.9 .4649 .4170 ..2335
.020 -.1555 -.0364 .3132	 .2967 .2938 LV598 .1667 -.1496
.040 -.02 U6 .1779
.041 -.1967



































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LA87A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IA81 LV.AP'EELHL SEALEW LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 11	 .039	 BETAO 4 11 -
SECTION ( IlLEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y1413W	 .2350























































































ALPHAO( 1) =	 .042	 BETAO ( 2) =	 -4.101
SECT11ON ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800	 .6870	 .9720 1.0000
X/ CSI
	











-.1855 -.0282	 .3051	 .2988
	




























DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1849
ARC11-01'9 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALEDI LEFT W!I'NG TOP	 (RETUIM
ALPHAOI 11	 .042	 BETAO ( 21	 -4.101
SECTION I HEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




















































































































.900	 -.0561	 -.0307	 -.7192
	
.905	 -.0580
DATE 20 OCT 75 IABiI-A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 i:A81 LVAPGELHL SEALED]
	 LEFT W3!NG TOP
ALPHAO(
	 1) .042	 BETAO 121 -4.104
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y7Bw ..2350 .2990 .3$40 .4270 .5340 .5730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
.919 -.0833







ALPHAOI	 11 - .047	 BETAO ( 3) -	 -2.062
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VAR4ABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 ,4270 .534.0 .6730 .780.0 .8870 .9720 L.0000
X/Cw
.000 -.1655 -.1 !869 -.0759 .4634 .651,6 .6113 .5994 .5925 .011,09
.040 -.2199 -.0454 .4005 .3961 .4402 .3966 .2349











































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA81.A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 185.1
ARC.1I-019 IAB1 LVAP(-ELHL SEALED) LEFT W JING TOP	 (RETlJ2'$)
ALPHAOS 11	 .047	 9ETAO ( 3) -	 -2„062
SECTION c 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540
	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800

















































































ALPHAO( 1)	 .053	 BETAO 1 41 -	 -.007
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9w	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340














-.2714 -.0052	 .2659	 .2711	 .2582
	









DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB.I-A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1852
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELML SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP	 tRETU221
ALPHAOt 1)	 .053	 BETA0 1 4)	 -.007
SECTION 111-LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VAR :TABLE CP
Y/sw	 235D	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270" .5340	 .6730
	
.7800
	 .13870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
























.400	 -.4830 -.5690	 -.6781
.402
	 -.3999

























DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH -019 IA84 LVAF(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAOi I)	 .053	 BETAO ( 4) .	 -.007
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




















.94:9	 - . 1313
	








1.000	 -.3022	 -.4106	 -.3129
ALP14AO( 1)	 .079	 BETAO ( 51 . 	 2.058




.3640	 .4270	 .5340	 6730	 .7800	 .9870	 ..9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2640 -.30410 -.0667	 .3954	 .5753	 .5152	 .5062
	 .5114 -.0421
	
.040	 -.3'72 -.0131	 .3302	 .3393	 .3709	 .3477	 .2087
	
























































DATE 20 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1854
ARC11-0'I'9 IABI LVAPIELFL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 tRETU2Pl
ALPHAO(	 11 .079
	 BETAO t 51 t	 2.059
-	 SECTION t 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3540 .4270	 .5340 .5730	 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
xrCW  --








d`.	 .547 -.0232 -- -




















.850 -.0780 -.1902	 ..0092
..857 -.0860
ti	 .862 -.2261865 -.11066
.879 -.1019
F	 .900 -.11221 -.1397 -.1061
>.	 .905 -.1294
.9 ,19 -.1423




r	 1.000 -.2003 -.3602 -.3816
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1853
ARC11 -019 IASI LVAP(ELNL SEALEW LEFT Wt NO TOP
	 fRETU22)
ALPHAOt 1') -	 .083	 BETAO ( 63 -	 4.1107
SECTION ( I)LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VAR:I:A8LE CP
Y/sw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .42270	 .53"Q	 .6730	 .7800	 .19870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
000
	 -..2876 -.359$ -.0490	 .349d
	 .5591	 .4876	 .4746	 .4718 -.0799	 --- -
.010




.020	 -.3774	 .0699.2204	 .2455









































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 I-ASIA - PAESSVRE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1856
ARCI1-0-19 IASI LVAPtELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
	 (AETU22)
ALPHAOI 1)	 .083	 BETAO 16)	 4.107
SECTION t I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 Z350	 .2990	 .3640
































.905	 - . 1'567
	
9 419	 - . 1 704
	









	 -.1560	 -.2902	 -.4435
ALPHAO( 11	 .090	 BETAO E 7)	 6.163
SECTION ( ))LEFT W;I-NG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW





.000	 -.3339 -.4439 -.0164	 .2975	 .5124	 .4542	 .4308	 .4269 -.1040
	
070	 -.4594	 .04I7	 .2448	 .3003	 .3248	 .2914	 .1639
	




































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 1A8'IIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1857
ARC I I -019 1 ABI LVAP ( ! ELHL SEALED-) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU22`)




SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT V'ARIIABLE CP
Y18W	 .:2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340
	
.6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	













































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IA8'1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1858
ARCII-019 IA8 ,l LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WITNO TOP	 CRETU231	 ( 17 OCT 75
	
f
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA




	 - 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .0000	 IN. YT ELY-I8 -	 .000	 ELV-08 	.oao
SREF	 - 1.297.000C "NCHES ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER n 	 .000
	 SPDBRK -	 .000
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
BETAO 1 11	 .033 ALPHAO( If	 -	 -6.272
SECTION I	 IILEFT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Sw .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270
	 .5340 .5730 .7800 .8870 .9720 I.0000
X/Cw
000 -.2624 -.0423 -.0919 .1399	 .4389 .3755 .34A5 .3503 -.2769
.010 -.0652 -.0702 .2599	 .5110 .5169 .5174 .4814
.020


















.246 - . 0491
.247 -.0763
.250























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB-) .A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WIN13 TOP
BETAO ( 1)	 .033	 ALPHAO( 1) +	 -6.272
SECTION ( II .LEFT W.IN0 TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BN	 .2350	 .2990	 ,3640	 .4270	 .534.0
	
.5730	 .7800





























































BETAO 1 1) n 	 .011	 ALPHA01 2) -	 -4.160
SECTION I HEFT WINO TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












.^7	 .010	 -.0829 -.0733	 .2565
	
.4792




.020	 -.4036 -.0626	 .2204	 .4133	 .4268	 .4461
























DATE 20 OCT 75	 I-A$IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1850
ARCII-0'19 IABI LVAPIEL14L SEALED] LEFT WING TOP	 MUM,)
BETAO S 11	 .011	 ALPHAQ1 21	 -4.160
SECTION! 111LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.1,50	 -.0642 -.0469	 .0000	 .0417



















































.900	 .0422	 .0737	 -.290,1
.905	 .0418
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8,IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATIiON
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
8ETAO ( 11 -	 . 011	 ALPHAO( 2) a	 -4.160
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

















1.000	 -.3622	 -.35:13	 -.3103
SETAO 1 1)	 -.007	 ALPHAO( 3')	 -2.069
SECTION i 1)LEFT WTNO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIN	 .2350	 .2990
	
.3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800	 .9970	 .9720 1..0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.2724 -.0624 -.1152	 ..2003	 .5376	 .5067	 .4885	 .4986 -.2484
	
.OTO	 -.0990 -.0995	 ..2617	 .4634	 .5317	 .5036	 .4345






































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 iA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED:) LEFT WING TOP
BETAO ( 1) R	 -.007	 ALPHAO( 3)
	 -2.069
SECTION t ))LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340
















































































SECTION ( ))LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W	 .2350	 .2990•	.3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .61730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
j	 .000	 • .8613 -.0660 -.1518 	 .2984	 .5662	 .5571	 .5359	 .5499 -.0683j	 .010	
-:1115 -.1313	 .286i	 .4090	 .4891	 .4726	 .3834
	









DATE 20 OCT 75
	 TA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IASI LVAPlELHL SEALEDI LEFT WINO TOP
BETAO i 1)	 -.022	 ALPHAO( 4I	 .024
SECTION i MEFT WNG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y181a	 ..2350
	



































































GATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1864
ARCI1-0 E19 LA91 LV.APIELHL SEALED) LEFT W?IND TOP 	 1RETU23)
BETAO i 1)	 -.422	 ALPHAOd 4) _	 .024
SECTION t 11-LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .534.0	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	

































BETAO ( 1) _	 -.018
	
ALPHAOt 51 -	 2.134









.6730	 .7800	 .8670	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	.000	 -.2374 -.0683 -.2049 	 .2941	 .6113	 .6138	 .6.106	 .59.10	 .0796
	
.01'0	 -.1.262 -.1702	 .2462	 .3621	 .4497	 .4299	 .:2966
	
.020	 -.1423 -.1050	 .1 1689	 .2793	 .3197	 .3096	 .2405 -.0627
	














































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABLA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1885
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELNL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 MUM)
BETAO f 11 -	 - .01!8	 ALPHAOI 51 a	 2.134
SECTION I IILEFT W1NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yfew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	

















































































1.000	 -.3909	 -.3028	 -.4320
DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCl1 -019 IASI LVAP(ELWL SEALEO1 LEFT WING TOP
BETAO (	 11 .	 -.008
	
ALPHAO.( 6)	 =	 4.2118
SECTION ( I)LEFT W11NO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .•8730 .7800 .8870 .9720	 1.0000
X/GW
.000 -.2089 -.0840 -.1778 .2718 .6533 .6539 .6304 .5908 .0369
.0110 -.1508 -.1892 .1922 .2841 .3893 .3293 .1965
.020 -.11625 -.1758 .1040 .2D05 .2297 ,2060 .1252 -.1537
.040 -.1592 .01121
.041 -.2271







.150 -.3020 -.2887 .0000 -.•2343
.157
-.3195













.400 -.4546 -.5030 -.4926
.402 -.3766























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA8:1:A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 190,
ARM-019 Iftl LVAPLELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 IRETU231
BETAO t 11	 -.008
	 ALPHAOI 61 =	 4.2118
SECTION [ 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VAN ABLE CP
Y/8F!	 .2350	 .2970	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340





























	 -.3362	 -.3599	 -.4775
9ETAO t 11 »	 -.002
	
ALPHAOt 71	 5.273
SECTION { LILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yield	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .534.0	 .6730
	
.7800	 ..81970	 .:9720 1.0000
X/cw
.000 -.2019 -..0968 -.2041
	
.2927	 .6470	 .6547	 .6321	 ..5852 -.0233
.0 :10	 -.1636 -.21 186	 .1650	 .2255
	 .31.83	 .2760	 .1271
.020
	
-.1756 -,.2007	 .0884	 ,1350
	 .1 1 840



























	Sl wua e^.n - Xf.. ' ^^...v	 ^^....^.w.,..
	 ..... k«n?^^.:i
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DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TAMILATION
ARC11-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALEM LEFT WING TOP
9ETAO ( 1) t	 -.002	 ALPHAO( 7) -
	 5.273




	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 I AS IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION




SREF	 a 2690.0000 Sl1.FT. XMRP -	 97' 0000	 11N. XT MACH
LREF	 - 1297.0000 11NCHES YMRP - .0000	 IN. YT ELV-119 .
SREF	 - 1297 . 0000 t•NCHES ZMRP -	 400 . 0000 I I N, ZT RUDDER -
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
BETA0 ( 1) =	 .02B	 ALPHAO( 1)	 _	 -6.:248
SECTION (	 1);LEFT W11 NG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
t	 .000 -.2841 -.1201 -.2029 l•839 .4565 .3945 .3462 .3589 -.3054
.010 -.1423 -.1661 .3017 .5370 .5327 .51 184 .4776
.020 -.1664 -.1409 .2890 .4766 .4593 .4592 .45,13 -.1971
.040 -.1303 .2419
.041 -.2321







150 -.0165 -.0154 .0000 .0453-
.157 -.2934
^--r .1 1 63 .1556
tt} .177 .0338 
r	 ^+. 229 -.0594
C^	 246 -.0266
.247 -.1128





















CRETU24-1	 t 17 OCT 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
	1. 50 RN/FT n 	 2.250
.000	 ELV-08 -	 .000
.000 SPDBRK -
	 .000
DATE 20 OCT 75	 I.AB'4A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1.870
ARC H-019 IARI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU24)
BETAO ( 11	 .028	 ALPHAO'( 1) +	 -6.246
SECTION ( 1)LEFT W'1NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

























































BETAO ( 1)	 .004	 ALPHAO( 2) n 	 -4.131
SECTION f IILEFT W iING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 ..2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW




.3025	 .5108	 .5172	 .50.00	 .4373
	

















DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1971
ARCl1 -01 '9 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU241
BETAO ( 1)	 .001	 ALPNAO( 2) -	 -4.131
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

















.400	 -.321!0 -.3592	 -.4265
.402	 -..2731
































.900	 -.0091	 -.0068	 -.0398
.905	 -.0042
SO
DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-0 1 9 IA81 LVAP(, ELML SEALED] LEFT WING TOP
BETAO ( If -	 .001	 ALPHAO( 2) w	 -4.131
SECTION I MEET WINO TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















1.000	 -.281'4	 -.4347	 -.1833
SETAO ( 11	 -.012	 ALPHAO-1 3)	 -2.038
SECTION ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 - 2973 -.1'426 -.1826	 .2778	 .5806	 .5115	 .4772	 .4808 -.0654
	
.010	 -.1781 -.1'474	 .3133	 .4672	 .4819	 .4646	 .3843
	











































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1873
ARCII-019 LABil LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WNG TOP	 WETU241
BETAO 1 11 -	 -.0112	 ALPHAO( 3)2.038
SECTION (1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 42350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	









































































SETAO 111	 -.024	 ALPHAOt 41 -	 .059
SECTION 111LEFT W MG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



























DATE 20 OCT 73
	 IA8.I,A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1874
Al,!Zal-019 1-A81 LVAP[-ELML SEALED] LEFT WINO TOP 	 CRETUB41
BET-AD 1 11	 -.024	 ALPHADI 41	 .059




	 .6730	 .7800	 ..8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
.050	 -.2212	 .1015



















































xDATE 20 OCT 75	 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATI.ON
ARC11-049 IASI LVAPtELHL SEALE0-1 LEFT WINO TOP
	 tRETU24)
SETAO (1)	 -.024	 ALPHAO( 4) -	 .059






	 .534.0	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw





































BETAO c it -	 -..019	 ALPHAO( 5) -	 2.362
SECTION I HEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Sw
	 .2350	 ..2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
7800	 .BB70	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	
.000	 -.3167 -.1728 -.1446
	
.3430	 .6331
	 .6078	 .5869	 .5908	 .0113
	
.010	 -.MS -.1404 .wm	 .3034 .3717 .3356 .2tG5
	








.050	 -.1724	 .011'67	 .0048 -.0096 -.0410
	





































	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1875
ARCH-0319 1A81 LVAP(-ELEHL SEALEDI LEFT WANG TOP	 tRETU24)
BETAO ( 1) s	 -.019	 ALPHAOt 51 * 	 2.162
SECT10N ( MEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2380	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .534.0

















































































1.000	 -.3210	 -.4857	 -.5294
DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC1I-019 IA8 ,1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED] LEFT WING TOP
SETAO 1 I)	 - .013	 ALPHAO( 64 .	 4.248
SECTION 11)LEFT WIND TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000	 -.3211 -.1719 -.2448	 .3259	 .6309	 .621.8
	 ..5141	 .5741 -.0992
.09;0	 -.2208 -.2125	 .1943	 .1965	 .2904	 .2410
	
.0718
.020	 -.2154 -.1676	 .0875	 .1185






































40 b	 .547 -.0938



























µBATE 20 OCT 75 1ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TAM LATION
ARCII-019 I:A8 .1 LVAPIELHL SEALED) 	 LEFT WING TOP
BETAO 1	 1) -.013 ALPHIAO( 61 - 4.248
SECTION t 1)LEFT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
























8ETAO i	 11 .0011	 ALPHAO( 7) 6.352
SECTION 1 IILEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y4p8W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8070 .4120	 1.0000
x/cW
.000 -.2942 -.1800 -.3302 .2342 .5959 .6158 .6054 ..5344 -.2187
.010 -.2439 -.3221 .0529 .0661 .1766 .1266 -.0643
.020 -.2363 -.2680 -.0317 -.02'18 .0356 -.0044 -.1301 -.4804
.040 -.2298 -.1240
.041 -.2980



















DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAStA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1878
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP( , ELML SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP	 METU24.)
BETAO ( 1)	 .001	 ALPHAO( 71	 6.352
SECTION ( 11LEFT WINO TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7900
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw






























































































_	 DATE 20 OCT 73
REFERENCE DATA
5REF	 - 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP -	 976.0000 IN. XT MACH
LREF• + 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP r .0000
	
IN. YT ELV-1.8 .
BREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES IMRP *	 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDIR
SCALE a .0300 SCALE
BETAO 1 11	 -	 .0118	 ALPHA01 11	 a	 -6.220
SECTION 1	 11LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3540 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.3200 -.2250 -.0635 .3320 .4645 .3478 .2906 .295•1 -.1.246
.01 10 -.2362
-.0281 .4156 .5291 .5-165 .51'51 .4829
.020 -.2510 .0070 .3859 .4611 .4399 .4665 .453,1 -.1276
.040 .0369 .3169
.041 -.3268









































IA8,LA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC•11-0 1 3 1A81 LVAP( , ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
PAGE 1880
IRETU251	 1 17 OCT 75 ?
PARAMETRIC DATA
1.100	 RNIFT m	 2.250
.000 ELV-08 w	 .000
.000 5POBRK -	 .000	 - _-
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABitA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1'991
ARC11-01 '9 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETV25)
BETAO i 11 -
	 .03$	 ALPHAO( 11 -	 -6.220
SECTION i I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 ..2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800












































































	 .000	 ALPHAO( 2) -	
-4.109'
SECT60N 111LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












	 -.:2490 -.0061 	 .4159	 .4900
	 .4837	 .4653
	 .4027

























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1.882
ARC.II-0t9 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED? LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU231
BETAO ( 1)	 .000	 ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.I09
SECT S ON ( IILEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

























































900	 -.0779	 -.1109	 .1342
.905	 -.0990
CDATE 20 OCT 75 1,A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII -019 IA8,1 LVAP(,ELHL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP
BETAO [ 11 * .000	 ALPHAO( 2) -	 -4.09
SECTION E HEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 ..8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.91.9 -.1033




1.000 -.2677 -.3703 -.3377
8ETAO (	 1) -.015	 ALPHAO( 3 .) -	 -2.020
SECTION I HEFT WNING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.2765 --.2432 -.0448 .4119 .5550 .4725 .4437 .4864 -.0425
.0 11-0 -.2709 -.0193 .3957 .4289 .4427 .4357 .34.05
.020 -.2874 .0154 .3127 .3345 .3151 .3214 .2943 -.1073
.04.0 .0439 .21'45
.041 -.2954





























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1884
ARC1I-0 ,19 I:A8.1 LVAP(•ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
	 (RETU251
BETAO ( 1)	 -.015
	 ALPHAO( 31	
-2.020
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8w	 .2350	 ..2990
	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	
.7800

















































































1.000	 -.2764	 -.3989	 -.3189
BETAO ( I)	 -.024	 ALPHAO( 4) -	 .066





















.020	 -.:2763 -.0102	 .2584	 .2632





rDATE 20 OCT 75
	
IA81.A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1 -01'9 IASI LVAPGELML SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP
8ETAO i 11	 -.024	 ALPHAOC 41	 .066
SECTION E 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yrew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340
	





































































PAGE 1886DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC-11-019 IA81 L%fAP( ,ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 lRET1iM
8ETAO ( 1)	 -.024	 ALPHAO( 4) -	 .066







.5340	 .6730	 .7BOD	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
XICW
	
















.9 : 1 1 9	 -.12115
	
.950










BETAO ( 1)	 -.019
	
ALPHA01 51 - 	 2.167
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





-.1831 --.2265 -.1407	 .4028	 .6123	 .5906	 .5857	 .5394 -.0654
	
.010	 -.2647 -lilt$	 .2989	 2594	 .3175	 .2627	 .0730
	














































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1887
	




SECTION t 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Ylbw
	 @350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7E?00	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	











































































. 9!s 3	 -. 1523
	








1.000	 -.2756	 -.3837	 -.38514
t
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAW A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PACE 1688
ARC'11-019 IA84 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU25 )
BETAO (1) =	 -.015
	 ALPHA01 6)	 4..256
SECTION ( ))LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/-BW
	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 I.0000
xrcN
.000	 -.1372 -.2141 -.2395	 .361'5	 .6078	 .5927	 .5741	 .4913 -.2273





.0604	 .0551 -,0093 -.1.656 -.4948
.040	 -.0636 -.0171
.041	 -.2609









.1'50	 -.4396 -.5242	 .0000 -.5356
.1'57	 - . 6520


















































DATE 20 OCT 75 IA8,;A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-049 1.ASI LVAPEELI-L SEALED:) LEFT WING TOP	 (AETU25)
BETAO 1	 11 -	 -.015 ALPHAO( 6) -	 4.256
SECTION t IMEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








.850 -.0979 -.1662 -.2795
.857 -,0930
.862
.865 - . ;275
.879 -.1076
.900 -.1021 -.1.232 -.3645
.905 -.1386
.919 -.1729




1.000 -.2332 -.3590 -.3946
BETAO (	 1) .000	 ALPHAO7 7) -	 6.355
SECTION 1 HEFT W.1NG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.000 -.1333 -.2511 -.4171 .2809 .5835 .5667 .5427 .4321 -.3737
.0110 -.3181 -.3218 .1172 .0341 .0814 - .0113 -.2434
.020 -.3208 -.1928 -.0046 -.04.90 -.071.2 -.1455 -.3222 -.6846
.040 -.141:2 -.0946
.041 -.2741




















DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 1890
ARCII-019 IABI LV.AP( !ELML SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP	 CRETU2St
BETAO 1 11	 .000	 ALPHAOt 7) -	 6.355
SECTLON ( ))LEFT WING TOP	 UEPENOENT VARIABLE CP
YJBW	 .2350	 12990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw

























































































1.000	 -.1851	 -.3260	 -.5970
tDATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1891
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP -	 975.0.000 IN. XT MACH
LREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP - .0000	 IN. YT ELY-1.19 -
BREF	 - 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP -	 400.0000 IN. TT RUDDER -
SCALE - .0300 SCALE
ALPHAO( 11	 -	 -5.I,82	 BETAO	 t 11	 -	 -4.055
SECTION (	 l)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VAR'1ASLE CP
Y/SW .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7900 .8870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000 -.4531 .0252 .0863 .3054 .4286 .3171 2555 .2631 -.5133
.010 .0488 . 1'422 .4270 .5208 .51'55 .4365 .4032
.020 .0369 .1793 .3922 .4355 .4197 .4148 .3533 -.2738
.040 .1'936 .3036
.041 -.2426











































ARCII-019 ]AS-.1 LVAP(tLHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP (RETURS)	 1 17 OCT 75 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
.900 RN/FT -	 2.250
.000 ELY-09 •
	 .000
.000 SPOORK -	 .000
PAGE 1892	 -k	 DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC'.I4-019 IlA84 LVAP(€LHL SEALED) LEFT WTNO TOP 	 WETUMI
ALPHAO'( 1) -	 •6.1 1 82	 BETAO ( 11 -	 -4.055
SECTION 1 11LEFT wiING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
























































1.000	 -.0963	 -.0882	 .0189
f;
ALPHAO( 1) s	 -6.173	 BETAO ( 21	 2.019
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 14270	 .534:0	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw
	




.,;383	 .1252	 .40t7	 .5024	 .4872	 .4712	 .3860
	





















s4AFE c0 OCT 75	 1ASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1893
ARC11-DIS I:ASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 MUM,) '
ALPHAO( t)	 -5.373
	 SETAO ( 2)
	 -2.01'9
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP




	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800




























































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PARE 1894
ARCH-019 I.A8'1 LVAPCELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 I•RETM)
ALPHAO( 1)	 -6.173
	 BETAO 121 •	 -2.0119
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 2350	 .2990	 .364.0	 .4270	 .5340
	
.6730	 .7800















1.000	 -.1116	 -.0853	 -.0004
ALPHAO( 1) -	 -6.160
	 BETAO ( 3) -
	 .037	 - --
SECTION I 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	 .5340	 .6730	 .7B00
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	
.000	 -.495.1	 .0131	 .0684	 .2518	 .3266	 .1 1657	 .1140	 .1282 -.4604
	




.020	 .01'54	 .1384	 .3442
	 .4030
	 .3795


































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1ABTA - PRESSUPlE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC H -019 IAB1 LVAPCELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
ALPHAO1 11 -	 -5.160	 BETAO 1 31	 .037
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








































.839	 - . 1047
	














. %I s	 -.0876
	








1.000	 -.1166	 -.0766	 -.0013
ALPHAO( 1) _	 -6.132	 BETAO c 4) -	 2.107
SECTION 1 I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPtWENT VARIABLE CP





	 .0758	 .2459	 .3003	 .1420	 .0594	 .0704 -.4439
	
.010	 .0084	 .104.0	 .3461	 .4500	 .4135	 .3984	 .3295
	










RATE 20 OCT 75
	
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TAHULATI.ON 	 PAGE 1895
ARCII -019
 IA8 1  LVAPIELML SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP 	 IRETU264
ALPHAOI 11	
-6.132	 BETAO ( 4)	 2.107






.5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CN
050	 .0376	 .2235	 .2039	 .2016	 .1492
.069	 -.4473
.080	 .0852




 - - -








.250	 -.2351 -.2692 -.3146 -.4308



































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IABTA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IAS!1 LYAAP(!ELHL SEALED) LEFT PIING TOP
ALPHAOI 11	
-6.132	 BETAO i 41	 2.107













































	 -E.123	 BETAO 1 51 -	 4.151
SECTION { I LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 ..:2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	
.000	 -.528.1 -.0303	 .0634	 .2264	 .2686	 .1023
	 .0 ,198	 .0171 -.4673
	
.010	 -.O M6	 .0898
	
.3265	 .4264	 .3867	 .3610	 .2941
	.020	 -.0177	 .11-6.1
	 .3124	 .3753	 .3339





























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 1A8.1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1898
ARCII-DI9 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED! LEFT W3NG TOP 	 IRETMI
ALPHAOt 1)	 -5.123	 BETAO 1 51 -	 4.151
SECTION t 11LEFT WIM TOP	 OEPENOENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
	















































































1.000	 -x.1696	 -.0408	 .00R-G
t
i
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA84A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1899
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(.ELHL S£ALEDI LEFT W4NO TOP	 (RETU251
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.09B	 BETAO 1 1) -	 -6.117
SECTION ( l):LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270























































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SIURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE I800
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP 	 (-RETU261
ALPHAO( 2)	 -4.098
	 BETAO ( I) -	 -6.117
SECTION ( MEFT W:ING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	















































BETAO ( 21 -	 -4.069
SECT110N ( IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y:BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
	
.000	 -.4198	 .0271	 .1149	 .3637	 .49778	 .41100	 .3610	 .3617 -.3764
	










































DATE 20 OCT 75 I.A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCl) -0'1'9 IAB') LVAP(ELIgL SEALED)	 LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO ( 2) +	 -4.086	 BErTAO ( 2) -	 -4.069
SECTION i 1)LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W .2350 .2990 .3540 .4270 .5340 .6730	 .7600 .6870 .9720 1.0000
X/CW





































90D -.0410 .0190 .0708
:905 .0042
919 -.0178
.950 .0277 .0824	 .0741
.953 .0077
. 955 - . 01' B2
.965 -.0226
1.000 -.0758 -.0515 .0210
PAGE 1901
(RETV26)
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA8'IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1.902




SECTION 1 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/lBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 ,8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000
	 -.4800	 .0068	 .0871	 .3050	 .4053	 .2907	 .2391	 .2371 -.4429
.010	 .0087	 .1123	 .3622	 .4195	 .4209	 .3974	 .2964













.150	 -.2080 -.2539	 .0000 -.3013
.157	 -.5435








































DATE 20 OCT 75
	
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PACE 1903
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP 	 (RETU26)
ALPHAO( 21	 -4.071
	
BETAO ( 3)	 .025
SECTION ( 11LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





































1.000	 -.0957	 -.0798	 -.0248
ALPHiAO( 2') w	 -4.050	 BETAO ( 41	 4.127
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW
	
.2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw
	
.000	 -.5225 -.0490	 .0678	 .2710	 .3467	 .211.2	 .1472	 .1'453 -.4667
	
.040	 -.0499	 .0864	 .3117	 .3909	 .3639	 .3432	 .2530
	


































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1904
ARC H -019 IA81 LV.APoELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU261
ALPHAO( 2)	
-4.050	 SETAO 1 4) -	 4.1-27
SECTION f I)LEFT WINC TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 .7800
	 8670	 .9720 1.0000
xicW
	.250	

















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1 -049 iAe1 LVAP(ELML SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 2) -	 -4.048	 9ETAO c 51 -	 6.1!8.1
SECTION 1 1 LEFT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18W .2350 .2990 .3640 .4270 .5340 .6730 .7800 .8870 .9720 1.0000
XfCW
.000 -.4764 -.1202 .0607 .2345 .3383 .1807 .1000 .0898 -.4528
.0 !10 -.1054 .0789 .2727 .3713 .3459 .3202 .2334
.020 -.0797 .0966 .2372 .3053 .2664 .2550 .1999 -.4130
.040 .1055 . 1'8!13
.041 -.2841
























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1906	 ^--
ARCii-019 IAS1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP 	 (RETLeOl
ALPHAO( 2) -	 -4.048	 SETAO ( 5)	 5.183
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






































1.000	 -.1844	 -.0240	 .0013
ALPHAO( 33 F	 -2.011	 BETAO ( I)	 -6.126
SECTION ( I)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.3767	 .0431	 .1'533	 .4392	 .5946	 .5490	 .5190	 .4961 -.1429
	
.010	 .0289	 .1775	 .4099	 .3820	 .4119	 .3660	 .I933
	







































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1907
ARC I1-0'19 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W'IM3 TOP	 (RETU261
ALPHAOI 3) -	 -2.071	 BETAO ( 13 -	 -6.126
SECTION 1 11LEFT WRING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870
	 .9720 1.0000
x, cW	 - -
	













	 -.4219 -.6822	 -.7360
:402
	
	 - , 4 f 5`I
	













































































1.000	 -.0420	 -. 0-188
	 .0372
DATE 20 OCT 73	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1908.
ARC11-01'9 1A81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 tRETV284
ALPHAO( 3-)	
-1.998	 BETAO ( 2)	 -2.045
SECTION t IILEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.1165	 M12	 .5198	 .4537	 .4226	 .4071 -.2041
.010	 .0056	 .1361	 .3778	 .3727	 .3904	 .3506	 .1968












.150	 -.3613 -.4077	 .0000 -.4467












































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA6ULATi'ON 	 PAGE 1809
ARCII-01'9 JAM LVAP'(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WIND TOP 	 (RETU261	 - ---
ALPHAO( 3)	 -1.998	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -2.045
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







































1.000	 -.0658	 -.0492	 -.0220
ALPHAO( 3)	 -1.984	 BETAO ( 3) s	 2.071
SECTION ( ))LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 ,2990	 ,3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .8720 1.0000
x/CW
	
.000	 -.4969 -.0420	 .0593	 .3208	 .4383	 .3440	 .3037	 .2972 -.300°_
	
.010	 -.0420	 .0910	 .3132	 .3285	 .3395	 .3108	 .1757
	




































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATEON 	 PAGE 1.9110
ARCH-01'9 IASI LVAP'IELHL SEALER) LEFT WING TOP 	 tRETU284
ALPHAOI 31	
-1.984	 BETAO 131	 2.071
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270






















































































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASiLA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PACE 1931
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELFYL SEALEDI LEFT WINO TOP 	 1RETU261
ALPHA01 31 v	 -1.975
	
BETAO f 41 -
	 6.155
SECTION I IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2830	 .3640
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xrCW
.000	 -.5260 -.141.8	 .0435	 .2459	 .4010	 .28322	 .2276	 .2077 -.3667
0U0	 -.1169	 .0640	 .2353




















. 1 13	 -..2156


















































FPAGE 1912DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABRA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IA84 LVAP(EL14L SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP 	 ('RETU26)
ALPHA(:: 3)	 -I.975	 BETAD ( 4) w	 6.155
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







































1.000	 -.1655	 -.0142	 -.0355
ALPMAO ,I 41	 .071	 BETAD (1) -	 -6.134
SECTION 11)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .364.0	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3535	 .0267	 .1382	 .4541	 .6261	 .5905	 .5660	 .5332 -.t130
	
.01.0	 -.0071	 .1440	 .3509	 .2673	 .2925	 .2257	 .0063
	





























.246	 - . 2125
	
.247	 .0164
DATE 20 OCT 75
	 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1913
ARC'I1-019 IA91 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
	 (RETUM
ALPHAO( 4) -	 .071	 BETAQ ( 1)	 -6.134
SECTION ( !)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990	 .364.0	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	










































































































	 .0746	 .1254	 .0998
	
.953









DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE I914
ARCII-01'9 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU26)
ALPHAO( 4)	 .076	 8ETAO ( 2) -	 -4.D98
SECTION ( l)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2490	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000	 -.3869	 .0046	 .11'46	 .4237	 .5927	 .5507	 .5264	 . 14735 -.1501






	 .0894	 .0424 -.0749 -.4190
.040	 .1521	 .0669
.041	 -.3907
.050	 .0035	 -.1286 -.2029 -.2407 -.3248
.069	 -.5297
.080	 -.3409







































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAOE 1.,915
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED] LEFT WINO TOP
	 (RETU26)





















































1.000	 -.0413	 -.0205	 .0035
ALPHAO( 4)	 .079	 BETAO t 3 .) _	 .002
SECTION ( i1LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350
	




















































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULAT'ICN	 PAGE 1918
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED') LEFT WING TOP	 (RETV26)
ALPHAO( 4)	 ,079
	
BETAO ( 3)	 .002
SECTION ( IILEFT WDNG TOP	 OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y16W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3540	 .4270	 .534.0	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	













































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	
PAGE 19I7
ARC)1-01'9 IASI LVAPeELML SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP	 I RETUM
ALPFIAOI 41	
-084	 6ETAO 1 41	 4.101
SECTION t 11LEFT W:I;N0 TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350	 .2990
















































































PAGE 1918DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-0:19 IA8'1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 I.RETU263
ALPHAOi 4)	 .084	 BETAO ( 4)	 4.101
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP











































1.000	 -.1314	 -.0170	 -.0968
ALPHAOd 41	 CBS	 BETAO ( 5) -	 6.149
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









-.1524	 .0339	 .1645	 .2104	 .2201	 11711	 .0044
	.020	 -.1221
	

































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
A.RCII-019 I.A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WNG TOP
ALPHAO( 4)	 .089	 BETAO ( 5) -	 6.149
SECTION ( 11LEFT WIiNG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WSW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730
	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/Cw































































c^ }C1	 .834	 -.3480	
-.3299
	r^	 839	 - .3504
	































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1920
ARCH-019 IASI LVAP'(ELHL SEALED) LEFT W NO TOP 	 1'RETU26?
ALPHAOI 51	 2.1156	 SETAO 1 11	
-6.124
SECTION 1 I ?:LEFT WSN1G TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	
.6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cW
.000	 -.3311 -.0031	 .0976	 .4386	 .6341
	 .5967	 .5536	 .4743 -.1997
.010	 -.0517	 .0972
	 .2867	 .1486	 .1690	 .0705 -.1937
.020	 -.0608	 .1158	 .11-57	 .0168 -.0350 -.1194 -.2838 -.5953
.040	 .1236 -.0349
.041	 -.2012






























































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PACE 1,921
ARC11-07'9 lABd LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 MUMS)
ALPHAO( 5)	 2.166	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -6.124
SECTION I I)LEFT WMG TOP



















































ALPHAO( 51 -	 2.174	 BETAO ( 2) - -2.053





	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .'7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.4027 -.0627	 .0503
	 .3846	 .5700
	





	 .1711	 .0746 -.1744
	
.020	 -.0979	 .0937














































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 I.A8-tA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABGLATION
	 PAGE 1922
ARC1I-OV9 IAB1 LYAP('ELHL SEALED) LEFT W1NO TOP
	 (.RETU26)
	 -
ALPHAO( 51	 2.174	 BETAO ( 2)	 -2.053
SECTION ( 11LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT YARlABLE CP
YH3W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 4270
	
.5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8970	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw
•250	

































































DATE 20 OCT 15	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1923
ARCII-019 1A1311 LVAP'( :ELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP	 IRETUMI
ALPHAO( 5) -	 2.176	 HETAO 1 3) -	 2.058
SECTION t 1)LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8w	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270
	
.5340	 .5730	 .7800	 ..8870
	 .9720 1.0000
%!CW
.000	 -.4734 -.1400 -.0283
	 .3035	 .4909	 .4430	 .4192
	 .3513 -.3468	 - -
.010	 -.1445
	 .0062	 .1980	 .1:246
	 .1'420	 .0674 -.1689
.020
	 -.1308	 .0426	 .0817	 .0160 -.0378 -.0961 -.24I2 -.6018
.040	 .0519 -.0274
.041	 -.5271






























































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 ME 1924
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU26)
ALPHAO( 51 +	 2.176
	 BETAO ( 31 ti	 2.058
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3649	 .4270	 .5340





























































	 2.176	 BETAS) ( 4) +
	 6.147










.000	 -.5235 -.2041 -.0458	 1721	 .4474
	 .3826	 .3499	 .2856 -.3985
	
.010	 -.1728 -.0001
	 .0936	 .1120	 .11.48	 .0358 -.1760
	
.020	












































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC H -019 IA$'1 LVAPY,ELKL SEALEW LEFT WING TOP
ALPWAO( 5)
	
2.176	 SETAO 141 R	 6.147
SECTION t MEPT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640

























































































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IA811A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1926
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 METU26)
ALPHAO( 6) -	 4.242	 BETAO (1)	 -6.110
SECTION 1 1)LEFT 14ING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 13640
	







.5927	 .5456	 .4237 -.3358
	
.010	 -.1045	 .0534	 .2196	 .0449
	 .0611 -.0698 -.3594
	
.020	












. 080	 -.56,75 






























































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1927
ARCII-01'9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU261
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.242	 BETAO ( '.: *	 -6.110




























.965	 .0474	 - - -
1.000	 -.0114	 -.1013	 -..2973
ALPHAO( 6) t	 4.246
	 BETAO ( 2) _	 -4.074
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YlBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/Cw





	 .0558 -.0745 -.3740
.020	 -.1242
	























DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1928
ARCI1-019 IASI LVAPt:ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP	 (RETU26)
ALPHAOI 6)	 4.246	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -4.074
SECTION (1 )LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ew	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	

































































































1.000	 -.0230	 -.0579	 -.:2569
1.
fii^:^^-	 ..:.^.^..,y.,._.^...^_.......,.........>.^.e^...M.m._.._._.s..^.4^d.._^.,.,......,..u.^.<,n.....,..,.^.d,...^...^.,..^.._^.^r,_,.0 ,n.,^.._^_.....,... __...a.._..:_ 	 _,.,...^_ ...^a ..............^^_._,..._.,..^u,^....v..d..^	 -_,,..,,,^	 ,y,^::,n::.^;..:^.u,h,^..y.,,,..A_._,..^..^.a.,.:.,,,.,,^.a:^
DATE 20 OCT 75	 I-A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARC11-019 IASI LVAP('ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 6)	 4.244	 BETAO f 31	 .001
SECTION ( 11LEFT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .5730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/CW
.000	 -.4346 -.1515 -.0441	 .3223	 .5329	 .4936	 .4453	 .3338 -.4643
.010	 -.1788 -.01'40	 .1719	 .0450	 .0493 -.0736 -.3554
.020
	
-.1515	 .028E	 .0267 -.0697 -.1444 -.2414 -.4.519 -.7891
.040	 .0430 -.1012
.041	 -.4725























































DATE 2D OCT 75	 IA8)A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1930
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 CRETU261
ALPHAiO'( 6)	 4,244	 6ETAO ( 31	 ,001
SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
























































	 BETAO ( 4) -	 4.105
SECTION ( 1)LEFT Wb'NG TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270





.000	 -.4953 -.2065 -.1055 	 .2332	 .4661	 .4219	 .3814	 .2650 -.5436
	
.010	 -.1962 -.0409
	 .1002	 .0219	 .0203 -.0993 -.3730
	









































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1'931








SECTION ( 1)LEFT WING TOP
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990











































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IABlA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1932
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP1'ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP 	 IRETU261
ALPHAAO( 6) *	 4.240
	
BETAO 1 51	 6.155
SECTION t I1'LEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640
	
.4279	 .531+0	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
XICW
.000	 -.5096 -.2565 -.0944	 .1319	 .4464	 .3921	 .3508	 .2423 -.5712
.010	 -.2129 -.0343	 .0336	 .0138	 .0110 -.1001	 -.3730
.020	 -.1752 -.0107 -.0480 -.0879 -.1546 -.2533 -.4559 -.7979
.040	 -.0045 -.1149
041	 -.4.982







.150	 -.5943 -.7255	 .0000 --.8284
.157	 -.8603






































PATE 20 OCT 75	 1ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCI1-01 '9 IA8'1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPHAO( 6J	 4.240
	
BETAO ( 5) s	 6.1'55
SECTION [ IILEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
















































ALPHAO[ 7)	 6.337	 SETAO ( 1) _	 -4.058
SECTION [ 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8W	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800
	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.3246 -.1099 -.0294	 .3665	 .5691	 .5325	 .4676	 .3160 -.5357
	
.010	 -.1811 -.0275	 .1 .420 -.0606 -.0709 -.2302 -.5429
	
































DATE 2.0 OCT 75	 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION	 PAGE 1934
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WitN0 TOP	 4RETU26'1
ALPHAO( 71	 6.337	 BETAO ( 1) -	 -4,058
SECTION r 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BW	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340
	 .6730	 17800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
xrcw











	 -.8641 -.7778	 -.5737
	



















































































xPAGE 1:935DATE 20 OCT 75	 IAS1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL 5EALEDd LEFT WING TOP 	 (RETU26)
ALPHAO( 71 -	 6.337	 BETAO ( 2) -	 -2.026
SECTION ( IILEFT WING TOP 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIft%	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
.000	 -.3718 -.1547 -.0715	 .3348	 .5455	 .4977	 .4401	 .2910 -.5799
.010	 -.2166 -.0484	 .1297 -.0560 -.0703 -.2293 -.5384
.020	 -.1965 -.0032 -.0477 -.1801 -.2829 -.3963 -.6437 -.9427
.040	 .0138 -.1871
.041	 -.3839







.150	 -.8020 -.9592	 .0000 -.8068
.157	 -.9029
.163	 -.0909






































PATE 20 OCT 75	 IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PAGE 1,936
ARCII-019 IA8 : 1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 CRETU261
ALPHAO( 71	 6.337	 BETAO ( 2) -
	 -2.026
	
SECTION	 I)LErT WINO TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




































1.000	 -.0349	 _.Iose	 -.3238
ALPHAG ,( 7)	 8.335	 BETAO ( 3) -	 .015
	
SECTION	 I)LEFT W,T:NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/814	 .2350	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .7800	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
X/CW
	
.000	 -.4203 -.2114 -.1291	 .2890	 .5183	 .45130	 .3990	 .2596 -.6201
	
.010	 -.2537 -.0809	 .0970 -.0654 -.0746 -.2244 -.5324
	
















DATE 20 OCT 75	 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
	 PAGE 1937
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPfELHL SEALED) LEFT WINO TOP
	 1RETU261
ALPHAO( 7)	 6.335
	 BETAO 1 31	 .015































































































































DATE 20 OCT 75	 IASI:A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 	 PACE 1939
ARCII -019
 IAS'I LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WiING TOP 	 IRETU26)
ALPHA01 71	 6.332	 BETAO t 4)	 21074
SECTION 111LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 ..2350	 .2990	 .3649
	
.4270	 .5340	 .6730	 .78010	 .8870	 .9720 1.0000
x/cw	 - -
.00Q	 -.4344 -.2658 -.1780
	 .2422	 .4808	 .4328	 3689	 .2247 -.5597
010	 -.2825 -.1101	 .0636 -.0797 -.0719 -.2331 -.5399
.020	 -.2358 -.0484 -.0794 -.1828 -.2598 -.3906 -.6395 -.9475
.040	 -.0291 -.1893
.041	 -.4939
.050	 -.1362	 -.4227 -.5227 -.6376 -.8-179
.069	 -.9653













































DATE 20 OCT 75	 LABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION
ARCH-019 IABI LVAP'IELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
ALPI.1A01 7)	 6.332	 BETAO S 4) -	 2.074
SECTION I HEFT PIING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BN















































1.000	 -.0706	 -.0526	 -.2758
ALPHAOt 71	 6.327	 BETAO t 51 -
	 4.1.23
SECTION 1 11LEFT WING TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YMW






.000	 -.461 16 -.2970 -.1958	 .1889	 .4481	 .4065	 .3304	 .1668 -.7526
	
.010	 -.2807 -.1097	 .0233 -.0988 -.0984 -.2561 -.5631
	



































DATE 20 OCT 75
	 iA8,lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATLON	 PAGE 1940
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) LEFT WING TOP
	 (RETU281
ALPHAO( 71	 6.327	 BETAO 1 5) -	 4.123
SECTION 1 MEFT w1NG TOP	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bw	 .2350
	 .2990	 .3640	 .4270


























. 41 , 9	
-.9809
	
.429	 -.0058
	
.497	
-.4237
	
.503	
-.4724
.547 -.2537
	
.550	
-.2447 -.4434
	
.565	 -.2347
	
.600	
-.5320
	
.637	 -.2136	 -
	
.E38	 -.4967
	
.650	
-.5463
	
.670	
-.4103
	
.700	 -.1980
	 -.3347
	
.725	
-.2432
.727 -.2355
	
.730	
-.4836
	
.750	
-.4447 -.4653
	 - -
	
.760	
-.2305
	
'175
	
-.2218 -.3302
	
.793	 -.0180
	
.798	
-.2518
	
.BOB	
-.1934
	
.634	 ,2462
	
.839	 -.1908
	
.850
	
-.1240 -.1619 -.3080
	
.657	
-.1335
	
.862	
-.3685
	
.965
	 -.2576
	
.879
	
-.1525
	
.9013
	 -.1721
	 -.0762	
-.3553	 F
	.905
	
-.0992
	
.919	 -.1301
	
.950
	
-.13330 -.0080 -.1733
	 -
	
.953
	 -.0625
	
.955
	
-.0985
	
.965	 -.1140
	
1.000	 -.0935	
-,0332	
-.2624
